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Featuring The Eddystone Radio Story
Early Wireless Keying
Build - A Valved 3.5MHz CW Transmitter
Special Edition Of Ron Ham's 'Valve & Vintage' Column

REVIEWS
The Alinco DJ-G1E 144MHz Hand-Held Transceiver
The Icom IC-707 HF Transceiver

Plus
Novice Natter - Special Prize Competition - Bits & Bytes - Focal Point And Much More!
FOR THE PRICE, YOU'D EXPECT THE WORLD. YOU'LL GET IT.

The TS-950SDX is at the very pinnacle of the Kenwood HF transceiver range. And when you look at its specification, that's not surprising.

It boasts a number of highly advanced features like built-in digital signal processing, 50 Volt MOSFET finals, AIP (advanced intercept point), built-in sub-receiver and built-in automatic antenna tuner. To name but some of its world-leading technical tours-de-force.

Just as important, it's made with Kenwood's traditional attention to detail and reliability, to stand up to a lifetime's use.

The TS-950SDX is part of a range of HF transceivers priced from around £1000 to £3500. And although quality is never cheap, it's still a small price to pay to have the world of radio communications at your command.
Guest Keylines
Tex Swann G1TEX takes his turn in the Keylines chair.

Novice Natter
Elaine Richards G4LFM has some more useful information for Novices, including advice on radio raidles.

Review - The Alinco DJ-G1E Hand-Held Transceiver
Richard Newton CORSN takes a look at a new hand-held from the Alinco stables.

A Valved Transmitter For 3.5MHz
Richard O. Manns G2EZD describes a simple valved 3.5MHz transmitter which is capable of good stability.

The Eddystone Radio Story
Chris Pettitt G5EYO, Managing Director of Eddystone Radio Ltd., takes a look back at the history of one of the most famous names in radio.

Keying The Early Way
The late Stan Crabtree G3OCX provides a fascinating insight into the ingenious Morse keying systems used by the pioneers of wireless.

Looking Back At Listening - 40 Years On
Mike Birch G0KDTZ takes us back to around 40 years ago with a letter from an experienced operator to a keen novice listener.

What A Good Idea
Michael Scott GONEE has a "flexible" idea for a control shaft.

A Touch Of Class
Patrick Alley O65KJW comments on the British method of callsign allocation.

Specifications - The Mysteries Explained
Ian Poole G3VUX continues to unravel the mysteries of equipment specifications, this time dealing with Image Response.

Focal Point
In this month's look at the ATV scene Andy Emmerson G6PH has some thoughts on repeater operation and microwaves.

Dayton 1994 - Don't Miss Out On The Holiday Of The Year
It's not too late to book your seat to the 1994 Dayton Hamvention, so don't delay book your place today!
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Coming Next Month
Practical Wireless goes mobile with a look at amateur radio on the move. Plus the PW guide to the 1994 London Amateur Radio Show and free copy of the new Mainline Electronics Catalogue. Don't Miss It!
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The New Classic

AR3030 General Coverage Receiver
* Collins mechanical filter inside

When the AR3030 was first placed onto the drawing board about 15 months ago, the R&D team at AOR had the dream of producing a high quality DDS (Direct Digital Synthesizer) receiver with excellent filtering characteristics offered by the legendary *Collins mechanical filters. This dream has now come true, a feat rarely achieved by any manufacturer whether large or small. As a listener too, you can now enjoy the experience of this very special marriage of high technology and classical styling.

Most receivers employ ceramic filters, such filters offer good performance and reasonable cost. However the “best” kind of filter is the mechanical resonator filter, pioneered and still manufactured by the Collins Division of Rockwell International. In contrast to ceramic filters, *Collins mechanical filters are more expensive and rarely used in any but the very top of the range and professional equipment.

Our aim here at AOR has been to produce a general coverage receiver using the *Collins 450/1000 kHz mechanical filter fitted as standard yet at an affordable price for most shortwave listeners around the World. We believe that only the very best receiver design deserves the *Collins mechanical filter, and feel our R&D team have succeeded with this goal. It is very easy to appreciate the true effectiveness of the *Collins mechanical filter when tuned to medium and shortwave bands especially in Europe after dark. We also believe DDS is the best method available today to produce the clearest signals, absolutely essential for high performance receive capability especially on crowded bands containing many strong signals. There are two other filters fitted as standard, these being 2.4 kHz for SSB/AM, 2.1 kHz for SSB/FM and 2.5 kHz for SSB. Our aim to provide a clean signal is essential for high performance SSB reception.

Another unique feature is that.F+0 (Frequency Synthesizer On) is switchable on all modes. During “normal” operation the AR3030 uses true carrier re-insertion techniques for SSB reception, this ensures ease of use and good audio quality. However should adjacent interference be encountered, the F+O may be switched on so that the main rotary tuning control can be used to tune away from interference and the F+O used to recover readable audio thus providing a simple but effective manual form of passband tuning.

The AR3030 boasts a wide frequency coverage from 30kHz to 30MHz and all mode reception as standard: AM, SSB (synchronous), NFM, USB, LSB, CW & FAX. Tuning is via a silky smooth rotary tuning knob with a minimum step of 2Hz (selectable for faster or slower tuning). There are two VFOs and dual lock to prevent accidental loss of frequency while listening. We are so confident with the performance of the DDS that the same chip is planned for use in our new generation wideband receiver which will tune in ultra smooth 1Hz increments.

The AR3030 has a number of unique facilities to offer. In particular the BFO (Beat Frequency Oscillator) is switchable on USB LSB CW and FAX modes. During “normal” operation the AR3030 uses true carrier re-insertion techniques for SSB reception, this ensures ease of use and good audio quality. However should adjacent interference be encountered, the BFO may be switched on so that the main rotary tuning control can be used to tune away from interference and the BFO used to recover readable audio thus providing a simple but effective manual form of passband tuning.

Supplied with mains power unit and operating manual.

UK Carriage free if ordered directly from AOR UK.

£699.00 inc VAT.

For full details and list of options please phone or send a large S.A.E. (1st class)

AOR (UK) Ltd. Adam Hinde High Tech Centre, Derbs Road, Wirksworth, Derbys. DE4 4BG.
Tel: 0629 825926 Fax: 0629 822425 £1.90

The new enlarged Catalogue is out now!

- New direct phone lines for prompt service
- 16 more pages
- £££’s worth of discount vouchers
- 100’s new products
- 240 pages, 26 sections, over 4000 products
- New section of entertainment and accessories including disco equipment, audio mixers, car amplifiers, crossovers, speakers and boosters
- Complete range of Velleman kits now stocked
- The latest scanning receivers and accessories
- New Ni-cad batteries and chargers
- New range of telephone equipment and accessories
- Published December 1993
- Available from most large newsagents or direct from Circit

Send for your copy today!

CIRKIT DISTRIBUTION LTD
Park Lane · Broxbourne · Hertfordshire · EN10 7NQ
Telephone (0992) 448899 · Fax (0992) 471314
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For example your FT101ZDMK3 could be worth as much as £350 against the purchase of a new FT990 or FT890 transceiver and you could pay the balance off over 10 months interest free. This would mean you could obtain your dream radio now for NO CASH DEPOSIT. For example FT890 list £1299, less £350 balance £949, 10 monthly payments of £94.90 what could be simpler.

Similarly your:

- **FT902DM** up to £400
- **FT757GX** up to £500
- **FT747GX** up to £400
- **FT767GX** up to £850

- **FT102** up to £375
- **TS430S** up to £425
- **TS440S** up to £775
- **TS140** up to £485

- **IC751A** up to £775
- **IC745** up to £475
- **IC740** up to £375
- **TS830S** up to £435

**DON'T DELAY – ORDER TODAY BEFORE THE CHANCELLOR TAXES 0% FINANCE!!**

Offer valid on clean good working order equipment only, we may be able to offer similar deals on other models not listed above. Credit facilities offered are subject to status, offers subject to availability.

**£150 MINIMUM FOR YOUR OLD MOBILE 2M OR 70CM**

When you purchase a new FT5100 144/430MHz dual band mobile:

**YOU PAY ONLY £449**

Or, just pay £74.84 per month for 6 months INTEREST FREE. No cash deposit required.

**£100 MINIMUM FOR YOUR OLD HANDI 2M OR 70CM**

When you purchase a new FT530 144/430MHz dual band handi:

**YOU PAY ONLY £399**

Or, just pay £66.50 for 6 months INTEREST FREE. No cash deposit required.

Note: Trade-in is for amateur radio equipment only. Credit is subject to status.

Special Offers subject to availability. Carriage A=£2.00 B=£5.00 C=£7.50 D=£12.50 E=£16.50

South Midlands Communications Ltd, S.M. House, School Close, Chandlers Ford Ind. Est., Eastleigh, Hants SO5 3BY

Showroom + mail order 0703 251549 HQ showroom hours 9.30-5 weekdays 9-1pm Saturday
Service Department Direct Line Monday – Friday 9am – 5pm (0703) 254247

Personal callers & Mail Order welcome at all branches
2 year warranty on Yaesu, Icom & Kenwood transceivers

**VISA**

HQ Southampton (0703) 255111 Leeds (0532) 350606 London (ARE) (081) 9974476
Birmingham 021-327 1497 Axminster (0297) 34918 Chesterfield (0246) 453340
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Ten-Tec Scout £479

SSB/CW 1.8MHz-30MHz Capability!
★ 5-50Watts Output SSB/CW
★ Plug-in Band Modules (40m included.)
★ Variable Xtal Filt 500Hz-2kHz
★ VSWR, Power & S-meter
★ Full Break-In Built-in Speaker
★ 100hz resolution 12 Volt operation

Just arrived from USA. It's the cheapest HF rig with the famous Ten-Tec Pedigree. Just pay for the bands you want. Extra band modules £99.95. Measuring 3.5" x 7.25" x 9.75" it is ideal for use in a base or portable. Only available direct from us. Plus a full 12 month UK backed warranty.

Waters & Stanton
UK's Largest Selection of

**Special Yupiteru Purchase.**

MVT-5000 Scanner £229.95

25MHz - 500MHz
800MHz - 1300MHz
AM - FM

We've managed to purchase the last production run of this receiver at a special price. Full coverage of all the popular channels including the full aircraft, marine and ham bands etc. Compare the cost of a compete? This is a fully specified scanner that comes from the most respected name, Yupiteru: 100 memories and a highly sensitive receiver. Includes ni-cads AC charger. 12V Cigar lead, softcase. Antenna, Earpiece

2m 30W Mobile for £59!
P335

This amplifier converts your 2m FM handheld into a 30W output mobile or base system.
★ RF sensing
★ 1.6W Input
★ Ideal for FM
★ 120W power gain
★ SO-239/BNC plug
★ 12-14V DC
★ 74 x 50 x 24mm

This is a well made unit which we have purchased at a silly price. We have limited stocks at this price and you have a full 12 months UK warranty. Ask us nicely and we'll send it post free!

---

**New! AOR-3030 Receiver £689**

30kHz-30MHz

The latest receiver from AOR is amazing value using Collins filters it boasts 7 different modes and frequency steps down to 5kHz. You get 100 memory channels and a lovely smooth tuning drive. We've used it and it really is a beauty. Not the plastic gloss finish of many Japanese receivers, but a good looking professional job that really looks the business. Phone or write for information. And remember, you get a good solid deal from us and a meaningful warranty.

W9GR DSP Audio Filter £299

Cuts out almost all noise including power lines, static, ignition, hydrotens, etc. Pass bands down to 30Hz and bands to suit. Packet RTTY and Amtor etc. Brings the wanted audio up and reduces the noise by several S-points! It can make an SSB signal with band noise sound just like a local FM signal! Amazing device that has rocked the USA. It's not cheap at £299 but when you hear it you'll realise how much it can cut down listening fatigue.

MASPRO

The only ones you can mount vertically without loss!

144-WHS, 5 el, 2m.......................... £29.95
144-WH15, 15 el, 2m....................... £41.95
144-WH10, 10 el, 2m....................... £49.95
435-WH8, 8 el, 70cms..................... £29.95
435-WH12, 12 el, 70cms................. £39.95
435-WM15, 15 el, 70cms................. £44.95
KSB-50, Vertical mounting kit........... £9.95
KSB-80, Heavy duty offset boom......... £24.95

Price Crusher!
★ 20 Memories
★ 2 Watts Output
★ Wide-band RX
★ Key-pad entry
★ Full scanning

ADI - 2m & 70cms Hand-holds £199 (2m Version)

We've cut the price to the bone on these rigs. You get great value, guaranteed reliability and superb performance. Fully featured, these rigs are well recommended for the beginner or experienced user. You get two dry packs, one taking 5 AA cells, the other 6 AA cells. The 70cms model is ideal for the NOVICE operator. By direct selling these we have been able to offer you the very best value. Includes aerial and belt clip. Ni-cads and chargers extra.

AD-145
2m model £199

AD-450
70cms model £219

All accessories now in stock

---

**Ham Radio Catalogue**

From the Super Store with all the stock, good prices and friendly staff.

Get your FREE copy today. It's packed with information and details of our products. Send 2 first class stamps. Simply scan through the pages to send what you want, lift up the telephone and quote your credit card number. We'll tell you on the rare occasion if its not in stock and ask you if we want to hold the order. Look at our Mail Order Code. Can you really deal with anybody else?

---

**HF Rig Discounts!**

on most models.

Kenwood Icom Yaesu

We can give you a good deal. One that is fair to you, competitive, yet allows us to give you an honest warranty backed up by our own service department. We could shave another 5% off the price, send your rig back to the suppliers when it goes wrong and make all kinds of excuses why it is taking so long. That's not our way. We want to serve you before, during and after your purchase. Call us and ask us this price and you have a full 12 month UK backed warranty. Ask us if it is in stock, good prices and friendly staff.

---

**REVE Power Checker**

PC-705

3.5 Watts BNC connector
20MHz - 1300MHz
Just like Rubber Duck

Amazing device. Just plug into any handheld, CB or cellular phone to read the power. Levels arc 0.3/0.5/1/2/3/SW.

---

**DIAMOND VSWR Meters**

The Best!

SAT-100 1.6 - 60MHz 3kW £132.95
SAT-200 1.8 - 20MHz 200W £92.95
SAT-400 140 - 525MHz 200W £109.95
SAT-600 1.8 - 525MHz 200W £134.95

For details of the full range including the automatic models, send for our catalogue.

---
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**ALINCO – factory fresh from the importors!**

**DJ-G1E**  
2m Tx Dual-Band Rx  
With Spectrum Display  

80 memories, 2 Watts on nicas, 5 Watts on 12V. But the unit to see is the Spectrum Display. The bargraph shows the strength of the signal you are receiving plus the strength of signals on all 3 channels side by side. Watch a Spectrum Display of the activity as you tune the band. It’s the most amazing handheld we have seen!

**DJ-580E**  
2M/70cms  
Wide-Band Rx  
42 Memories  
Full Duplex  

The DJ-580E is the latest feature-packed handheld from ALINCO. You get ALINCO tough engineering and excellent reliability. You even get AM airband receive. No corners have been cut with the DJ-580E and to add to its pedigree, it has been selected by many groups for RAYNET operation. No doubt because of its auto repeater mode. Get the facts today and find out more about this lovely rig.

**DR-130E 2m Mobile**  

50 Watts Output  
20 Memories  
CTCSS Encoder  

This is the newest mobile rig to come from ALINCO and with 50 Watts output it really does pack a punch. Its simple front panel belies its many features yet making operation safer. You can switch between frequency display or channel numbers; use the “on the move” operating. Frequency control is by rotary control or up/down buttons on the mic. Repeater access is taken care of by the 1750Hz tone with reverse repeater in an instant. And if you get tired of 2 metres you can always listen to the segment 130MHz-174MHz. Everything you need to mount and operate the rig is supplied. Just connect 13.8V.

**MFJ-203**  
Dip Meter  
£119.95

* 1.8-30MHz  
* No coil sets  
* No spurious responses  
* No frequency pulling  

The ‘203’ is a brand new idea in dip meters. It uses a single probe for complete coverage of 1.8-30MHz. None of the old vices of dip meters! Handbook tells you how to measure resonance, velocity factors, capacitance, inductance, circuit Q and other parameters.

**ROTORATOR**  
AR-500XLT  
240V AC/12V control  
3-core cable control.  

Direct Bearings. Ideal for VHF and UHF.  

SAVE EVEN MORE!  
Order an AR-300XL plus any Tonna or Maspro aerial and get a further £10 reduction on this price!

**A FULL FEATURED ATU £71.95**  
1.8-30MHz.  
End fed.  
Coax.  
Balanced.  
MODEL NO: MFJ-901B  

If it doesn’t work with your antenna we’ll take it back within 10 days! That’s confidence.

**SPECIAL PURCHASE SAVE £40!**  
It’s a copy of the famous Bencher keyer from USA.  
But this one comes from Taiwan. It’s superb quality, heavy chromed and a great investment. We can sell you the Bencher for £99.95 or this one for £59.95.

**MFJ-564**  
£59.95

**LED’s are OUT! Opto-3300**  
1MHz–2.8GHz  
£169.95

The problem with LED counters is that you can’t see them in daylight and they consume massive amounts of current. The new M-3300 counter has LCD readout and is super-sensitive.

* 6 gate times  
* Hold switch  
* Pocket size 10MHz standard  
* 50 Ohm BNC  
* Highly sensitive  
* Ni-cads and charger  
* Serial etc.

**Sangean ATS-803A**

**NP £18.95 inc free delivery!**

This well respected budget class receiver offers excellent short wave performance and is ideal for use at home or on portable. You get AM and SSB capability and a clear LCD frequency readout. The large speaker provides good fidelity and there’s 10 memories to store your favourite stations. For domestic use only. Get your copy before the whole lot goes.

**UK SCANNING DIRECTORY**

We’ve got the new 3rd edition in stock. Is it legal or is it not? Get your copy before the whole lot goes. As a service to our many mail order customers we are offering this post free.

**NB £16.95**

**HB-400 Amazing! £14.95!**

Hand-held mount  

The easy way to mount your hand-held or scanner in the car. Fits any hand-held using the belt clip. Gives firm mounting for safe driving.

**Station Clocks**

Your shack needs one!

108 £24.95  
112 £29.95  
Model 108R, finished in brushed aluminium, gives you dual display. You get a 24 hour clock for world time and a local 12 hour clock. Model 112 gives you a world map display with changing times across the globe. It also gives you days, month and year. Both are superbly made and come with full twelve month warranty.
HAYDON COMMUNICATIONS

GRAND OPEN DAY & SALE
SAT 29th JAN - 10AM-6PM

COME & CELEBRATE 94 WITH US.
HUGE SAVINGS ON THE DAY!
FREE FOOD & DRINK!
POP ALONG IF YOU CAN

HANDHELD SAVERS

ALINCO DJ-580
+ Ext Rx £429
+ extra nicad £499

YAESU FT-530R
2m FM £399
+ Ext Rx £449
+ extra nicad £599

KENWOOD TH-78E
2m FM £429
+ Ext Rx £499
+ extra nicad £649

NEW TH-22E
2m HANDY £249
+ Extra nicad £299

MOBILE BARGAINS

TM-732E
2m Mobile £599

FT-290R II
2m All Mode £429

TR-751E
2m All Mode £329

TM-742E
Teledab (2m/70cm FTTD) £799

ALINCO C688

FT-416
Inc's nicad/charger £319

TH-416
Inc's nicad/charger £329

FREE * XTRA NICAD * with DJ-580 180Lugo

FT-180E6
2m FM £1229 incl's charger £416

FREE * XTRA NICAD *
with DJ-180E6 £1429

FT-7476XII
H.F. £7476

FT-4776XII
100W £7476

FT-4776XII
100W £699 + free mic

HF SPECIALS

ICOM IC-707
S.A.V.E SAVE £399 £799

KENWOOD TS-50S
In Stock £589

YAESU FT-840
S.A.V.E SAVE £899 £879

* SPECIAL BUY *

SAVE £250!

SCANNERS @ "TRADE PRICES"

MVT-1100
Best Seller £49

AR-1500X £379

AR-2000 £315

DJ-X10 Inc's nicad/charger £269

NEW MVT-7100

NFM / WFM / AM / LSB / USB 530 KHz - 1650 MHz
1000 search pass frequencies 10 search bands
30 channels per sec. scan speed 12v d.c. or 4 x AA power supply Back-lit LCD & buttons

RING FOR VERY SPECIAL PRICE

FINANCE AVAILABLE
DELIVERY: 24HR £130
48HR £7.50
HURRY - LIMITED STOCKS @ REDUCED PRICES

Where to find us

HAYDON COMMUNICATIONS
132 High Street, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 7EL
Close to Edgware underground station (Northern Line). Close to M1, M25, A406.

* FREE PARKING *

HAYDON COMMUNICATIONS

S.R.P. TRADING

MVT 7000
Handheld 8-1300 MHz
100kHz - 1300MHz
200 Memory Channels

VT 225
The Worlds first dedicated civil/military Receiver 108-142MHz 222-391MHz 1495-160MHz

SONY ICF 2001D
0.1-30MHz All mode incl. SSB+FM+AM

ALINCO DJ-580
2m/70cm £429

JEAN

ROBERTS RG618

Multimode Cassette Radio Receiver 87.5-108 MHz 150-519KHz 1.621-29.999MHz

PRO-39
200 Channel Scanner 66-88, 108-136-975(AM) 137-174, 380-512x806-960MHz

PRO-43
50 Channel Scanner 66-88, 108-136-975(AM) 137-174, 380-512MHz

PRO-46
100 Channel Scanner 66-88, 108-136.975(AM)

AOR AR1500EX

New Enhanced Model 500KHz-1300MHz NFM, WFM, AM + SSB

RING FOR FEBRUARY'S BIG DISCOUNTS

Specifications
- NFM / WFM / AM / LSB / USB + 530 KHz - 1650 MHz
- 1000 memory channels + 500 search pass frequencies
- 10 search bands + 30 channels per sec. scan speed
- 12v d.c. or 4 x AA power supply + Back-lit LCD & buttons

RING FOR VERY SPECIAL PRICE

MAIL ORDER
S.R.P. Trading
Unit 20
Nash Works
Forge Lane
 Nr Stourbridge, Worcs
Tel: (0562) 730672
Fax: (0562) 731002

SHOP
S.R.P. Radio Centre
1686 Bristol Rd South
Rednal
Birmingham
Tel: 021 460 1581
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A selection from our range of books for the repair trade

TELEVISION CHASSIS GUIDE.
Full cross reference for all models
Order MP-18. £5.95.

TELEVISION EQUIVALENTS
Lists models which are the same
Order MP-150. £5.95.

FAULT LISTS FOR TELEVISIONS.
Hundreds of specific faults for
dozens of different makes and
models.
Order MP-205. £6.95.

TELETEXT REPAIR MANUAL.
Comprehensive details of the system.
Order MP-21. £3.00.

TELEVISION REMOTE CONTROL
CIRCUITS.
Dozens of Diagrams on many
remotes.
Order MP-167. £10.00.

TV POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS.
Dozens of P.S. circuit stages.
Order MP-219. £10.00.

SCART EUROCONNECTOR
SYSTEM.
Comprehensive details of the system.
Order MP-21. £3.00.

P.C. HARD DISC
DRIVE
REFERENCE
MANUAL.
Comprehensive Drive
Details.
Order MP-84. £5.00.

P.C. DIAGNOSTICS
SOFTWARE.
Dozens of programs to aid you in
diagnostics of PC's and Drives etc.
2 sets of 7 x 3.5" Discs per set.

VIDEO RECORDER AND
CAMCORDER EQUIVALENTS.
Full Cross-reference guides.
Makes A-Z. Order MP-217. £5.95.
Makes K-Z. Order MP-218. £5.95.

VIDEO TEST JIG.
Special cassette lets you
operate the machine in test mode.
Order VTV. £15.00.

VIDEO HEAD CLEANING KIT.
Special kit with comprehensive
instructions on how to service heads.
Order VHCK. £4.00.

VIDEO RECORDER FAULTS.
Unique repair guide for beginners.
Order MP-5. £3.95.

WIRE ANTENNAS FOR
H.F. OPERATORS.
The aerial book for Amateurs.
Order MP-243. £6.95.

REEL TO REEL
TAPE
RECORDER
SERVICING.
Theory and circuits
for repairs.
Order MP-201. £5.00.

TRANSISTOR RADIO REPAIR GUIDE.
Comprehensive servicing charts.
Order MP-7. £2.50.

RECORD PLAYER SPEED DISC.
Get your phonograph up to speed.
Order MP-8. £1.00.

SWITCH MODE POWER SUPPLY
I.C. TYPE TDA-4600.
Circuitry and operation explained.
Order MP-37. £6.00.

SERVICE MANUALS
available for most equipment

Order TODAY using Access/Visa for immediate despatch.

All orders plus £2.35 Post and Packing. (Overseas £5.00)

The above selection are just a few of the Hundreds of Unique Repair and Data Guides shown in our FREE catalogue - Yours for the asking. Sent FREE with all orders or send 2 x 1st class stamps for your copy TODAY!

MAURITRON TECHNICAL SERVICES (PW)
47A High Street, Chinnor, Oxfordshire, OX9 4DJ.
Tel:- 0844-351694. Fax:- 0844-352554.
GOT PROBLEMS WITH YOUR RIG?

Call Castle for Immediate Assistance!
We are now fully authorised and equipped to repair, service and maintain, all rigs by...

ICOM YAESU KENWOOD ALINCO

Call CASTLE on 0384 298616 and tell us your symptoms!

Full workshop facilities plus a new, computer controlled spares store, we are now No.1 in UK! We can arrange for collection and delivery direct to your own QTH. Average turn round 7-10 days. (Trade enquiries welcome)

GOT PROBLEMS IMMEDIATELY?

Call Castle on 0384 298616 for FREE FAST MAIL ORDER FROM STOCK!

CASTLE ELECTRONICS

Geoff G4AQU John G6VJC

Tel: 0384 298616 Fax: 0384 270224

Unit 3, "Baird House", Dudley

Innovation Centre, Pensnett Trading Estate

Kingswinford, West Midlands DY6 8XZ

COASTAL COMMUNICATIONS

YOUR 'LOCAL' INDEPENDENT EAST COAST DEALER

HUSTLER HF MOBILE ANTENNAS

If you are serious about HF mobile operation the Hustler HF Mobile System is the obvious choice. Hustler manufactures and sells more HF mobile antennas worldwide than anyone. No other manufacturer offers the convenience, flexibility or the pure performance that Hustler does.

Our HF Mobile System offers a wide variety of components which enable you to customise your installation to fit your present and future needs.

A choice of four different support masts provides an installation solution for every vehicle. A selection of seventeen interchangeable resonators in high and moderate power ranges and varying bandwidths are available. A full complement of accessories such as springs, a multi-band adaptor and a quick disconnect device complete the system.

RM-10 10m 250-2500KHz £159.95
RM-12 12m 50-2000KHz £169.95
RM-15 15m 100-2500KHz £169.95
RM-20 20m 80-6000KHz £239.50
RM-30 32m 50-6000KHz £249.50
RM-40 43m 40-6000KHz £249.50
RM-80 8m 25-6000KHz £259.50
RM-10S 10m 250-2000KHz £249.50
RM-15S 15m 100-2000KHz £249.50
RM-20S 20m 80-6000KHz £239.50
RM-40S 43m 40-6000KHz £239.50
RM-80S 8m 25-6000KHz £459.50

YAESU HAVE APPOINTED COASTAL AS AN OFFICIAL DEALER

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICES!

FT36c c/w MIC £1,375

FT417 c/w CW £239

FT510 c/w MIC £495

WANT A FAIR DEAL?

Call us at Coastal!

Interest-free finance on the day or 90 days until 1st credit payment on 28.3% APR.

Send for written details.

Finance available through the post anywhere in the UK!
Oh good! Rob's gone to take his dog for a walk. So, now I can sneak in and write a few words in his place.

Firstly, I had better introduce myself. I'm 'Tex' Swann G3TEX, the Technical Projects Sub Editor on Practical Wireless. I'm an ex-pongo (ex-Army to you non-military types) who worked on electronics and radar during 22 years of service in the Royal Electrical And Mechanical Engineers.

My responsibility on PW, is to vet and prepare the various technical articles and projects we publish. Some tech articles and projects have been delayed in PW. But times change and we've now got another technical artist/draughtsman helping us out. So, things can only look up on the projects and 'practical' aspect of the magazine.

Like many radio and electronics enthusiasts, I plan more projects than I build. One of the things I would like to see, are more projects that are at present not tackled by commercial gear.

We (the PW team) like to see your projects and ideas. Let's not become totally overrun by commercial gear. Excellent though it may be. Can it really be 'amateur radio' to pay £2500 for a rig?

Who will tackle those areas? We will! Members of the G-QRP club seem to do extremely well with simple h.f. systems. But where are the simple systems for the B Novice licensee on v.h.f./u.h.f.? Where are all those low-power v.h.f., u.h.f. or microwave rigs? Who will tackle those areas? We will!

We publish your ideas and your projects. Projects often start off with an idea from a reader, which is then developed. So, we, and more especially amateur radio, need you.

If money is the only investment that you and your bank manager put in to radio, he'll be happy. He'll get much more out of your hobby. But will you be pleased to find that you have less and less of a return on your hobby?

We all use commercial gear for the main rig, but it shouldn't stop us building a 'fun-station' now and then. If you have built an unusual rig, why don't you share it with other PW readers? Let them see what you've achieved. Not only will you get the satisfaction of seeing your work published, but we pay for it as well!

Oh heck! Someone's coming upstairs. I hope it's Rob G3XFD. He's an easy-going team leader, but knowing my luck it'll be Donna 'Toad' Vincent (The 'real boss'). If it's her, I'm in for a real 'Toad' flippering for not keeping to publishing schedules. So, I'd better creep back to my desk again.

I've enjoyed my chance to talk to you all. Carry on enjoying PW. I look forward to meeting you at some rally, come and swap ideas, you'll find it can make life interesting again and let's see some more of your projects - especially on v.h.f./u.h.f.
**Morse Key Design**

Dear Sir

Concerning the designs for a Morse key given in the June and July issues of *PW*, as it may be of interest, and possibly encourage some of your readers to 'have a go' at building one, I am enclosing a photograph of what the finished key looks like.

I hasten to add that I cannot take any credit for its production. To award credit where it is due, the following is the story behind it.

Some time ago I showed the designs to a friend, Jim Hedger who is a keen model maker, and mentioned that I intended to have a shot at making a key, but as my workshop facilities were somewhat limited, I asked him if he would help me with some of the precision parts. He asked to borrow the copies of *PW*, so that he could see what was involved, and said that he would let me know.

Last week I happened to run into him at a function we were both attending, and he handed me a package saying "Perhaps this will be of use to you". When I opened it, it was the completed key!

The key handles as good as it looks, and furthermore, it is to Jim's credit that he had made every component part, except the ball bearings, from solid bar material.

Before concluding, I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate the designer, and *PW* for publishing details of a very practical, and at the same time an aesthetically pleasing piece of equipment.

**E. T. Wadsworth G0SPD**

Bucks

---

**Reader Survey**

Dear Sir

I have recently filled in the 1993 readers survey and welcome the opportunity to have some input into what I consider the best amateur radio magazine currently produced.

However, I would like to know why in the question relating to newspapers, your surveyors have omitted any of the Scottish national papers? Before going any further, I wish to point out that I am not a Scottish Nationalist! I firmly believe in the union of Great Britain. But, I do think that there is a general ignorance of matters Scottish by some quarters in England. This is reflected in a number of ways in the English media.

We in Scotland, have a number of high quality national newspapers including: *The Scotsman*, *The Herald* and *Daily Record* to name a few. Before going any further, you include Scottish titles in the form, and not upset your Scottish readers?

One further point, I would like to make, re the availability and distribution of *PW* in Scotland, the distribution of most popular magazines is by the John Menzies group. My own newsgate, in common with many others, encounters difficulties with this company in their distribution of a number of titles, *PW* included. You may be interested to know that I have written to the company concerned, but with no improvement in the matter. In your own interest it might be worth your own investigation into this.

Please accept this as no criticism of your excellent publication, just an observation on two matters raised in your survey.

**Colin Topping GM6HG**

Fife

Scotland

---

**The Radio Amateur's Examination**

Dear Sir

As a keen enthusiast and purchaser of *PW* for many years, I feel that I must put pen to paper and reply to Ed Chicken G3BIK's remarks on the RAE, December issue. About time someone else has spoken up about the exam - well done!

Last year, after reading George Benbow's *RAE Manual* and other books, I felt confident from the syllabus I would sit the RAE exam, but to my disappointment, I failed both papers. Needless to say, I felt that I had been cheated out of a lot of money, what with buying books and college fees. Nothing in the book had anything to do with the questions in the exam. I really wanted to be a radio amateur, but am not that desperate if it means throwing away more money.

**W. Jones, Worcester**

---

**Another Personality**

Dear Sir

Amidst the kings, politicians and bishops who are avid amateur radio enthusiasts, there is also another personality. He is Errol 211AXH from Lisburn in County Antrim, Northern Ireland.

Several years ago on behalf of a Multiple Sclerosis Charity, Errol nodded non-stop for 26 hours, thereby becoming world champion. He has since appeared on the TV show 'Record Breakers' and has also travelled to France, Austria and the USA, as a guest of the Guinness Book of Records.

Errol is quite active on the Belfast Repeater (433.050MHz) and is present at many records. Errol modestly states that he is 'world champion' for quantity, not for quality.

**V. E. Best 211BMX**

N. Ireland

---

Editor's comment: Well done Errol. Keep up the good work and best of luck with the RAE.
1993 PW 144MHz Contest

Dear Sir

I am writing to you following the recently published results of the 1993 QRP Contest. My enquiry concerns the leading station as listed by country. These are listed as Leading English Station, Welsh Station, Scottish Station and Irish Station. Whilst the first three are countries, the second is of course an island. Surely the list should be by country: G, GW, GM, GI and EI (+ GD, GJ etc.?)

In the contest, I worked 62 stations in 20 squares. Of these, only one station was a GI station! I think that the feeling here generally, is that the scoring is weighted against those on the periphery. Surely the lack of acknowledgement of the leading GI station, whether by accidental omission or intent, further discourages such entrants.

Noel Moore G17CMC
Belfast

Editor’s comment: No slight intended Noel. Please enter again in 1994 and with a little luck you might do better. In the meantime I shall confer with Dr Neill Taylor G4HLX to see what we can do to encourage entries from GI!

Dear Sir

Many congratulations to your adjudicator Dr. Neill Taylor G4HLX in compiling the results of the 1993 PW QRP Contest. I noticed that there were fewer EI/GI than in the previous years.

Despite hearing several EI/GI stations on during the contest who had a good number of contacts, many did not enter their contest logs. Upon enquiring why they did not enter, I was told, what chance do we really have against all of the UK? With the amount of activity from some local squares and as G land in some places is local to the continent of Europe, EI/GI has no chance of getting anywhere.

While many stations take part as a first experience in contesting or for an enjoyable day out, perhaps PW could have a section similar to the GM Tennamast Trophy to encourage EI/GI entries.

John O’Sullivan E1ARGB
Dublin

Editor’s reply: Obviously we wish to encourage everyone to have a go in the contest John. Again, I shall talk to Dr. Neill Taylor G4HLX on the subject. In the meantime, I hope many more EI and GI stations enter the 1994 contest. Perhaps I might even get a trip to EI and GI land to present the special prize!

Move To Broadstone

Dear Sir

Congratulations on your move to Broadstone (although it is not what it is used to be). I cannot place Arrowsmith Court in Station Approach, so I assume it is a recent development, but you cannot be far, as the signal flies, from the house where my particular ‘Elmer’ lived.

He was the late G5OH and the date was the middle 1930s. He lived in a bungalow which I believe used to be called ‘The Sheil’ on the corner of Tudor Road and Dunnyeats Road (Middle Church Road and Wimborne Road in those days) and I lived in the house on the corner of Kirkway and Macaulay Road (Church Road and East Road then). Just into my teens and starting with wireless, I had built my first receiver (O-V-1) with a couple of PM1LF or similar valves and on switching on for the first time heard his call - first I had seen. I asked him if they could see us and he told me that they could and that when I was as old as he was, I should be able to see all over the world.

At the age of five I did not understand but this was remembered and eventually realised many years later that he was forecasting television. The friend? He was Sir Oliver Lodge.

I wish all success to PW in the years to come and fondly remember the days of my youth when my mother used to buy ‘Practical & Ham’ for me each week at three pence a week. (From Higgs the newsagents in the small parade of shops in Wimborne Road, just up from the Post Office). I wish you all success to PW in the years to come and fondly remember the days of my youth when my mother used to buy ‘Practical & Ham’ for me each week at three pence a week. (From Higgs the newsagents in the small parade of shops in Wimborne Road, just up from the Post Office).

Don W. Howard G1AJB
Cornwall

Editor’s comment: Thanks for your fascinating letter Don. Our new offices are right opposite the Sports Centre, which now straddles the old tracks and site of the Broadstone station (we were 25 years too late for Somerset & Dorset trains)!

Mobile Rallies

Dear Sir

I refer to a letter in the November issue of PW in respect of the costs of attending mobile rallies. I support as many rallies as I can, mainly to support these events in order to keep them going; but also, it is a day out. You can see all the rigs first hand, discuss problems or seek information from traders, can look at a host of books on the PW stand (if attending), all prior to any purchase.

Also, of course, you can pick up some bits and pieces with a chance to view and also save on postage.

As for cost - well, it's unusual to get many rallies on our doorstep, so it's got to cost something in the way of travel.

For instance: The Leicester rally at Granby Halls cost around £16 for my wife and I. A trip to the Swansea rally set me back about £20 for petrol, bridge toll and rally admission. Sandown Park by coach, about £16 in total for my wife and I. As for food - well, we take our own as we know how much that will cost.

So, it is up to the individual to make the choice to go or not to go, and a good job that these events are held. My wife and I have attended every single Longleat event a.D. Iles G3COP
Bristol
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Send in your news, photographs and product information to Donna Vincent at the editorial offices in Broadstone.

New Frequency Counter Kit

Tim Walford G3PCJ, the designer of the PW ‘Tiny TIM’ transceiver project has announced a new frequency counter kit. Tim, well known as a designer, trades under the name of Walford Electronics.

The new kit provides a five digit, seven segment display showing kHz and MHz, each working to well over 60MHz. Tim claims that the prototype actually reached 85MHz during lab testing.

The use of CMOS logic with latches and direct drive are used to avoid interference. Additionally, the frequency channels can be read separately or the values added or subtracted, making it suitable as test equipment, or read-out of actual carrier frequency on direct conversion receivers or single conversion superhets.

Two kits are available. The main p.c.b. with control and counting logic costs £37, and the display with matrix board and resistors costs £12. For further details on these and other products contact Walford Electronics at Upton Bridge Farm, Long Sutton, Langport, Somerset TA10 9NJ. Tel: (0458) 241224.

Competition Winners

April 1993 Spot The Difference
Winner: Mr S. Simmonds, Kenilworth, Warwickshire.

May 1993 Spot The Rig
The jumbled up rig was a Ten-Tec Argonaut II
Winner: Mr J. Bournier, Weston Super Mare, Avon.
Runner-up: N Van Gasteren, Ysselstein, Netherlands.

June 1993 Wordsearch
Winner: David Bartlett, Yate, Bristol.
Runner-up: Paul Corkin G0PXY, Wolviston, Cleveland.

July 1993 Spot The Difference
Winner: Fred C Ward, Littleover, Derby.
Runner-up: D. S Brown, Heniton, Devon.

August 1993 Wordsearch
Winner: Mr J. A. Senior, Enderby, Leicestershire.
Runner-up: Masahiro Ishii, Tokyo, Japan.

September 1993 Spot The Difference
Winner: Garth Trudgill G7MVX, South Hetton, Durham.
Runner-up: D. J. Smith G1FYX, Poulton-Le-Fylde, Lancashire.

Single Lever Combo

Lancashire based G4ZPY Paddle Keys International have produced the first commercially made Single Lever Combo Key and are adding it to their range of Morse keys.

The single lever key has an extra facility in the form of a jack socket. This enables another key to use the same iambic electronic keyer. The Combo Key is available in four different finishes, all with 'key down' switches. This new G4ZPY key will be available from February together with a further 17 models which are to be added to the stock list.

For more information on the Single Lever Combo or any of the G4ZPY Morse keys send a s.a.s.e (UK) or two IRCs to G4ZPY Paddle Keys International, 41 Mill Dam Lane, Burscough, Ormskirk, Lancs L40 7TG. Tel: (0704) 894299. Queries from American readers to K4TWJ, QTHR.

Adur Village Press

Chris Page G4BUE has recently formed Adur Village Press and is specialising in small orders concentrating on the requirements of the radio amateur. The services offered by Adur Village Press include printing QSL cards, business (Eyeball) cards and rubber stamps.

Chris is encouraging his customers to let him design their QSL cards by sending him their ideas together with the choice of colour card, quantity and an s.a.e. He will then design and print one card and send it to you with full details of the price including VAT and delivery. If you like the card, Chris will then produce the quantity you require, if not, he can alter it or if you are not happy at all you are under no obligation to pay. Transmitting and s.w.l. cards can also be supplied.

Prices for QSL cards start at £7.95 for 50 for a standard design or £9.95 for individual designs. Full details of all services are available.

Chris Page G4BUE can be contacted at Adur Village Press, Alamosa, The Paddocks, Upper Beeding, Steyning, West Sussex BN44 3JW. Tel: (0903) 879750, Fax: (0903) 814594.

Haydon Day

Haydon Communications are holding an Alinco open day on January 29 1994 between 10am and 6pm. Mike Haydon has informed PW that there will be representatives from Alinco Distribution (UK) on hand to offer assistance, up to 20% of all Alinco, Yaesu, Kenwood, AOR, Icom, MFJ, Yupiteru and many other equipment lines, as well as free food and drink!

Why not pop along to Haydon Communications, 132 High Street, Edgware, London HA8 7EL and see what bargains you can pick up?

Mike Haydon (right) pictured being presented with his Kenwood dealership by the president of Kenwood.
Optoelectronics Mini Counter

Waters & Stanton have announced the introduction of a new mini frequency counter from the USA, to replace their previously best selling Optoelectronics 2300.

The new Optoelectronics Model 3300 mini frequency counter is a hand-held unit that uses a liquid crystal display. The importers consider the new model will be more versatile because together with wider frequency coverage of 1.8MHz to 2.6GHz, the l.c.d. frequency display will greatly extend battery life.

The compact Model 3300 frequency meter has an input impedance of 50Ω, and comes complete with its own antenna. The antenna or other r.f. input is via a BNC socket. Maximum input is quoted at 50mW (+17dBm). The Model 3300 is available for £169 plus £3 P&P, from Waters & Stanton at 22 Main Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 4QS. Tel: (0702) 206835 or 204965.

South Midlands Three

South Midlands Communications Ltd., have recently informed Practical Wireless of two new products they have added to their range, please note 'special'. The first of the new products is the latest compact hand-held paging transceiver from Yaesu. The FT-11R/41R compact f.m. hand-held transceivers contain the latest in miniaturisation, microprocessor and f.e.t. technology and are designed for use on the 144 and 430MHz bands. Features include 5W output at 11V d.c., dual v.f.o.s, 150 tuneable memories and four step power output selection. There is also a DTMF Message Paging facility which allows the user to send and receive six character messages automatically.

The price for FT-11R/41R range of transceivers is yet to be confirmed.

The second new product is the Poky-toky. This is a low power 144MHz transceiver which delivers 10mW output and is single channel crystal controlled on 144.55MHz.

The Poky-toky is a superhet receiver with two audio settings which will operate from a PP3 battery.

SMC are supplying the Poky-toky for £59.95 per pair complete with two antennas.

The Yaesu FTC703A is a commercial hand-held transceiver designed to cover 66-74MHz. The FTC703A is ideal for 70MHz use as a hand-held or for use in conjunction with a TNC for packet radio.

Currently SMC have a quantity of these 3W, 6 channel crystal controlled transceivers available for £49 including VAT, carriage £5 extra, without crystals.

For more information on any of these products contact South Midlands Communication Ltd., School Close, Chandlers Ford Industrial Estate, Eastleigh, Hants S05 3BY.

Martin Lynch Is Open On Wednesdays!

Since Martin Lynch and his colleagues moved to their new premises, there has been an increase in opening hours. The Martin Lynch shop, now at 140-142 Northfield Avenue, Ealing, London W13 9SB, Tel: 081-566-1120, FAX 081-566-1207, is open Monday to Saturday 9.30am to 6.30pm (late night open until 8pm on Thursday).

The ‘Local Dealer’ advertisement on page 68 in the January issue of PW was incorrect. Our apologies go to Martin and any customers who were misinformed. Editor.
In keeping with PW’s Valve & Vintage theme this month readers may be interested to know of other publications that cater specifically for the vintage enthusiast.

The Radiophile edited by Chas E. Miller is available on subscription for £15 (UK), £21 (overseas) for six issues. The article content of The Radiophile covers everything from technical topics, readers letters, vintage news and adverts to constructional projects.

All enquiries for The Radiophile to Larkhill, Newport Road, Woodseaves, Stafford ST20 0NP. Tel/FAX: (0785) 284696. The Radiophile regret that no technical queries can be answered over the telephone, for enquirers of this nature please send a s.a.e. with your question.

Editorial Consultants G. C. Arnold Partners produce Radio Bygones and Morsum Magnificat. The Radio Bygones magazine is an A4 sized bi-monthly publication, edited by Geoff Arnold G3GSR, which is available on subscription only.

The articles in Radio Bygones contain plenty for the vintage enthusiast and the sentimentalist who wants to reminisce about days gone by. A subscription to Radio Bygones will cost you £17 a year (UK), £18 (rest of the world surface mail). Airmail subscription costs are also available, please apply for more details.

Morsum Magnificat is published six times a year and its aim is to provide international coverage of all aspects of Morse telegraphy, past, present and future.

Morsum Magnificat is an A5 sized publication that caters for all Morse enthusiasts, amateur or professional, active or retired. It brings together material that would otherwise be lost and provides an invaluable source of interest, reference and record relating to the practices of Morse.

Annual subscription costs are: £12 (UK), £12.75 (Europe inc. Eire), £12.75 (surface mail elsewhere) and £15.50 (Airmail elsewhere).

Enquiries for Radio Bygones and Morsum Magnificat should be sent to 9 Wetherby Close, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8JB. Tel/FAX: (0202) 688474.

The Bulletin Of The British Vintage Wireless Society is available only by membership of the British Vintage Wireless Society. The bulletin is edited by Robert Hawes and contains a wide range of information for the vintage enthusiast.

Subscription and other details are available from Robert Hawes, 63 Manor Road, Tottenham, London N17 0JH. Tel: 081-808 2838.
Elaine Richards G4LFM has some more useful information for Novices. This month she starts off with some advice on radio rallies.

It was after attending the Leicester Amateur Radio Rally that I received an interesting letter from Mike Stott G0TEE. He was discussing the do's and don'ts about rallies.

To the newcomer, a rally can be the great unknown, who tells you which are the best ones to go to, how to get the best bargains and how to get there? Over the next couple of months I'll be passing on some of the various hints and tips from seasoned rally-goers like Mike.

Let's start with which rally to attend. If you're just starting out on the rally trail, I would advise you to pick one of the large two-day rallies (London Amateur Radio Show at Pickets Lock in March or the Leicester Amateur Radio Show in October) to go bargain hunting. Also I would find out which rally is nearest to your home and go there too. Ron on to Mike's advice on how to get the most out of your cash!

1: Make a list of the bits you are looking for before you go. Start this list some weeks before the rally. Take a clip board with a pen on a piece of string with you to make notes as you go around.

2: Look in Practical Wireless, Short Wave Magazine and RadioCom to see which dealers will be attending, so you get an idea of what will be available new and second-hand.

3: Take a bag with you - an old school satchel type is good. Things to keep to it, are your hand-held so you can keep in touch with friends, your cash, your sandwiches, as at some rallies the food can cost a small fortune. Don't forget some cans of drink as rally bargain hunting. Don't forget some cans of drink as rally bargain hunting.

4: Money. Don't walk around with cash in your pockets, most amateurs you find at rallies are OK, but you could bump into pick-pockets. So, keep your cash in a purse at the bottom of your bag and don't flash the cash around.

5: Doing the deal! Look at the price, is it the price you want to pay? (you should know the price and have it down on your clip board list.) Can you get it cheaper somewhere else? Is it what you require? Will it do the job? If it's new, ask about the guarantee, and has it got all the leads and connectors you need to make it work (some traders will throw in the interconnecting leads free, but only if you ask!). Has it got a mains lead and plug, remember if you don't get one free you will have to buy one.

6: Haggle! This is a lost art nowadays. If the purchase is new, you don't have too much room for haggling, but cash will help. Most dealers will take credit cards, but this will cost them from 3 to 10% of the price, so by offering to pay in cash you may get up to 10% off. One way to do it is to look at the price and knock 10% off, get the cash out and let the dealer see it, if he will not drop in price put the cash back and walk away. It's surprising how many dealers will call you back and meet you part way on the price! At this point it is only experience that will tell you if you can push it further.

We will look at hints 7-9 next month.

Answers And Freebies

Back in the December 1993 issue, I set a problem with three resistors in parallel. Stephen Clayton was the first to drop me a line with the correct answer, which was 161Ω and so a Maplin catalogue should have arrived in time for him to put together his Christmas list for Santa!

Stephen is 12 years old and sports the callsign 2E1CFC. He has a Yaesu FT-73R that he uses to keep in touch with his father G7HZZ whilst out walking. His Dad is looking for a good design of home-base antenna for both of them to use.

They might like to consider a

Studyng Diodes

My two young friends studying for the RAE hit another stumbling block last week - Diodes. So I thought it was time we looked at them.

By far the most important characteristic of the diode is its ability to pass current in only one direction. This can be used for all sorts of things, but the most common is to convert a.c. to d.c., which is especially useful in mains power supplies.

The type of diode that seems to cause most confusion is the Zener diode, named after its American inventor Clarence Zener. The Zener diode spends all its time passing current in the wrong direction! How can this be income you say?

One of the important features of any diode is its reverse breakdown voltage. This is the voltage when the diode starts conducting in the wrong direction. With a normal diode, manufacturers try to make this breakdown voltage as high as possible.

But Clarence Zener discovered a way to make a diode that would breakdown at very specific voltages. You may think this is a strange thing to want to do, but there is a very important benefit. The Zener provides a very stable reference voltage that can be used to control such things as computer power supplies.

If you want to see the effect for yourself, try connecting a Zener diode in series with a resistor and apply a variable voltage as shown in Fig. 1. If you measure the voltage across the diode - using the voltage measurement on a multi-meter - you will find it starts to rise but stops abruptly when the Zener voltage is reached (Fig. 2a).

The Zener voltage will depend on the value of diode you have chosen. Common values are ones like 5.1 and 3.3V. One strange thing you may have noticed from the circuit of Fig. 2, is that unlike a normal diode layout (where the cathode bar of the diode points to the most negative point) in using a Zener diode, the cathode points towards the positive supply.

Finally

Finally, if you have any Christmas money left over, how about popping into your local Tandy store and have a look at their Electronic Project Kits. These range in price (and therefore complexity) from £9.99 to £39.99 and give you a chance to try out all kind of little experiments to help with your understanding of electronics.

Don't forget if you have any questions, drop me a line.
Bedfordshire

Bedford & DARC. Tuesdays, 8pm. Club Shack, Church End, Ravensden, Bedford. M. G. Reeves G6YNW on (0234) 349004.

Shefford & DARS. Thursdays, 8pm. Church Hall, Ampthill Road, Shefford, Bedfordshire. January 13 - Constructors Contest G8BJAJ, 20th - Members Activity Night, 27th - Charter Lea Motorcycles, February 3 - Members Activity Night, 10th - Top Band Of by Stewart G3RXK. Paul G1GSM on (0642) 760018.

Berkshire


Buckinghamshire


Cornwall


Cumbria


Derbyshire


Devon


Torbay ARS. Fridays, 7.30pm. ECC Social Club, Highweek, Newton Abbot. January 21 - Construction

Greater London


Edgware & DRS. Watling Community Centre, 145 Grange Hill Road, Burnt Oak, 8pm. January 13 - AGM. Rod Bishop G0JSL on 081-294 1868.

Loughton & DARS. Room 12 of Loughton Hall, 7.45pm. WWII Lancaster Bomber Pt. 2 by Tom Langley G4PSY, February 4 - Using An Oscilloscope by Jack Atkinson G30PA. John Ray G8DZH on (081) 508 3434.

Owenedd

Drainon ARC. 1st & 3rd Mondays, 7.30pm. Four Crosses Hotel, Menai Bridge. January 17 - Underwater Exploration In The Menai Straits by Cecil Jones, February 7 - Noise Bridges And Their Uses by Stuart Rolle GWIET. Tony Rees G0PMD on (0246) 600963.

Hamphire

Horndean & DARC. 1st Thursdays, 7.30pm. Horndean Community School, Barton Cross (off Catherington Lane), Horndean, Hants. February 3 - Junk Sale. Stuart Swain G0FYF on (0705) 472486.


Winchester ARC. 3rd Fridays, 7.30pm. Red Cross Centre, Durgate House, January 21 - AGM. Peter Simpkins G3MCL on (0962) 805814.

Hereford & Worcester


Hertfordshire

Dacorum AR & TS. 1st (informal) & 3rd (formal) Tuesdays, 8pm. The Heath Park, Cotterells, Hemel Hempstead. January 18 - Packet Radio Demonstration by Ken Ashcroft G3M5WS. Nicholas Camp G7KFO, 48 Northfield Road, Harpenden, Herts AL5 5HZ.

Hoddesdon RC. Alternate Thursdays, 8pm. Conservative Club, Rye Road, Hoddesdon, Herts. January 21 - Have Fun With QRP by Wayne G0JUJ. Roy G4UNL on 081-804 5643.


Humberdside

Goole R & ES. Fridays, 7.30pm. West Park Pavilion, West Park, Goole, last Fridays at the 'Old George Inn', Market Place, Goole. January 14 - Microwave Video, 21st - PSU Design by Andy Western G6ZCS, 28th - Social Evening, February 4 - Night On The Air. Steve Price G6VHL on (0405) 789130.

Kent


Lancashire


Preston ARS. Thursdays, 8pm. The Lonsdale Sports & Social Club, Fulwood Hall Lane, Fulwood. Preston. Eric Eastwood G1WCG on (0722) 667930.

Leicestershire

Charnwood AR Contest C. 1st & 3rd Sundays. The Albion, Loughborough. January 16 - The Year To Come, 26th - Tales From The Shack by Frank G3FJ. Tony Harman G6LTV on (0767) 313212 or G6LTY @ GB7NVA.

Nottinghamshire

Nottingham ARC. Thursdays, 7.30pm. Sherwood Community Centre, Mansfield Road, Nottingham. January 13 - Bring Your Gear Night., 20th - Waterprooﬁng & Terminating Coaxial Cables, 27th - Construction/Activity Night, February 3 - Forum/On The Air Night, 10th - 14MHz DF Foxhunt Talk by Ed G0AIA. Simon G0IEG on (0602) 501733.

Shropshire


Somerset

Wincanton ARC. 1st & 3rd Mondays (except Bank Holidays - 2nd & 4th). 7.30pm. The Community Lounge, King Arthur's Community School, Wincanton, Somerset. January 24 - Open Evening, February 7 - Worked All Britain by D. Moore G1THG. Dave G3Z2X on (0963) 34360 or Andy G1FPW on (0477) 53181.


South Yorkshire

Barnsley & DARC. Mondays 7pm. Three Horseshoes, Barnsley Road, Brierley, Nr. Barnsley, South Yorkshire. J. P. Caledon-Scott G4LRS on (0262) 203448.

Strathclyde

Milton Of Campsie ARC. 2nd Wednesdays, 7.30pm. Milton Of Campsie Community Hall. New members, amateurs, novices and s.w.l.s are all welcomed. Alan Fouil G7M7G on (041-779) 1444.

Suffolk

Sudbury & DRA. 1st Tuesdays, 8pm. Wells Hall Old School, Great Conrad, Sudbury, Suffolk. 3rd Tuesdays, 8pm. Five Bells Public House, Bures Road, Great Conrad, Sudbury, Suffolk. January 18 - Natter & Noggin at Five Bells, February 1 - Measurements In The Shack by Frank G3FJ. Tony Harman G6LTV on (0767) 313212 or G6LTY @ GB7NVA.

Surrey


Horsham ARC. Guide Hall, Denne Road, Horsham, West Sussex, 8pm. Amateur Radio 1949 Way. Peter Stevens G3SUI on (0737) 842150.


Tayside


Tayside


Warwickshire


West Midlands

South Birmingham RS. 1st Wednesdays, 8pm. Club House open on Mondays, Thursdays & Fridays 8pm. Hampstead House, Fairfax Road, West Heath, South Birmingham. January 12 - Shows In The Ground by Dudley Canal Trust. 021-474 3784.

Don't forget to let Donna know all your plans for Club Events in 1994.

Please send in all of your `Club News' items to Donna Vincent at the editorial offices in Broadstone.

West Sussex

Mid-Sussex ARS. Thursdays, 7.45pm. Marie Place Free Education Centre, Leylands Road, Burgess Hill, West Sussex. January 13 - AGM. Chris Coward G3TYU on (0444) 456992.

Worthing & DARC. Wednesdays. 7.30pm. Parish Hall, South Street, Lancing, Worthing, West Sussex. February 2 - Discussion Evening, 9th - Packet by G8VEH. G4GPN on (0903) 753393.

West Yorkshire


Holifax & DARC. 1st & 3rd Tuesdays, 7.30pm. January 18 - Test Equipment by John G3GDB-H/B. David Moss G0DLM on (0422) 202306.

Keighley ARS. The Ingrow Cricket Club, Ingrow, Keighley, 8pm. January 19 - The Novice Licence by Paul G0OLLV, February 2 - A Day In The Life Of The Wakeﬁeld Coroner by David Hinchcliff. Ivan Lee, Clayton Lodge, Sunnyside, Edgerton, Huddersﬁeld HD3 3AD.

Trowbridge & DARC. 2nd Tuesdays, 8pm. Southwick Village Hall, 8pm. January 19 - AGM, February 2 - Surplus Sale. Ian G0GRI on (0225) 864689.
An ideal accessory
Complete with fly-lead and BNC.
Neat and simple!

New from Drake
SW8 COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER
At last - an affordable receiver with the famous Drake name, covering 500kHz to 30MHz, plus FM, AM and DSB-SC, and Aircraft Band (116-136MHz). The SW8 offers good sensitivity, selectivity, dynamic range, and wide coverage. Call now for details of price and delivery.

New AOR
General Coverage Receiver
AR3030
A revolutionary classic Short Wave Receiver with hi-tech Direct Digital Synthesizer design and Collins mechanical filter inside. We will be one of the first to stock these receivers - ring for latest delivery and price information.

NEW FULLY ADJUSTABLE HANDHELD STAND
Next and simple!
Complete with fly-head and BNC. An ideal accessory

NEW T5 ANTENNAS FOR VHF/UMF
TSM 1002, 144MHz mobile £22.95
TSM 1039, 2/70cm mobile £29.95
TSM 1022, 70cm mobile £29.95
TSM 1016, 2/70cm mobile £29.95
TSM 1339, 2/80cm mobile £26.95
TSM 3303, 144MHz base £39.95
TSM 3301, 2/70cm base £99.95
TSM 3603, 2/70/1200 base £99.95
TSM 3302, 2/70cm base £99.95

EXTENDAMAST
10m Retractable Mast, suitable for dipoles, long wires, YAGI beams, G5RV and many other antennas. A new and expensive aluminium retractable mast for home and portable use. Extends to 25m. Includes steel guy-rings for your own individual guying requirements (guy wires not included). A base plate is available on request.

T91E 3-way antenna switch £69.00

KENWOOD TS-50S
Mini-sized 100W HF Rig
* Programmable function mic
* 100 easy-set memories
* Matching auto ATU
* All mode - inc. FM
* Best px/p price on your old rig

From Australia we introduce... Outbacker
Outstanding new mobile antennas from Australia. A commercial design, proven in the Outback for 22 years. If you are garage mobile, this antenna is all you will need. The Outbacker covers from 160 thru 10m, inc. WARC bands, without the need for an ATU. Catch Paul GOAFF on 20m thislya.
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Showrooms: 1A Munster Road, North End, Portsmouth PO2 9BS

Call us any time, day or night – for anything

0705-613900 or 0705-662145

Get a Fax? Then FAX us on – (0705) 690626

Pay by post dated cheques – interest free

Simply divide the price into 3 equal payments. Write 3 cheques dated in consecutive months starting with today's date. Write your telephone number and cheque card number/expiry date on the back of each cheque.

Post them to us enclosing your name & address and we will (subject to status) send your goods immediately.

The hardest part is deciding what to buy!

Adi AT-18

New 2m Handheld

A new fully functional handheld with direct keypad entry and LCD display. All the usual facilities are included, tone burst, memories, exp. skpr, mic sockets, optional CTCSS and DTMF pager options. Selling fast.

Opcional Nipled with Free Charger £29.95

Rf output 5w with 12v dc £179.00

Payby Post Dated Cheques – Interest Free
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The Alinco DJ-G1E

Richard Newton G0RSN, always keen to try different rigs, takes a look at a new hand-held transceiver from the Alinco stables.

I like the chance of playing with small transceivers! The Alinco DJ-G1E is a small 144MHz hand-held. It comes with a helical antenna, wrist strap, belt clip, 7.2V 700mA NiCad battery pack, sit-in charger and instruction manual.

The DJ-G1E is finished in grey plastics and metal. The top panel of the radio sports the BNC antenna connector, the external speaker and microphone sockets, and two rotary switches.

One of the rotary switches controls the v.f.o. tuning and the moving around of the memories. The other rotary control actually comprises two concentric controls.

The inner rotary switch controls power on/off and volume. The outer controls the squelch level.

In my opinion, the on/off and squelch control is a little too close to the antenna connector for my liking. In particular I found that the squelch control was difficult to use.

The transmit/receive indicator I.e.d. is also on the top panel. The indicator is a dual colour I.e.d. type, showing green when the squelch is 'open' and red when the unit is transmitting.

As the transceiver faces the operator, the right hand side panel houses the d.c. input socket. This socket is covered by a piece of soft rubber, which is not hinged as the same item on many other hand-holds are.

Sensible Fashion

The external power input socket protector is secured in a way that it rotates to allow access to the socket. If it's used properly, I'm certain this will last longer than its hinged counterparts.

I have a small point, but it's one that demonstrates that some thought went into the unit's aesthetic design. It concerns the side panel where there are four push buttons.

The four push-buttons are the Function key, Press To Talk key, Tone Burst key and the Squelch Defeat or Monitor key. The latter control also toggles the 'battery save' function on and off when used with the Function key.

The front panel has a large window that houses the I.e.d. operational display. And, although some of the function indicators are small, the actual frequency read-out is both bold and large. The display can be back lit with a green light.

The back light is very effective. It can be set to either stay on or to go out about five seconds after the last button has been pressed.

The other transceiver controls are also on the front panel. These controls are in the form of a 16 alphanumeric key board and four primary function buttons. All of the controls have a second function when used in conjunction with the function key.

Primary Function Keys

The four primary function keys operate the Call Frequency, the Lamp, the Scan facilities and switching between the Memory Function and the v.f.o. They are set out in such a way that each is easy to use without the fear of accidentally pressing one of the other controls.

The secondary functions of the four primary keys are also important. For example, the Scan key when used with the Function key changes the transmitted output power level.

With the supplied battery pack, the options are 200mW, 1 and 1.5W. With 13.8V input, the high power level changes to 5W. The others remain the same.

The VFO/Memory key is used to write information into a memory channel when used with the function key. I found writing memories very easy indeed.

The Call button when used with the function key, changes the band as the DJ-G1E can receive on 430MHz. On this band it has a frequency coverage of 430 to 439.95MHz.

Using the Lamp key together with the Function key enables semi-duplex operation. The transmit and receive frequencies can be set anywhere within the transceiver's 144MHz coverage (144 to 145.95MHz). Full duplex, that is receiving audio whilst transmitting, is not possible.

Cross Band Facility

I found the cross band working facility to be very useful. However, I don't think that the rig's receive sensitivity on 430MHz was that good.

Personally, I think that the lack of sensitivity was attributable in part to the supplied antenna. When I changed the antenna to a purpose-built dual bander, the sensitivity improved. The Alinco DJ-G1E's receive sensitivity on v.h.f. was good, in contrast to that on u.h.f.

The keyboard has many functions such as enabling the direct entry of frequency. There are also up/down arrows that can be used instead of the rotary switch on the top panel to move the v.f.o. or memory channels up and down.

The DJ-G1E has 80 memories and these can take v.h.f. or u.h.f. frequencies. There are two further memory channels that are used to set up the Programmed Scan feature.
Programmed Scan

The Programmed Scan feature is where two frequencies on the same band are entered as the scan limits. This eliminates the need to scan the whole v.f.o. range. I found one very frustrating problem with the transceiver's memories. It didn't seem to matter how few memories had frequencies entered into them, but when tuning manually I had to view the entire 80 memories. This is laborious to say the least.

When the operator is using the Scan, only 'filled' memories are scanned, and any 'filled' memory can be locked out. The transceiver also offers one Call frequency that can be retrieved at the single touch of a button.

The channel steps can be changed on the DJ-G1E. The operator can choose either 5, 10, 12.5, 15, 20, 25, 30, or 50kHz step.

Functions Provided

To mention all the functions provided on the DJ-G1E would not really be possible. So I'll just mention a few that I found interesting and a little different.

The first interesting feature is the ability to transfer the contents of a memory straight to the v.f.o. This function I found useful and very easily to use.

The DJ-G1E also has the ability to transmit DTMF tones and to store them in memories. This enables a paging facility and a facility to keep the radio silent until the correct DTMF tone is received, to open the squelch. These tones and to store them in memories. This enables a paging facility and a facility to keep the radio silent until the correct DTMF tone is received, to open the squelch. These were incredibly easy to set up and operate.

The final function that's worth a mention is what the DJ-G1E instruction manual refers to as The Channel Scope. This feature shows by way of vertical l.c.d. bars, the received activity on the six adjacent frequencies. Alternatively, while the transceiver is in memory mode, it displays the six adjacent memory channels (i.e. the three channels on either side).

While the transceiver is in v.f.o. mode, it will monitor by using the preset channel steps. This means, for example, that if you have set the channel steps to 5kHz, the receiver will monitor 5, 10 and 15kHz either side of the centre frequency. I found this an interesting gimmick for which I could find no real practical use.

Summing Up

In summing up, I must say that I found the Alinco DJ-G1E to be a good, solidly built transceiver. Its received audio was crisp and clean and the transmitted audio was of a good quality from all the reports I received.

The transceiver has the appearance of a budget-priced radio. However, I feel that this was perhaps not the manufacturer's intention. Despite this, I think it's a nice little transceiver that works well overall and comes as a well presented package.

The performance of the DJ-G1E was good, but where it really scores is in the 'User Friendly department'. The transceiver’s display is large, and the controls are well labelled and thoughtfully set out. I also think the various functions are easy to use and the instruction manual is well written, sensibly laid out, and informative.

My thanks for the loan of the review transceiver go to Waters & Stanton Ltd., of 22 Main Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 4QS. Tel: (0702) 206835, who can supply the DJ-G1E for £349 with free delivery.

Specifications

Manufacturer’s Specifications
(The specifications listed are taken from the manufacturer’s full specification)

| Transmitter | Frequency coverage | 144 to 145.955MHz |
| Modulation | Frequency Modulation (variable reactance) |
| Maximum deviation | ±5kHz |
| Transmitter output | High 5W (1.38V d.c.) 1.5W (7.2V d.c.); Mid Approx 1W; Low Approx 200mW |
| Microphone impedance | 2kΩ |
| Receiver | Frequency coverage | 144 to 145.995MHz |
| Frequency coverage 430MHz | 430 to 439.955MHz |
| Receiver type | Double conversion superhet |
| Intermediate frequencies | 1st 30.85MHz, 2nd 455kHz |
| Sensitivity | -16dBµV for 12dB SINAD |
| Selectivity | Not less than 12kHz at -6dB point |
| Selectivity | Not more -60dB at 30kHz |
| Audio output | minimum 200mW into 8Ω |
| Dimensions | 50 x 116 x 37mm |
| Weight | 360g |

Fig. 1: The Alinco DJ-1GE transceiver comes complete with a nesting type battery recharging unit and 'rubber duck' type of antenna.

After seeing his copy of the GORSN review, Jeff Stanton G6XYU of Waters & Stanton sent us the following comments in answer to the points raised by Richard Newton.

Many thanks for letting me see the draft of Richard Newton GORSN’s review of the Alinco DJ-G1E. However, there are one or two points to comment on. Firstly, the main attraction of this transceiver will be the new ‘channelscope’ feature. This has cost Alinco an awful lot of money and really is a revolutionary feature in amateur radio equipment. It enables the user to monitor frequencies both above and below his chosen frequency to see any sign of activity. This could also be used in memory mode so that for instance, seven local repeaters, mixing both 144 and 430MHz, could all be monitored for activity. Amateurs that have handled the radio have particularly liked this feature. This feature needs much more prominence in the review I feel. Your review in the last paragraph of the ‘Functions Provided’ section makes some comments which nobody in our office understands. Obviously the user would only monitor adjacent channels using the correct channel spacing to make full use of the facility.

In the second paragraph of ‘Summing Up’, he says it has the appearance of a ‘budget priced radio’. Nobody here, including customers in our shop on Saturday, can go along with this. Tooling up for this radio, especially the large l.c.d. display has cost Alinco millions of Yen and we think it is compact and in the modern rounded style typical of the latest Icom, Kenwood and Yaesu rigs. Jeff Stanton G6XYU.
Ed Taylor G3SQX has tried the newly-introduced Icom IC-707 which has just arrived in the UK. Ed delivers his verdict on this lower specification h.f. transceiver, explaining its good and bad points.

The Icom IC-707 HF Transceiver

The Icom IC-707, as reviewed by Ed Taylor G3SQX who appreciated the excellent audio quality of the transceiver on transmit and receive.

On the whole, I enjoy reviewing h.f. equipment. I go on the air, do tests in my workshop, all the time claiming to be working! I enter contests, invite other amateurs around, all in the cause of a thorough review. Usually, I regret having to give back the rigs.

I thought about this as I unpacked the budget-priced IC-707. This transceiver represents something of a change of direction for Icom, a company generally associated with the upper end of the market.

The IC-707 is marketed as an inexpensive (and lower-specified) h.f transceiver. It's a compact, 12V powered rig.

The transceiver provides a general coverage receiver up to 30MHz. It has transmit capability on the amateur bands between 1.8 and 30MHz.

With the IC-707 an output of 100W of c.w. and s.s.b., with two v.f.o.s plus 32 memories is available. Other features are Receiver Incremental Tuning (RIT), a Noise Blanker, a Pre-amplifier, and an Attenuator.

The IC-707 comes in a fashionable black matt case, with an l.c.d. display which is easy to read. This shows frequency, options selected, and metering with a bargraph-style display.

Designers Discussion

I could imagine the designers' discussion about the IC-707, and ways of re-using circuitry from the Icom range. In deciding what to modify, they would have considered two sorts of features.

The designers would have, in my opinion, considered those features which are implemented with hardware (knobs, buttons, actual circuits).

Additionally, those that can be achieved with software (the computer programs driving the internal processes) would have been considered.

Hardware is relatively expensive, and each component costs money. On the other hand, software, once written, can be reproduced at low cost.

So, I think there's an irresistible tendency towards software methodology, with hardware reserved to a minimum. Functionality is omitted and features are combined. In some cases, several buttons are used for what would normally be done with one, letting the software sort things out.

Some of the resulting implementations are quite ingenious, but they can baffle users. On the other hand, all this has left room for a front panel loudspeaker which provides quite good audio which is an unusual feature in lower priced equipment.

The choice of reference number for the rig could not have detained the Icom marketing department very long. Yaesu used the description 707 for one of their h.f transceivers in 1980!

On the Air

I used the IC-707 for c.w. and s.s.b. on the amateur bands, and also as a receiver on short wave broadcasting bands. I wouldn't normally mention the latter, but it was nice to have reasonable loudspeaker quality for broadcast stations. Of course, this is almost a moot issue in amateur radio use, where headphones are generally essential.

As far as s.s.b. transmission is concerned, there were favourable remarks about the IC-707's transmitted speech quality. Manufacturers sometimes imagine that cheaper equipment does not deserve proper audio design. This can result in inadequate filters, incorrect carrier oscillator circuitry, and poor quality microphones. I was impressed that Icom had avoided these problems.

Nevertheless, I think that many users would want a speech processor. On crowded bands, a processor can help by markedly increasing the perceived signal level.

The fact that the audio quality is basically good does not negate the requirement for a speech processor. There's also no VOX, which I think is strange, given the obvious suitability of the rig for s.s.b. 'ragchews'.

Turning to the receiving side, I liked the quality of s.s.b. reception. Icom have obviously emphasised this...
mode. If you never use VOX, and your main interests are chatting to friends on a clear band, you will appreciate the IC-707.

However, a significant omission on the IC-707, is any form of variable selectivity. In my opinion it's essential on occasions to reduce the s.s.b. bandwidth. I realise this will unfortunately cause audio quality to suffer, but there's no real alternative in difficult conditions.

Variable Selectivity

The lack of variable selectivity on the IC-707 was even more noticeable when using c.w. on the air. In the review transceiver, the only filter available was 2.1kHz wide. This would work tolerably well with variable selectivity. However, as supplied, even casual use for c.w. becomes very difficult with the transceiver.

To overcome the selectivity problems, one of the narrow filters could be bought. My own transceiver contains the Icom 250Hz filter, which is very effective.

Keen c.w. users would have another gripe when using the IC-707. This is because getting from CW-Narrow to CW (wide) involves four pushes of the Mode button, cycling through USB, LSB and AM.

On air, the actual c.w. output was well-shaped, 'hard', although it was perfectly acceptable. With this rig the only c.w. option is semi-break-in: not my favourite, but reasonable.

While thinking about c.w. operation, In my opinion it would be better if the transmit to receive delay were adjustable without removing the case. The same applies to two other preset controls. Perhaps Icom could be persuaded to drill a couple of holes?

Well Designed

The automatic gain control (a.g.c.) on the IC-707 has been well designed. It switches automatically from slow (for s.s.b.) to fast (for c.w.), with appropriate time constants.

I should also mention that strong signal handling on the transceiver is very good. The IC-707 passes the '40 metres at midnight' test just as well as some of the more expensive equipment.

On the bands, the attenuator deals with any real overloading. Although I found it necessary only at the height of the CQWW contest (a stiff test!).

In common with other solid state transceivers, the IC-707 cuts power when it's connected to a non 50Ω load. The reduction is quite marked, as it reduces power from 100 to 50W at an s.w.r. of 2:1 which is more stringent than many transceivers.

Changing Bands

Changing bands on the IC-707 is a trial. The operator has to press TS (Tuning Step) three times, then turn the main knob clockwise to go up the bands, and anti-clockwise to go down. Press TS again.

The band switching procedure defeated some of my most learned fellow-amateurs, until they were told the secret. It would be bad luck if an operator handed over a special event station, asking someone ignorant of this black art to make some QSOs on another band!

However, it's not all bad news. If you can master it, you'll find that the Band Stacking Register feature remembers the last frequency and mode on each band. This is a useful operating convenience.

Sadly, I think that the FUNC (Function) button is another candidate for criticism. When pressed, the switch alters the operation of other controls, concerned with v.f.o.s and memories.

I won't go into detail, but the use of the memory facilities is not too friendly. You can move frequencies from v.f.o. to memory and vice-versa, but I think it needs too much button pressing leaving possibility for errors.

I'll give one example of button pressing instructions, condensed from the instruction manual: "To move v.f.o. frequency into memory 12, Press FUNC, then rotate the main knob until 12 appears in the window. Press FUNC again. Press MW and hold' until the speaker beeps three times. To confirm, press FUNC and then V/M. To go back to v.f.o., press FUNC and then V/M again".

It's understandable that Icom want to reduce the
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ALINCO SUPER WEEK-END!

Starting in February, a major manufacturer will be invited to show the latest in his product range at the largest showroom in Europe - MARTIN LYNCH. We kick off with Jeff Stansfield from W1JS, demonstrating the ALINCO brand of FM TRANSCEIVERS. The complete range will be on show and Lombard Nicky Finance will be on hand to ensure you get the very best FINANCE deal. There will be lots of 'freebies', giveaways, stickers, leaflets and info sheets on all the ALINCO equipment, so come on down to the store on Saturday the 26th of February and meet Mr ALINCO himself - "Uncle Jeff!

AKD FM Range

As reviewed by Radcom, the exciting low cost 25W FM transceivers from AKD are unbeatable in specification and price. Better still we've knocked over £10.00 off the price. AKD 6001 2M 25W FM transceiver. Price only £179.95 incl. VAT.

Kent Keys

At last the full range is available at our new showroom.

Solid Brass Morse Key £45.95

Twin Paddle Morse Key £64.95

Single Paddle Morse Key £47.95

Morse Classes at Martin Lynch

From the first of December 1993, George Eddowes at G3NCH, (as featured on BBC TV), will be holding Morse Classes every Thursday evening from 19:00. Spaces are strictly limited, so get your names down early. There will be 10% discount on that new H.F rig early for those who pay first time after George's tuition!

Packet Demonstration in new shop!

See the full range of DECODERS and PACKET terminals on demo at Northfields. For those of you who want a budget system or a full spec computer based set up, give us a ring. Better still, pop in and see us!

With more choice, more stock and better prices than ever before, there is only one place to shop in 1994 - MARTIN LYNCH

Wouldn't you rather buy from Martin Lynch?

140-142 NORTHFIELD AVE

KENWOOD TH78E

Sell one at the same time. Dual band, complete with charger & antenna. The only Handle with Alpha Top for remotes.

Deposit £69.95 with twelve payments of only £33.33. Total £429.00. Zero APR.

DUAL BAND VHF

Yaesu FT300i

The very best Dual Band Handle operation. Doesn't require you to charge up (this one is in the price!). HAM FREE.
If you see the package you want advertised cheaper elsewhere, I'll match it and give you peace of mind buying from MARTIN LYNCH. DIAL 081 - 566 1120

Second Hand Equipment.. with Guarantees and SUPER LOW FINANCE

People print lists. Little lists. If you want to see 1650 sq ft of space crammed full of good clean gear, then call in. If you're overseas or can't make the journey then send for your FREE LIST. It goes on & on & on... Yes it is all guaranteed, yes we can offer INTEREST FREE ON MOST OF IT, (Many part time companies cannot), and we will willingly take other goods as trade in. We are still collecting clean used gear FREE OF CHARGE IN THE U.K., (if you've got the original packing), so get dialling for a quote and our courier will be around the same day.

THERE'S MORE...
The full range of MFJ Products are now in stock. Plus antenna cables and accessories, Vectronics VCI antenna tuners, Packet & Decoders, CapCo Loops, magnetic loops, antenna tuning units, variable frequency antennas and much, much more to mention here. Call in TODAY to see my staggering range of Amateur Radio equipment.

081-566 1120

By Tube, still the same Piccadilly line and get off at Northfields, but turn RIGHT, (instead of left for the old shop), walk less than five hundred yards and the showroom is on your left hand side. For those of you who know RUPERTS Vintage Wireless shop, we're opposite! By car, much the same as before, i.e. the same road, still between the M4 and the M40 motorways. Phone for precise details.
Welcome to this special 'Valve & Vintage' themed issue of PW. This time, our 'wireless shop' is open for a bit longer than usual, to mark the special occasion.

Chris Spencer (Sutton) in his capacity as the Headmaster, took his 1938 Murphy A40C domestic radio into his school. It was done as part of a project on the 20th century. "The children were fascinated and it led to them getting a lot of information from their grandparents about early radio and television sets," said Chris.

Having shown parties of schoolchildren around the vintage wireless exhibition at the Amberley Chalk Pits museum, I know how much they enjoy the subject. I remember their looks of amazement at the size and style of the military gear used during the Second World War.

**Museum And Collections**

Having mentioned the Chalk Pits Museum, reminds me to suggest how you could plan a day out next summer by visiting the various wireless museums and collections. There are many to see, and there's lots of interest for the whole family.

I've already briefly mentioned the Chalk Pits. Here you'll see good collections of early wireless equipment, amid other exhibits. The Chalk Pits Museum is located at Amberley, near Arundel, West Sussex BN18 9HT. Tel: (0798) 831370.

You can get to the Chalk Pits by car, via the B2119 road which you can join from A29 Bognor Regis to Pulborough trunk road. If you don't have a car, don't worry, the British Rail station on the Mid Sussex line (from London Victoria) is adjacent to the museum.

Further along the south coast there's Buckleys Yesterday's World. This is located at Battle, Hastings, East Sussex. Tel: (0424) 775378 for further information.

**Dedicated To Radio**

Among the collections dedicated to radio are the Vintage Wireless Museum, at the Headquarters of The British Vintage Wireless Society. This is located at 23 Rosendale Rd, West Dulwich, London SE21. Tel: 081-670-3667 for further information. This well known museum is run by Gerald Wells who recently featured in a Saturday evening BBC Radio 4 documentary programme on his life with radio.

Now it's back down to West Sussex. At Lindfield, you can find Ray Leworthy's Vintage Wireless Museum in the Old Brewery. It's at 53 High Street, Lindfield, West Sussex. Tel: (0444) 484532. Visitors are welcome, but it's best to phone first for an appointment.

Both Gerald Welles and Ray Leworthy are members of the British Vintage Wireless Society. They are always pleased to chat about their collections to fellow enthusiasts and members of the public.

Down in Dorset, not far from the PW editorial offices, is the home of the Royal Signals Museum. Tex. Swan G1TEX and Rob Mannion G3XFD the Editor, tell me that this museum, located at Blandford Camp, Blandford Forum, has a most comprehensive vintage military communications and wireless collection. For further details contact the Curator, Roger Pickard on (0258) 482248.

I would be pleased if you let me know about any other places where vintage equipment is on display. This is because, most places, which include military gear, will no doubt be celebrating the 50th anniversary of D-Day later this year.

**Transfer Resistance**

The Second World War had been over some 12 years when the 'transfer resistance' (transistor) was ready for use. Another five or ten years elapsed before it was commonly used in commercial and domestic radio equipment.

The original transistors were little electronic devices, about the size of a nut. They had three wire legs, worked with voltages less than 10V and required just a few milliamps of current.

Another advantage was that the transistor ran without a heater. It could also be soldered directly into a circuit, thus doing away with the multi-pin socket required for every valve fitted in a set.

It was soon realised that the transistor could withstand mechanical shock and extremes of temperature. It was also to revolutionise radio production beyond our wildest dreams.

The transistor's modern power demands are insignificant when compared to a thermionic valve. The valve of course produces a lot of internal heat and because of its glass envelope, is very fragile.

The majority of 'mains' type of valve require about 6V, at 300 or more milliampers, to heat their filaments (heaters). They also required around 20V at 10ma or more from a high tension supply.

Looking back to my working days as a radio and TV engineer, the 'cost' of using valves was reflected throughout the set. So, let's take a closer look at...
what was involved.

In valved sets, physically large resistances were used to withstand the heat and handle the current. There were also capacitors with high working voltage, which were fitted in all parts of the associated circuitry.

Well insulated inter-valve wiring, good quality potentiometers, transformers and switches with quick and positive actions all helped to provide a reasonable life and reliability for mostvalved receivers. So, with this in mind, let's look back 50 years and see the almost impossible demands placed upon valved transmitters and receivers, in times of war.

**Normandy Beaches**

Early on June 6th 1944, thousands of Allied soldiers with their equipment landed on the Normandy beaches. They were to begin the mammoth task of freeing Europe from enemy occupation.

The Normandy operation was code named 'Overlord'. The date was called D-day, or Deliverance day.

Ships and aircraft from many nations supported the invasion forces by providing a reasonable life and reliability for most valved receivers. So, with this in mind, let's look back 50 years and see the almost impossible demands placed upon valved transmitters and receivers, in times of war.

**Armoured Vehicles**

So much had to be thought about when wireless went to war. Especially so in armoured cars and tanks which were generally fitted with the famous WS19, Fig. 1.

The 19 sets were made, with various modifications known as Mk I, MkII and MkIII, between 1941 and 1943. Although the nameplate on the set shown in Fig. 1 is the (Canadian) MkIII, the dials are scribed MkII.

The combined rotary transformer and vibrator power unit is on the left in the photograph. The vehicle's rod antenna matching unit (a variometer) is housed above it.

George Saunders (Reading) told me that the MkI was mainly produced in North America. And, "because they were also supplied to the Soviet Army, they had Russian and English engraving on the front panels".

George added that the "MkII had damping resistors fitted across all the i.f. transformers so that under intense vibration any core movement would not affect receiver performance too badly".

The vehicle engines had to be suppressed to stop electrical noise blushing out reception on both the 'A' and 'B' sections of the set. The h.f. ('A' set), tuned by the two large dials on the right, covered 2-8MHz.

The v.h.f. 'B' set, or inside a tank with the '19', had a short-range and was used like a microphone between vehicles in action.

A modified WS19, the MkIII, was a version of the MkII. This was fitted with an extra toggle switch on the front panel (below centre dial) to reduce power consumption. It also had improvements to the r.f. gain control, c.w. reception and the transmitter keying system.

"The MkIII supply unit had a separate 550V generator for the sender. This was separately controlled by the microphone preset switch", George told me.

Apart from enemy fire, engine noise and the tank's own gunfire was a problem for the crew. So, in addition to padded headphones (top right, Fig. 1) an intercom amplifier was built into the set.

The top chassis layout of the 15 valve WS19 is shown in Fig. 2. Broadly speaking, it has the h.f. receiver section on the left, the h.f. transmitter in the centre with its 807 PA (behind the meter casing) and the audio amplifiers on the lower right.

The single valve (CV6) v.h.f. transceiver is in the screened compartment at the top right. Looking inside, Fig. 3, the 255MHz tuning coil and the top cap anode and grid connections of the v.h.f. valve are visible at the upper and lower of the can respectively.

**Less Power**

George Saunders told me that "unarmed vehicles did not need a v.h.f. 'B' set, so the WS22, as developed, was used (Fig. 3). It had a lower output than the WS19, but was generally adequate."

The photograph, Fig. 4, shows the WS22 with its power supply unit and accessories. The Morse key (between the satchels in Fig. 4) can be strapped to the operator's leg (or use in the field with the '22' set or inside a tank with the '19' set).
Unlike the WS19, which has a voltmeter for antenna matching (top left), Fig. 1, the WS22 has a ‘roller coaster’ for this purpose (large knob, on the left of the meter in Fig. 4). The power unit, a vibrator type, is shown on the left. The ‘roller coaster’ type of antenna tuner (right) and the transceiver’s 12 valves can be seen on the upper chassis layout in Fig. 5. Incidentally, the ‘22’ set had a special container for parachute landings and was also fitted in some Jeeps.

Each type of set

Replacement vibrators were often packed inside the transceiver casing. For instance, the power pack for the WS19 (left, Fig. 1) has a spare vibrator and a cold cathode rectifier (C12A) fitted in unwired sockets on the chassis.

The satchels for the WS18, Fig. 8, and WS38, Fig. 9, contained a headset and a hand or throat microphone. There was also a case of spare valves and replacement dry batteries.

Fig. 9: The 38 set was normally carried on a webbing harness mounted on the operator’s chest (see text).

Vibrator Power Units

Some of you may not be familiar with vibrator power units. So, let’s take a closer look at how they work.

Vibrator units were used to provide the necessary high tension (h.t.) on portable equipment. Contacts inside the vibrator container (known as a ‘can’ and shown on the left of transformer, Fig. 6) vibrate at a given frequency when the supply voltage, which could be either 2, 6, 12 or 24V, is applied.

On the vibrator type of p.s.u., the ‘chopped’ d.c. current from the vibrating contacts is connected to the primary winding of a specially wound step-up transformer. The high voltage output from the transformer is then rectified by a bank of metal rectifiers at the lower end of the chassis of the p.s.u.

A rewireable fuse is situated at the top centre above the main on/off switch. To the right of the switch is the 12V power input socket and an outlet for an inspection lamp.

Also visible are the three spare bulbs on the side of the transformer. There are for the front panel, power-on, indicator lights seen at the bottom left (Fig. 4).

Damaged In Action

Component failure with new equipment was unlikely. However, sets could be damaged in action by enemy fire or by mechanical shock and vibration.

Obviously, glass items like valves, fuses and pilot lamps were the most vulnerable. So, to assist with field repairs a case of spare valves, Fig. 7, was supplied, in a signals satchel, for around the operator’s neck. A pair of antenna rods were carried in a ‘rifles’ type sling from the shoulder.

The 38 top panel had only two controls. These were a combined on/off and send/receive switch and a large tuning knob (bottom and centre of Fig. 12).

Both the transmitter and receiver could be tuned on the 38 set. They worked between 6 and 9MHz, and tuning was on the one centre knob for case of operation. The upper chassis layout, showing the five valves, mounted below the control panel of the 38 is shown in Fig. 12.

Eddystone Radio

My recent reference to the Eddystone Radio 358 communications receiver brought back one reader’s memories. It prompted ex-Jerry Office Radio Mechanic Ron Wilson (Exeter) to write to me.

Ron tells me that the ‘X’ after ‘358’ meant that the set has a crystal filter. Apparently this model was known in the Royal Navy as a ‘B31’. The famous Eddystone Radio company made a lot of radio equipment for the armed forces throughout the Second World War. I’m pleased that they’re still very much in business as part of the Marconi Communications Company.

We’ve got a lot of Eddystone enthusiasts reading PW. And, I’ve no doubt that readers and military wireless collectors may like to know about the Eddystone User Group. You can obtain further details by contacting W. E. Moore, Moore Cottage, 112 Edgeside Lane, Waterfoot, Rossendale, Lancashire. B41 9TR.

I hope you’ve enjoyed this special ‘feature length’ edition of Valve & Vintage. Don’t forget you can write to me at any time. In this respect, the Practical Wireless Vintage ‘wireless shop’ is never closed. Send your letters to me at ‘Faraday’, Greyfriars, Storrington, West Sussex RH20 2HE.

Fig. 10: The 38 set’s headphones were designed to be worn under a protective steel helmet. Also in the photograph is the special junction box for headphone and microphone connections (see text).

Fig. 11: The 18 set was provided with a number of short (approximately 12in long) antenna rods with joint sleeves fitted at one end. These could be assembled to make an antenna of around 12 to 14ft long. They were stored in slots near the angle-adjustable socket in the centre of Fig. 11.

Webbing Harness

The 38 set, as shown in Fig. 9, 18, was normally carried in a webbing harness. This was attached at about chest level on the operator with the rod antenna vibrate at a given frequency when the

Fig. 12: The valve line up of the 38 set. The 2V lineament ARP12 pentodes and the double pentode ATP4 used in both the 18 and 38 set.
number of front panel controls. So, let's get rid of SQUELCH, SCAN, TS and FUNC: let's relegate the microphone level control to the back, and find room for some proper memory and band-changing buttons.

**Summing Up**

In summing up, I have the impression that the design of the IC-707 owes more to technical considerations than to user requirements. But it performs well enough, and sounds good on the air.

However, I must say that the IC-707 shows its parentage well on the audio side. I really did think the audio engineering on transmit and particularly on receive, was excellent. To have decent audio on this type of transceiver is unusual.

The bottom line is that I think the IC-707 is rather expensive for a 'budget' transceiver, given the lack of facilities. I also consider that some of the functions are implemented in a clumsy way.

In these hard times, I don't think Icom can rely on their reputation to sell equipment, the market will decide this. My personal guess is that the only way to persuade people to buy the IC-707 in any numbers, would be a big price cut.

My thanks for the loan of the review IC-707 go to Icom (UK) Ltd., Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD. Tel: (0227) 741741, FAX (0227) 741742, who can supply the transceiver for £895.

---

**After seeing a copy of the G3SQX review, Dennis Goodwin G4SOT, Amateur Radio Sales Manager, Icom (UK) Ltd., sent us the following comments in answer to the points raised by Ed Taylor.**

Thank you for giving us the opportunity for replying to the review of the IC-707 by Ed Taylor G3SQX. I am pleased that Ed liked the technical performance of the IC-707, however, Icom's marketing strategy for this model is on simplicity with a minimum amount of front panel switches and controls making this transceiver ideal for mobile or portable operation. Where more features are required for continual base station use, then the Icom IC-728 or IC-737 may be more suitable.

A new accessory the EX-1514 (Ed would not have known about this at the time of writing) is an external VOX unit which is connected between the microphone and transceiver mic socket. This can be used on the IC-707 and many other Icom transceivers.

This last year has seen significant price increases of imported amateur equipment, (as you know due to the exchange rate against the Japanese Yen) it is worth pointing out that had the IC-707 been released in August 1992 then the r.r.p. would have been in the region of £695.00. I am not sure that what Ed is expecting to pay for a budget transceiver, as a comparison the Kenwood TS-140S retails for £899.95 and the Yaesu FT-840 at £879.00

A big price cut is not conceivable unless market demand is abnormally high, (the classic supermarket/corner shop situation) so Icom will rely on its reputation for quality products and our newly released two year warranty.

Dennis Goodwin G4SOT
Icom (UK) Ltd.

---

**Specifications**

**Manufacturer's Abridged Specifications**

- **Frequency coverage**
  - **Receive only**: 500kHz - 30 MHz (lower frequencies at reduced spec.)
  - **Transmit**: 1.8, 3.5, 7, 10, 14, 18.1, 21, 24, 28 MHz
- **Modes**: u.s.b./l.s.b., a.m
- **Power**: s.s.b./c.w., 5 - 100W; a.m.: 5 - 25W
  - f.m. (with optional unit): 5 - 100W
- **Memories**: 25, plus 5, storing split frequencies, and 2 scan channels
- **Frequency stability**
  - Carrier: > 40dB
  - Other (including unwanted sideband): > 50dB
  - Receiver: > 70dB
- **Receiver sensitivity**
  - With 10dB pre-amp, for 10dB signal/noise:
    - s.s.b., c.w., 1.8 - 30MHz: < 0.16 µV
    - a.m.: 500kHz - 1.8MHz: < 1317 µV
  - 1.8 - 30MHz: < 3uV
- **Receiver selectivity**
  - s.s.b., c.w.: 2kHz at 6dB
  - 4kHz at 6dB
  - a.m.: 6kHz at 6dB
  - 20kHz at 6dB
- **Audio output**: 2.6W into 8Ω
- **Receiver independent tuning range**: ±1.2kHz
- **Power requirement**: 13.8V d.c., ±15%; 20A on transmit (2.1A on receive at maximum audio)
- **Weight**: 4.1 kg
- **Dimensions**: 240 x 95 x 239 mm
Richard Q. Marris G2BZQ describes a simple valved 3.5MHz transmitter which is capable of good stability and is simple to make.

My transmitter project is a highly efficient, rugged and simple, low power c.w. unit delivering more than 10W. As it's crystal controlled with stabilised h.t., and a buffer stage between the crystal oscillator and power amplifier stages, it produces an exceptionally clean c.w. performance.

Valves are used throughout, as I think they are the most reliable. They're also easily replaced and readily available.

Every item used was found in my junk box. Many long forgotten bits and pieces were located in various parts of the QTH and garage.

The transmitter was designed around available components. It was fun building the transmitter and a pleasure to use it on air.

Many amateurs will have some, if not all, of the necessary parts. However, some components are readily available from advertisers of surplus or new components, and other sources such as rallies.

Simple Circuit

The project uses a simple circuit as the transmitter uses valves. All the valves used are readily available, and can be overrun and abused - unlike many transistors!

If the valves fail, you just pull them out and plug in a replacement. Remember that valves which were designed before the Second World War are still in use, so they must be considered reliable and worthy of use.

My prototype transmitter was assembled in two units of approximately equal size. These are in the form of the transmitter and a.c. power supply.

The two separate units are interconnected with a cable and plug socket assembly. This is done so that the power supply unit (p.s.u.) can be used with other equipment.

However, the circuits and layouts I'm describing can be amalgamated into one chassis/cabinet to provide a complete transmitter with integral power unit. The dimensions are not critical.

Practically speaking, any suitable chassis/cabinet(s) can be used for the project. No real attempt at miniaturisation was made. The object was reliability, making it easy to build and easy to service.

---

**Fig. 1: Circuit of the 3.5MHz valved transmitter project described by G2BZQ.**
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GET ON AIR FOR UNDER £200!

The AKD 50MHz, FM Transceiver has arrived!
Switched channels, full band coverage. Ideal for
base station, mobile, packet and Raynet activities.
Simple to operate and great value!

Only £193.74 inc. VAT (add £5 p&p)

4M
* 20 switched channels
  from 70.250 to 7.500MHz
  (12.5kHz spacing)
* Spec. as above
£193.74 inc. VAT (add £5 p&p)

ATTENTION RAYNET & CAIRO USERS! 2, 4 & 6M models now available, fully converted to
Cairo-8 standard, from stock. Easy to operate, user friendly, especially in emergency conditions.

13.8V PSU
Fully regulated, ideal for AKD rigs.
Guaranteed 1 year.
£42.25 inc VAT (Add £5 p&p)

199.75 inc. VAT (add £5 p&p)

We can supply WALLEN aerials!
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We can supply WALLEN aerials!

AKD 50MHz, FM Transceiver has arrived!
Switched channels, full band coverage. Ideal for
base station, mobile, packet and Raynet activities.
Simple to operate and great value!

Only £193.74 inc. VAT (add £5 p&p)

4M
* 20 switched channels
  from 70.250 to 7.500MHz
  (12.5kHz spacing)
* Spec. as above
£193.74 inc. VAT (add £5 p&p)

ATTENTION RAYNET & CAIRO USERS! 2, 4 & 6M models now available, fully converted to
Cairo-8 standard, from stock. Easy to operate, user friendly, especially in emergency conditions.

13.8V PSU
Fully regulated, ideal for AKD rigs.
Guaranteed 1 year.
£42.25 inc VAT (Add £5 p&p)

199.75 inc. VAT (add £5 p&p)

We can supply WALLEN aerials!
Transmitter Described

The transmitter can be described as a 10 to 15W input unit. But my prototype seems quite happy running with 16W input (c.w.).

Conventional, well tried and tested circuitry has been used throughout. Signal strength with stability, quality and reliability was my target. The good quality of the resulting c.w. signal has been remarked on by other stations during QSOs.

The circuits are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Each circuit terminates with four power points, which have to be joined together.

The joining can be done with a cable/plug/socket arrangement. The sockets must be at the rear of the a.c./p.u. with the plugs from the transmitter.

Any a.c. existing p.s.u. providing 250-300V d.c. at 100mA, plus a 150V stabilised supply would be suitable. Two 6.3V heater windings of at 1.5 amp minimum are required.

Crystal Oscillator

The transmitter line up, Fig. 1, consists of a crystal oscillator stage, a buffer amplifier and a p.a. output stage. The suggested power unit, Fig. 2, consists of a valve full wave rectifier and a voltage stabiliser.

The crystal oscillator stage uses an EF80/6BX6 valve (V1) in a simple Pierce Colpitts crystal oscillator. This particular layout using g2 of the valve, V1, as an anode is called an electron coupled oscillator. The oscillator output is buffered by the anode circuit of V1.

The crystal socket (I used FT243 crystals) is mounted on the front panel of the transmitter unit. The oscillator is fed with stabilised h.t. supply (150V). There is a bit of luxury with a crystal type oscillator, but this technique ensures you of very clean and stable signals.

The next stage is the buffer amplifier with another EF80/6BX6 valve (V2). This is an extra stability refinement, giving some extra drive to the p.a. stage.

The power amplifier uses a 6BW6 valve (V3) which is rated at 11 to 12W input according to an old ARRL Handbook. I have. The 6BW6 is supplied with 280V h.t. positive on the prototype, and uses a well tried and proven circuit.

A conventional network output tuned circuit is used to match 50-75Ω coaxial feedlines to a suitable antenna via a matching unit. V1, V2 and V3 use B9A valve bases.

Editorial note: We strongly recommend, that to reduce possible EMC problems, that this transmitter be used in conjunction with a low pass filter unit. It should be connected between the output and the antenna tuning unit. The filter should have a sharp cut-off above 30MHz.

Keyed Cathode

The p.a. stage is keyed on the cathode. To assist the prevention of interference, it's provided with suitable key click suppression.

A 100mA meter is wired into the anode circuit for tuning and loading purposes, and monitoring the anode h.t. current. By measuring the h.t. voltage on the anode circuit, and multiplying it by the anode current reading on the meter, you'll have the p.a. power input in watts.

The a.c. power unit I used provides 280V h.t., plus a stabilised voltage of 150V d.c. for the crystal oscillator. It consists of a mains transformer in a full-wave rectifying circuit using an EZ81/6CA4 rectifier valve (B9A base).

The two L1 windings for the valve heaters should be 6.3V a.c. each. A minimum of 1 and 1.5A ratings respectively is required.

The h.t. is smoothed by means of a 100 100mA choke. The choke works in conjunction with two 16µF electrolytic capacitors (min 450V working).

The OA2 voltage stabiliser (B7G base) valve is used to provide the 150V h.t. line. A small 6V dial light bulb is wired into the heater circuit, and panel mounted to show when the power unit is switched on.

The switch, S2, is the standby/Transmit (and not) switch. When the switch is 'open' the h.t. to the transmitter is disconnected. When S2 is closed (with the Morse key up) only the crystal oscillator is running.

Holding the Morse key down brings the p.a. into action. Before testing, make certain that your receiver is suitably protected before you operate the p.a. stage.

In practice, S2 can be a pair of contacts on a send/receive relay (or switch). This can change over the antenna from transmit to receive.

Potentially Lethal

Whatever switching arrangements are used on the transmitter, remember the voltages are potentially lethal. This is because there is approximately 300V on the switch contacts.

In operation, the receiver being used must be protected against the full 'blast' of r.f. from the transmitter. Don't forget also, that r.f. voltages like mains voltages can be lethal. In addition, they must be treated with extra respect, as they can give you unpleasant r.f. burns.

My prototype transmitter was built into a small metal case, and another was used for the p.s.u. However, you might like to build the unit into one case.

The layout of the main components is not critical, and the exact position of the components will vary depending on the size of the actual components used. However, it's best to follow good r.f. practice and screen the transmitter to reduce EMC problems.

All resistors are 0.5W watt rating except where otherwise indicated. Capacitors are 350V working (minimum) unless otherwise stated.

Good quality capacitors should be used in this project. Decoupling capacitors should be connected as close as possible to their points to be decoupled. They should be grounded directly to the nearest point of the chassis, and securely fixed with solder tags.

Tuning Inductance

The main p.a. tuning inductance is wound on a 1in diameter Paxolin tubing. I wound 35 turns of 24awg enamelled copper wire on the tubing, with spacing of a wire diameter between turns.

A simple anti-parasitic choke is provided by RFC3. It consists of seven turns of pvc covered single core hook-up wire, wound onto a 0.125in diameter rod as a mandrel which is then removed. The result is a self-supporting choke.

All wiring should have adequate insulation and be carefully soldered. This precaution is essential when you're dealing with a.c. mains and h.t. voltages. The switches S1 and S2 should be good quality switched operating well within their voltage ratings.

Testing Stage

After you've carried out the usual safety checks (for shorts and wiring errors), you can start the testing stage. With the power supply connected, a 3.5MHz band FT243 crystal (or other suitable type) is plugged into the crystal socket.
mounted on the front panel.

Next, you should connect a 15W (minimum) dummy load (50Ω impedance) into the antenna socket. You are now ready to switch on.

To start, S2 is put into standby position (contacts open). On switching on the power unit switch, S1, to on, the dial light should come on and there will be no reading on the meter. The 'off load' h.t. voltages should be checked after allowing two minutes warming up period.

Now switch on S2 and with the Morse key up, there should still be no meter reading. But it should be possible to pick up the crystal oscillator on a nearby receiver - tuned to the crystal frequency of course.

With both variable capacitors at minimum capacity, S2 is closed to apply h.t. to the p.a. stage. Holding the Morse key down will produce a meter reading, and C12 should be quickly rotated for the minimum current dip on the meter - this is resonance.

The other variable capacitor, C13a/b, should be increased until a reading of about 40nA appears on the meter. Now resume C12, for minimum dip, and if necessary, increase again back to 40nA.

On the prototype, with antenna connected, I found the transmitter could be loaded to 60nA at 280V h.t. This corresponds to 10.8W input, and the 6B6W6 valve seems to be quite happy about this level.

The stability and c.w. note can be key checked with the receiver, with the r.f. gain turned well down and the transmitter operating into a dummy load or antenna.

On The Air

On the air the c.w. note should be found to be absolutely clean, sharp, with no chirp. This is entirely due to the use of a crystal oscillator with stabilized h.t., and a buffer amplifier between the crystal oscillator and p.a. stages. To get the best out of this approach, the transmitter must use rigid construction techniques.

Initial loading in the antenna is identical to that of the dummy load. However, if the antenna impedance is very low, it may be necessary to connect a high voltage ceramic disc or silver mica capacitor (1kV working) across C12a/b.

In practice I found that capacities of 500 or 750pF should suffice. Such a situation might arise with an end fed wire, but in practice a good a.t.u. and low pass filter should always be used with any antenna.

The circuitry of the transmitter is a little above average for a valve rig. But the refinements used, are well worth while for anyone wishing to put out a T9++ c.w. signal on 3.5MHz.

Good luck with your junk box transmitter. It’s cheap to make and should provide a lot of enjoyment on the air.

Rob Mannion 03XFD is a keen constructor and user of valve equipment. He explains how you can overcome problems in finding the components needed for projects using valves, especially for those enthusiasts who may not have a well filled junk box.

One of the most common comments to come from PW readers on the occasions when we publish valve projects, is that of obtaining specialised components. Readers often say, "I’d like to build a valve project, but I don’t have the necessary components.

So, in answer to all you keen types who would like to have a go (as you might expect!) I’ve got some practical suggestions.

Those of us who have been active in the hobby for a long time, have well stocked junk boxes. I’m fortunate in that respect, for despite having moved home frequently in the last ten years, my stock of spares and odds and ends is adequate.

But you’re not fortunate enough to have a good junk box full of old bits and pieces, don’t despair! There are many sources of valves and associated components available through advertisers in PW, at rallies, the big amateur radio shows and "Bagman Basement" type advertisements.

Where To Look?

The answer has got to be here (in PW). I’ve prepared a list of our advertisers who can help you generally, or with specific items.

Regular PW advertiser John Birkett, of 25 The Strathe, Lincoln L21 1UF, Tel: (0522) 520767, always has a good stock of valve associated equipment and components.

For the valve radio enthusiast, John Birkett has a good stock of valve capacitors, valve holders, transformers (telephone enquires on what’s in stock are welcomed) and high capacity capacitors are always available. Also available are radio frequency and audio inductors.

John also has a good stock of valves, including E80, 6W6, and other popular types. However, one of the biggest problems can be finding high voltage capacitors, and John Birkett has a plentiful supply of these.

So, if you’re in the Lincoln area, why not persuade the family that you should also visit the beautiful cathedral? Before you go, or after your visit, you can stroll down the Strates, and find yourself in a radio surplus wonderland!

London based Colomor (Electronics Ltd.), of 170 Goldhawk Road, London W12 9LH, Tel: 01-743-0899, 01-749-3934, are long established valve specialists.

Their valve list is free, and they can also supply repair kits as well as valve base details and other specialist valve components.

Colomor’s Barbara Stanton will be pleased to help you, provide up to date prices and availability of the valve you require.

Another long established valve supplier advertising in PW is Langrex Supplies Ltd., who have been in business for a long time in Croydon, Surrey.

This company regular publishes a very short selection of valves from their large stock (they report that they have in excess of 10,000 types in stock) in PW. However, if the valve you need is not listed in their advert, try calling their Michael Rhodes on 01-884- 1106, FAX 01-884-3056, for further details. Alternatively you can write to them at 1 Mayo Road, Croydon, Surrey CR0 2DP.

Chevet Vintage Supplies, of 157 Dickens Road, Blackpool, Lancashire FY1 2EU. Tel: (0253) 751858 or 302979, are known in historical wireless circles, particularly for their books.

However, they also supply valves and they report that a hardware list will soon be available.

Lake Electronics. Alan Lake G4DVW is well known for the various 'kits with all the bits' he produces. However, Alan is also a specialist on older radio books and you’ll be able to see his wide range at most of the big amateur radio shows. Valve manuals are one of the most sought after specialist items that Alan stocks, and it’s worth calling him to see what’s available.

You can contact Alan Lake G4DVW at 7 Middleton Close, Nutthall, Nottingham NG16 1BX (callers by appointment please). Tel: (0602) 382509.

Wilson Valves (Proprietor Jim Fish G4DMH). Jim fish G4DMH is a familiar to many amateurs from the days of his shop in Chapal Hill, Huddersfield. But nowadays, Jim has become even better known for his specialist valve service. Along with a comprehensive stock of valves and hardware, Jim can also supply full information and valve base details and other difficult to find information.

Further details from Jim Fish G4DMH at 28 Banks Avenue, Golcar, Huddersfield, Yorkshire HD7 411. Tel: (0484) 654650/420774, FAX (0484) 656995.

Maplin Electronic Supplies. Maplin are well known to PW readers, and within their giant catalogue you’ll find a selection of valves and components suitable for valve projects. For the smaller valued projects (such as a receiver or low powered transmitter) Maplin can supply a suitable 250V high tension transformer with a 6.3V heater winding. Catalogues are available from Maplin stores nationwide, or WH Smith, Menzies (and R. S. McGill in Scotland) and other large book shops or newsagents in the United Kingdom. Overseas readers are kindly catered for, further details from Maplin Electronics, PO Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex, England SS6 8LR. Tel: (0702) 554161, FAX (0702) 553935.
Chris Pettit
GOEYO,
Managing Director of
Eddystone Radio
Ltd., takes a brief
look back at the
history of one of the
most famous
names in radio.

Fig. 1: The Eddystone Model S680, a 15-valved five band 480kHz to 30MHz receiver introduced in 1949 was housed in an aluminium die-cast case.

A Trivial Pursuit Question: What's the connection between a ladies hair grip, a shortwave receiver and a lighthouse off the south west coast of England? Answer: Eddystone Radio, manufacturer of short wave receivers since 1923 and now equally famous for its f.m. broadcast transmitters which are used by the BBC and other broadcasters throughout the world.

The origins of the world famous Eddystone symbol, rests in a Birmingham based company called Jarrett and Rainsford Limited. This company were manufacturers of pins and decorative goods in the 1860s.

In 1898, George A. Laughton started with J & R as an office boy. In 1911 he started a separate company called Stratton and Company who made badges and gentlemen's jewellery.

Later, in 1912 G. A. Laughton became a director of Jarrett and Rainsford's. And in 1919 the company was renamed Jarrett, Rainsford and Laughton, having bought out Stratton and Co., Ltd.

Incidentally, the name Stratton was derived from fiction. The name came about because Mrs G. A. Laughton was at that time reading a novel, in which the hero's name was Stratton!

In the 1920s the company was famous for its 'Lady Jayne' hair products, including wave clips, curl clips, stumper helmets, hair curlers, hair grips, compacts, lipstick cases and cuff-links.

But also in the 1920s, the fashion in women's hair styles underwent a revolutionary change. This happened as the fashion went short and hence the demand for hair grips, compacts, lipstick cases and cuff-links fell off drastically.

All the new hair styles were short and hence the demand for hairpins or grips was rapidly declining! For a company like Stratton and Company Limited which could be pictorially shown reliability and provided a mark lighthouse signified endurance, name already well-known. The lighthouse off Plymouth, it was a name already well-known. The lighthouse signified endurance, reliability and provided a mark which could be pictorially shown with a device easily remembered.

The famous lighthouse device was apparently decided upon, during a short journey after work by G. A. and G. S. Laughton. From that time on Stratton and Company Limited was to be the subsidiary of J. R. & L. specialising in manufacturing radio equipment.

The company started by making component parts for hobbyists. But they quickly started manufacturing complete radio receivers.

Their first receiver was a battery operated two valve medium wave unit with headphone output. It was housed in an oak case and had a glass front panel.

The receiver's glass front panel was provided so that everything that moved inside was visible in operation. Additionally, the filaments of the valves could be seen to light up!

Examples of the first Eddystone receiver are believed to be in existence in one or two enthusiasts' collections somewhere in the UK. Unfortunately, however, we don't have one in the company museum.

Young Enthusiast

During the early days of Eddystone Radio, a young radio enthusiast named Harold Cox joined the company. He was to be the main technical driving force behind the company for almost 40 years.

Harold Cox was joined by another enthusiast, Arthur Edwards G6WJ who was also a radio amateur. Arthur Edwards went on to become commercial general manager and sales director, until the company was sold to the Marconi Company in 1965.

The business continued to make components and receivers for the domestic radio market. In 1925 they became shareholders in the fledgling British Broadcasting Company, at the time a private company and largely owned by the radio trade. We still have the original British Broadcasting Company share certificate in the Eddystone museum.

Somehow, I think it's ironic that in recent years, the modern day BBC have been Eddystone Radio's largest customer for its f.m. broadcast equipment.

It must have been about this time that the company's amateur licence was issued, G6L. The callsign is now G6SL and it's still occasionally activated.

Around 1926, G. S. Laughton formed the opinion that a big future lay in the use of higher radio frequencies. These frequencies were then almost unused except for experimental transmissions.

The policy of the business was slowly altered. Components were designed and made for the use of experimenters on the higher frequencies, and a receiver was designed for short-wave reception.

The BBC and foreign broadcasters soon introduced high frequency broadcast services. As a result, world-wide reception became possible and this short wave receiver had a world market.

Eddystone Shortwave

The Eddystone h.f. receiver was a two valved design. It was mounted in a glass fronted oak case, and was known as the 'Eddystone Shortwave' (an example is in the
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museum, and is shown on PW's front cover this month.

The 'Shortwave' covered a range from 15 to 85 metres (20 down to 3.5MHz). It used two 6V valves, one as a regenerative detector and the other as a former coupled amplifier. The h.t. supply was provided by a standard 120V battery.

The original h.f. radio was followed between 1928 and 1929 by a series known as the 'Scientifics'. They were presented in a wooden case with an Ebonite panel. This series covered short and medium waves and were available with either three, four, or five valves.

Back in 1924 a retail arm of the company had been formed under the name Webbs Radio. A shop was opened in Birmingham and five shops were eventually in operation.

However, due to other pressures of the business the retail project was not developed. In the end, the only shop retained was Webbs Radio in London. This flourished until the mid 1960s when the company was sold to Marconi and they made their decision to withdraw from the retail market.

The demand for high frequency equipment grew. So, Strattons no longer manufactured equipment solely for the domestic radio market. Production was concentrated on receivers for overseas users. Eddystone customers included sugar, tea, coffee, cocoa, and rubber planters. There were also mining engineers, public works constructors and overseas administrators.

All Wave Fours

The receivers used by the foreign-based customers were known as the 'All Wave Fours'. They had tropicalised components and were built into a solid aluminium die-cast case with integral screening.

The integral screening was an idea of Harold Cox. When the lid was closed, the case became insect and spider proof! This was an important feature when you consider the export markets the radios were destined for.

Several versions of the 'All Wave Fours' were issued from 1930 to 1934. The die-cast case was probably the forerunner of the famous Eddystone die-cast boxes which the company still manufactures and sells today.

For the UK market, high frequency components and receivers were made for the radio amateur and home constructor. Kits were available as well as a yearly constructors magazine known as The Short Wave Manual.

'The Scientific Two', 'The Short Wave Two' and 'The Kilodyne Four' were all kit sets. Other famous names from the 1930s were 'The Overseas Four' (1933), 'The Sphinx' (1934), available as mains or battery, 'The Homelander' (1935) and 'The Quadradyne' (1935) with its steel case.

The first communications superhet receiver was the ECR (1936). This was fitted with an S-meter and coil packs.

Very High Frequencies

From the early 1930s, development work was undertaken to extend the high frequencies up to very high frequencies (v.h.f.). This work led to equipment operating from 30 to 60MHz being produced by 1935.

The company made a special quench type v.h.f. transmitter operating in the 60MHz region. This was used by the Oxford University Expedition to Mount Everest in the Himalayas. These were believed to be the first 'walkie-talkies' in the world and they had a range of 5-6 miles.

The company was busy during the years 1935-39. This was when a great deal of effort, hard work and cost, were put into convincing the Police and Military authorities to accept the use of portable v.h.f. two-way equipment for use in cars and tanks.

The police in different parts of the country built their own experimental v.h.f. equipment and Eddystone components were sold to them. But the Military authorities were lagging behind in Germany in making use of portable two-way equipment.

It was not until after the Munich crisis in 1938 that Strattons' years of effort in developing v.h.f. equipment bore fruit. Fortunately, it was then able to serve a purpose of national importance.

The Metropolitan police and Scotland Yard were concerned that enemy bombing might destroy their telephone communications. To safeguard communications they asked Strattons to produce an automatic v.h.f. wireless telephone system to provide communications between all the police stations.

To produce the necessary communications system involved a 24-hour, seven days a week effort by the employees of Strattons. The hard work resulted in equipment which when tested in trials provided the best performance.

The excellent design and the results obtained were largely due to Harold Cox. He had the able assistance of George Brown, G5BJ, on the transmitter section of the equipment.

George Brown later left Strattons to take charge of the radio section of the Birmingham police. Helping him on the police project were Garnet Lapworth G6DL and Ted Lauze, The Chief Draughtsman.

Another junior on the project was Bill Cooke G0ION. Bill went on to become Chief Engineer of the company and was my predecessor as Managing Director.

With the threat of war, delivery was of vital importance. With good team work and with disregard to normal working hours, the whole installation was built and delivered to the Metropolitan police by July 1939.

The new police communications system worked with great success right throughout the war period.

Unfortunately the tremendous effort had its casualties, particularly a breakdown in the health of G. S. Laughton.

As a result, of his fathers' breakdown G. S. Laughton went out to Australia in place of his father in May 1939. He went in order to extend the development of J. R. & L's Australian factory.

The place of G. S. L. was taken by Jerome Laughton. He carried on the co-ordination of the radio business during the whole of the war-time period.

Police Communications

The original order for police communications was followed by other similar orders to supply equipment to many other police forces. They included: Birmingham, Glasgow, City of London, Edinburgh, Renfrew, Dumbarton, Paisley, Stoke and the other surrounding pottery towns.

The base station of the S214/215 police transmitter receiver had ten valves in the receiver and 23 on the transmitter. The mobile unit, identified as S440/450, had ten valves in the receiver and four valves in the transmitter.

During The Second World War, design improvements on v.h.f. equipment were made. Eventually between 3000 and 4000 v.h.f. systems were supplied to the Admiralty.

The Eddystone v.h.f. was used in the D-Day landings to provide cross-channel communications. In
fact, the equipment was still being supplied in 1948/49 and during that time Strattons also equipped Belfast Harbour with v.h.f. radio equipment.

National Importance

The Company's contribution to the war effort was considerable and one item, a special form of tuning capacitor, was considered to be of national importance. This was the Type 339 differential condenser for use on h.f.

The Type 339 was developed by the company for the National Physical Laboratory in 1935. During the Second World War it was incorporated in the special IFF (Identification Friend or Foe) radar transponder equipment carried by our aircraft.

The company suffered severe war damage. In October 1940, enemy bombing destroyed the radio works in Bromsgrove Street with an oil bomb.

In minutes the factory was ablaze from end to end. The fire watch consisting of Ted Laure, Harold Cox and E.J. Pickard G6VA sprang into action.

With great personal courage and disregard for their own safety the fire watch constantly entered the blazing building. They managed to bring out practically all the valuable test equipment.

The next day production was set up in another part of the company's works. Within three weeks production had been resumed and was being built up again, when another raid destroyed the whole factory.

The second raid was devastating. The only items salvaged from that raid were two signal generators and a Q-meter.

The Bath Tub

Immediately after the second raid on the Bromsgrove Street premises, a new site had to be found. To this end, a lido on the outskirts of Birmingham, known as the 'Bath Tub', was taken over by the company.

The Bath Tub was a complex, consisting of a fun-fair, swimming pool and dance hall. It was opened by Grace Field in 1937, but was disused by the time war started.

Using a great deal of improvisation, production was restarted. Within three months, production figures had outstripped the original pre-blitz figures.

Another important war-time radio was the 358 receiver. This was a 7-valved, nine band (with plug-in coils) superhet covering 110kHz to 31MHz. These receivers were particularly important to the services as the only comparable set was made in the USA, and was therefore supplied to us, which was subject to enemy submarine activity.

The 358 unit was also the company's first professional communications receiver. This receiver helped provide the company with a reputation as a designer and manufacturer of communications equipment.

The 358 receiver had several versions, the Navy version was known as the B34 while the Airforce/Army version was known as the R1448 (see front cover).

The 358X had a crystal filter, and the models 400 and 400X were for c.w. reception only. During hostilities, these receivers were used extensively for the monitoring of enemy traffic.

By the end of the Second World War and the return of peace, Strattons had supplied the Police and Armed Forces with 4,500,000 radio components. They had supplied 4,500 transmitters, 7,250 receivers, and 45,000 supplementary pieces of equipment. And by the way, we were (and still are!) operating out of the Bath Tub!

After the war, the markets became flooded with Government surplus radio equipment. This made it difficult for the company to sell its products. Export markets were also difficult as the USA had very good supplies of its own products.

Bill Cooke, remembers his return to work from war service in the RAF. One of the first products he designed, far from being a glittering new receiver, was an r.f. seaming machine for the parent company who were launching themselves into the plastics market.

Bill also remembers being asked to design an electric clock and refusing the request! He did however, design and build six projection TV sets. Model 793 and a console TV receiver, Model 800.

The Company obviously did not see its future in the TV receiver business for they never made any more models, perhaps the owners thought TV was not going to catch on!

Increased Competition

Surprisingly, in the post war period, the company withdrew from the v.h.f. two-way radio business. This was due to increased competition from Pye, particularly with regard to rental arrangements.

The company decided to concentrate on specialised communications equipment. It would continue to be well constructed for performance and stability, selling on these points rather than price.

After the war and into the 1950s this policy brought considerable success to the company. As a result there was hardly a country in the world to which they did not export receivers.

In 1947 the company introduced the S640. This was a mains powered, 9-valved, three band communications superhet, covering 1.1 to 32MHz, with a crystal filter. This model was also badged as a Marconi receiver.

A broadcast version of the S640, known as the S659, was also introduced in 1947. In 1948, the S670, 7-valved, four band superhet covering 150kHz to 30MHz arrived. This was an a.c./d.c. set for marine use either as a cabin receiver or as a ship's main receiver.

The S670 was used extensively by the Marconi International Marine Company (MIMCO). In 1949, the S670 was followed by the S680 which was a mains powered, 15-valved, five band, professional communications superhet receiver, covering 480kHz to 30MHz with S-meter and variable selectivity.

In 1950 the S740 was introduced as a mains powered 8-valved, four band communications receiver covering 480kHz to 30MHz. The broadcast version was known as the S710B. Receivers of this decade were recognisable by the 180° dials (see Fig. 1).

Famous Dial

The now world famous Eddystone linear slow-motion dial was introduced in 1950. It was subsequently used on many of its most famous receivers up until the introduction of the Model 958 in 1969.

This really was the era of high quality mechanical engineering being used to solve electrical problems. Some of the variable capacitor and inductance mechanisms were truly works of art.

Strattons, were amongst the first to introduce tunable v.h.f. receivers onto the market. And 1953 saw the introduction of a range of receivers.

This new range started with a small number of receivers. The 770 v.h.f./u.h.f. receivers were six band 19-valved sets providing reception of a.m./c.w. and f.m. Some 11 versions of the 770R were made over the years that followed.

The 770R was used by the Americans for tracking the first Russian 'Sputnik' to orbit the earth. Subsequently, considerable quantities went to Russia, China and Jodrell Bank.

The 1950s saw other famous Eddystone receivers introduced. These included the S750 mains powered double superhet, covering 480kHz to 32MHz in four bands.

There was also the Stratton 700 which was a monster receiver. It was some 50% bigger than the standard receiver, and was a ten band, 12-
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period for Eddystone receivers with GEC Marconi, Marconi SpA.
Many versions of the 830 receiver were sold to users all over the world. These included the Diplomatic Wireless Service, and users in Sweden, Canada and Germany.
There were also the 770S receivers. These covered 500 to 1000MHz with a tuneable cavity oscillator, and there were MkII versions of the 770K and 770U which were sold to all the armed services.
Another series were the 850 v.f. (very low frequency) receivers covering 10 to 600kHz. The 880 series, 23-valved, 30-band, monaural rack-mounting i.f./f.h.f. receivers, using techniques similar to the famous Racal RA17 with one band per MHz.
Incidentally, there's a story from this period which I believe to be true. The story was that Eddystone, along with other established receiver manufacturers of the period, turned down the concept of the Barlow Wadley loop superhet receiver.
The Barlow Wadley loop superhet originated in South Africa. It was offered round by the MOD for a receiver manufacturer to take up. Only one small company did so, and this was Racal, and just look where they are today!

Transistorised Receivers
The 1960s also saw the introduction of transistorised receivers. The first Eddystone transistorised set was the 960 introduced in 1962. It was based on the 940, a 13-valved, 480kHz to 30MHz five bands communication receiver.
The 960 looked identical to the 940 receiver. It had 19 transistors mounted into valve holders powered from an internal battery. The 960 designer, Geoff Woodburn G3AYW (recently a silent key), told me the story that he was only given one of each transistor. He was then told in an uncertain manner that if he was to blow one during the design stage he would be fired! By 1963 the famous EC10 transistorised communications receiver was launched. This was a small receiver, with 10 devices and covered 500kHz to 30MHz in five bands.
A broadcast version of the EC10 was produced as the EB35. It covered 150kHz to 30MHz plus the new v.h.f. Band II f.m. broadcast bands of 88 to 108MHz, and was introduced in 1966.
The last valve receiver was probably the EA12, a 17-valved, nine band superhet receiver covering just the amateur bands from 1.8 to 30MHz. This was introduced in 1964.

Feeling The Competition
By the end of the 1960s, Eddystone was feeling the competition from many other receiver manufacturers. These included manufacturers such as Racal, and Plessey for its professional communications receivers and from the Japanese for lower priced transistorised receivers.
Throughout the 1970s the company’s main products were: the 958 solid-state communications receiver covering 10kHz to 30MHz in ten bands. This was used by the armed services as well as the marine companies as a main ship’s receiver. The 958 was reputed to be the finest receiver Eddystone ever made. But it had a very complex mechanical tuning arrangement.
There was also the 990 series of transistorised v.h.f./a.h.f. receivers. These covered 30 to 340MHz and 250 to 850MHz.
Another range was provided by the 1930 series of ship’s receivers. These used an analogue read-out for frequency and covered 120kHz to 30MHz, with ten tuned crystal frequencies.
The Eddystone fortunes during this time were very much tied to those of the marine industry. Unfortunately, this was ultimately to prove costly to the company. The closure of the Suez canal resulted in larger and larger ships being built. Unfortunately, they still only had one radio room, and the increased competition from the far east depressed the British ship building industry.
By the end of the 1970s the company was feeling that its market was not where its future lay.
A new generation of solid-state digital display receivers was introduced in 1980. This was the 1957 series of I.f./f.h.f. receivers and the 1940 series v.h.f./u.h.f. receivers, whilst these sold well they were selling into a smaller market place.
In 1984 a new development was started. This was for a microprocessor based scanning and 99 channel memory I.f./f.h.f. receiver using touch pad membrane front panels. This is how the 1650 series of receivers was born.

Solid State Transmitting
The company was also building a relationship with the BBC. This came about when we made solid state transmitting products the BBC had designed for its Band II v.h.f. expansion.
The company soon licensed the transmitting products for sale to non-BBC customers throughout the world. So began its re-born as a broadcast transmitter provider. Other products were licensed to give it a solid-state medium frequency transmitter capability. However, despite the renewed interest, the company has never abandoned its communications interests.
In 1985 the company commenced development on a low cost six channel h.f.s.s.b. transceiver for use in the third world as a mobile radio telephone. This product is still sold today, with many thousands in constant use throughout Africa and the Far East.
In the 1990s the company has become a major provider of f.m. transmitter systems with sales world-wide. In fact, it’s now the major UK manufacturer of such products.
Today, Eddystone is continuing to develop both broadcast and communication products and sees its future in both those fields. However, you cannot be the Managing Director of a company like Eddystone without having regard for its long and famous past.

Our 70th anniversary was celebrated in 1993. We are proud of our past and very excited for our future.

Chris Pettit G0EYO

Reference Sources
3. Eddystone User Group Newsletter, published by Eddystone User Group, (can be contacted through Eddystone Radio Limited, Alvechurch Road, West Heath, Birmingham B31 3PP, Tel: 021 475 2231. Fax: 021 477 5224).
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For years the Microreader has been one of the most successful and widely used decoders in Britain and has opened up the world of utility decoding for thousands of listeners and hams. With the Microreader you don't need computers, monitors or any special equipment simply plug into your speaker socket and turn on. What could be simpler? But don't be fooled by it's small size and low price, the Microreader is powerful and can match the performance of other box units. The built in tutor has helped hundreds to learn to read and send CW perfectly. The latest version 4.2 firmware is the result of listening to what people want and expect from a decoder and combines ease of use with the highest ever level of performance.

When you buy a Microreader not only do you get a full two years guarantee you get access to help assistance from a company committed to 100 percent customer satisfaction. The Microreader comes complete with leads, easy to read instructions, frequency list and free terminal software should you want to display the decoded messages on a computer screen. Please call or write for more information as space limits a full description.

SYNOPTIC DECODER

This is the easy way to translate the five figure code groups from the many meteo weather stations around the world into plain and readable English. No more books and tables. reports from aircraft, ships and land station are translated instantly and in full detail. How thick is the fog on the Tyne? What is the cloud type in New York? Transmissions from Bracknell are intended for the M.O.D. but you can decode them together with similar data from around the world. Works in conjunction with the Microreader or with any other decoder equipped with a serial RS232 output. Decoded messages can be displayed on home PC, dumb terminal or printed using a serial printer. Write or ring today for more information together with example print outs.

EACH AND EVERY ONE

of you involved in the world of amateur radio is able to use all the frequency bands and modes allocated for your use without fear or favour. Yet it is your National Body, the Radio Society of Great Britain, which has gained these facilities for your use.

The radio spectrum is at a premium. Commercial interests want more allocations; where will it come from - Amateur Bands?

At the present time only 50% of licensed amateurs belong to the RSGB. A strong National Body will benefit the whole amateur radio community and will provide a strong voice for the battles ahead.

Ultimately it comes down to you, the individual, but please think ahead; not this year, maybe not next year, but sometime, the commercially interested parties may force their way into the spectrum which we currently enjoy. Support the RSGB now and the battles ahead can be won.

It's never been easier to join.

For further details write to:

Radio Society of Great Britain (Dept PW9)
Lambda House, Cranborne Road,
Potters Bar, Herts. EN6 3JE
The late Stan Crabtree G3OXC was fascinated in the techniques used in the early days of wireless. In the last of his articles written for PW, Stan provided a fascinating insight to the ingenious and sometimes downright dangerous systems used by the pioneers.

The already well established keying techniques employed for Morse telegraphy took a diverse turn when it was used for signalling with early wireless apparatus. It was soon apparent that the keys used in land-line telegraphic circuits were totally unsuitable due to the larger currents to be interrupted.

Early wireless pioneers found they had a problem. The precision engineered keys used by European telegraphers and the 'bug' keys recently introduced on American land-line circuits could not be employed.

In the place of the then familiar Morse key there appeared a variety of devices. They were often incongruous, mechanical arrangements, which were necessary to key the transmission of damped wireless waves.

**Induction Coil**

In the pioneering days, when using a 10in induction coil, the primary supply had a current of about 10 amperes which had to be interrupted. The first requirement therefore, was for large platinum contacts and a long insulated handle!

In order to quench the spark at the key contacts, on breaking the circuit, a large capacitor was also needed across the contacts. And, in addition to these basic requirements the pioneers of the period introduced their own ideas for transmitter keying.

The Marconi Company key followed the general rule of 'big handle', 'big contacts'. This was fitted on the growing number of ships belonging to companies who had contracted Marconi to supply and fit wireless installations.

The Marconi key, Fig. 1, with a handle of hard rubber, was some 5in long and set at right angles to the keying lever. This key, with its bottom 'skirt' resembled the shape of Abraham Lincoln's famous top hat!

Brass contacts were used on the Marconi key. Knurled brass nuts on a threaded rod were provided on the fixed and movable parts. This was to allow connections to be made to the series connected battery and primary winding of the induction coil.

Fig. 1: The Marconi key. The base contains a capacitor for spark reduction (see text).

There was another method to prevent sparking during transmission. In use, the primary circuit on the Braun system was not broken again, even if the key was raised, until the primary current passed through its zero value. Due to this method, termed 'automatic minimum current cut-out', the break was rendered virtually sparkless.

**Grasped Firmly**

To operate the Marconi key, the instructions said the handle had to be 'grasped firmly and depressed'. The key of course was operating with the lever working against the pull of a spring.

From the design of the Marconi key, it's reasonable to suppose that the expression 'pump handle' as a description was derived from keys of this period. The feather light touch of two or three fingers adopted by operators in later years was not possible with this equipment.

It's easy to realise why sending speeds in the early days of wireless were usually in the order of ten words per minute. And whilst the operators may not have succumbed to the usual telegraphist's complaint of 'glass wrist', they may well have been vulnerable to the painful 'tennis elbow' condition.

**Key Control**

The Marconi Company was the first to devise a key to act as control for a send/receive system. Fig. 2. When the key was not in use, the lever was arranged to rest on back contact which served to connect the antenna to the receiving instrument.

Professor F. Braun designed a key which enabled 50 amperes of alternating current to be interrupted. This was carried out without endangering the operator, the coil and the interrupter of the key.

With Professor Braun's key, Fig. 3, the keying was arranged so that the principal contact could not be broken until the instant when the primary current passed through its zero value. This was achieved by making the primary current pass through an electromagnet which held down the contact once the lever was pushed downwards.

In use, the primary circuit on the Braun system was not broken again, even if the key was raised, until the primary current passed through its zero value. Due to this method, termed 'automatic minimum current cut-out', the break was rendered virtually sparkless.
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The Marconi Company key followed the general rule of 'big handle', 'big contacts'. This was fitted on the growing number of ships belonging to companies who had contracted Marconi to supply and fit wireless installations.

The Marconi key, Fig. 1, with a handle of hard rubber, was some 5in long and set at right angles to the keying lever. This key, with its bottom 'skirt' resembled the shape of Abraham Lincoln's famous top hat!

Brass contacts were used on the Marconi key. Knurled brass nuts on a threaded rod were provided on the fixed and movable parts. This was to allow connections to be made to the series connected battery and primary winding of the induction coil.

Fig. 1: The Marconi key. The base contains a capacitor for spark reduction (see text).

There was another method to prevent sparking during transmission. In use, the primary circuit on the Braun system was not broken again, even if the key was raised, until the primary current passed through its zero value. Due to this method, termed 'automatic minimum current cut-out', the break was rendered virtually sparkless.
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To operate the Marconi key, the instructions said the handle had to be 'grasped firmly and depressed'. The key of course was operating with the lever working against the pull of a spring.

From the design of the Marconi key, it's reasonable to suppose that the expression 'pump handle' as a description was derived from keys of this period. The feather light touch of two or three fingers adopted by operators in later years was not possible with this equipment.

It's easy to realise why sending speeds in the early days of wireless were usually in the order of ten words per minute. And whilst the operators may not have succumbed to the usual telegraphist's complaint of 'glass wrist', they may well have been vulnerable to the painful 'tennis elbow' condition.

**Key Control**

The Marconi Company was the first to devise a key to act as control for a send/receive system. Fig. 2. When the key was not in use, the lever was arranged to rest on back contact which served to connect the antenna to the receiving instrument.

Professor F. Braun designed a key which enabled 50 amperes of alternating current to be interrupted. This was carried out without endangering the operator, the coil and the interrupter of the key.

With Professor Braun's key, Fig. 3, the keying was arranged so that the principal contact could not be broken until the instant when the primary current passed through its zero value. This was achieved by making the primary current pass through an electromagnet which held down the contact once the lever was pushed downwards.

In use, the primary circuit on the Braun system was not broken again, even if the key was raised, until the primary current passed through its zero value. Due to this method, termed 'automatic minimum current cut-out', the break was rendered virtually sparkless.

There was another method to prevent sparking during
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A spring loaded handle M, was arranged to move through the bar connecting the stands. When the handle was pressed down, a metallic point on the bottom came into contact with the mercury and completed the primary circuit.

**Tuned Apparatus**

When tuned apparatus began to be used, other techniques came into use. One method used, was to throw the secondary or antenna circuit out of tune with the primary condenser circuit by short circuiting inductance.

Another idea was to short circuit the condenser in the spark circuit by means of an impedance coil. This was almost a forerunner of present day frequency shift keying (f.s.k.).

Considering the long wavelengths employed, the system used to key such an arrangement was a particularly ambitious task at this time. One method, used by the Canadian Reginald Fessenden, is shown in the diagram, Fig. 6.

The device is contained in an oil-filled chamber and attached below a normal Morse key.

**Eiffel Tower Station**

A novel type of keying was used for the spark transmission of time signals from the Eiffel Tower station (callsign FL) in 1910. Normal hand keying of the station's 60kW output was performed by the short circuiting of resistances in the primary circuit of the power transformers.

However, the normal method used at the Eiffel tower was obviously unsuitable for accurate time sequences. These originated from the clock of the Paris Observatory, So, Commandant Ferrie, in charge of French Military Wireless at this time, devised a special system of keying, Fig. 7.

The technique employed by Ferrie is shown in the diagram. It consisted of a mercury pump P and a rotating electrode R installed in a container holding an amount of mercury M.

A current sent via contacts on the Standard Observatory clock energised a solenoid E. This depressed a piston P against the pull of a spring.

When the clock circuit closed, the pump caused a squirt of mercury to take place against the rotating electrode. This effectively short circuited the circuit which is to be shunted upon keying.

Fessenden's rival, Lee Forest, produced a similar key. In this version a curved projecting arm was attached to the keying lever and extended into a compartment containing oil.

The Lee Forest key's arm had a contact on the lower end. This connected with another contact fitted to the base of the oil compartment.

**Sophisticated Methods**

It was not long before more sophisticated keying methods were employed. Initially, the relay key in which an ordinary telegraph key was manipulated, activated an electromagnet which in turn closed the circuit of the supply to the changing transformer circuit.

Eventually, the keyed relay was followed by automatic sending by punched tape.

However, in the formative years of wireless telegraphy, hand keying was compulsory for all traffic. And, bearing in mind the type of keying instruments in use, it's no wonder that operators were expected to be physically fit to operate them!
My friend, I thank you for your reply to my letter. Regarding your letter concerning my being a s.w.l. of 40 years ago, I guess you are not interested in DX as such, but rather in cards of particular interest.

I enclose a selection of those where either the country no longer exists, or the prefix has changed. The cards include curiosities like the French Zone of Austria. Also included are cards from British and American forces occupying places where they are no longer found, (KA - American Forces Japan), the Royal signals from various places, including Germany where BAOR was allocated DL2 callsigns.

I've also included a couple of the great names of the day. There's W1BB of 'Top Band' fame, and PY2CK who must have been one of the greatest DXers of the era. Many PYs still remember him today.

A couple of curiosities are DI9AA from Dr. Hans Hass' expedition. He was a contemporary of Jacques Cousteau in underwater exploration and an early TV personality with his underwater camera work. Another curiosity was Fletcher's Ice Island. Unfortunately, KF3AA went off the air suddenly, and the rumour was that it had drifted into USSR waters and the operators arrested. However, from the given position, that was unlikely.

Graduating To Eddystone

Much of my listening was done on an HRO receiver. This was before I graduated on to an Eddystone 740 while doing my National Service with the 2nd Royal Tank Regiment. I was a radio operator in a Centurion tank. And, I'm going to tell a story I don't tell over the air!

I learned that a DL2 operator had returned to the UK, and the call was not re-issued. So I took it over.

I had picked up c.w. from listening. I was then able to use the 19 set in my tank with standard rod antenna on the 7MHz band for c.w. operation only, for some 18 months. Despite the supposed limited range of the 19 set on QRP, I was amazed at how easy it was to get comparative DX. My best DX was OY (Fame Islands).

I remember the tremendous friendliness of the DL operators in Munster. They, although knowing I was unlicensed (in other words technically I was a pirate), invited me into their homes and encouraged and helped me work towards the RAE.

Sadly, I did not take the RAE until 35 years later. But I assure you that I did not operate unlicensed after my return to the UK.

Another Story

I've got another story which might amuse you. The HRO had no tuning scale on the dial as such, but used a graduated scale. The actual frequency being obtained from reading a graph. The story started when I wanted to check the calibration of the HRO. I then found Radio Moscow broadcasting all over the h.f. bands, so I wrote off to

Fig. 1: The QSL card issued by Hans and Lottie Hass. This couple became famous for their underwater photography on British (monochrome) TV.

Fig. 2: The card issued for QSLs from 'Fletchers Ice Island'. Mystery surrounds the station's sudden disappearance.
It was in the headlines the next day.
I've only had time for a few short stories this time.
I hope you've had your appetite 'whetted' for more listening and you enjoy collecting QSLs from radio amateurs and the broadcasters.

Good luck with your new found hobby.
May your short wave listening provide you with as much pleasure as I got from it.

GOKDZ

Moscow asking for full details of their broadcasts!
To make my request to Radio Moscow look genuine, I said that I found their programmes very interesting. In return, they sent a load of material back.
I heard a year later, just before I was being demobilised from the Army, that due to the material from Radio Moscow arriving, I had been quietly investigated by the Special Investigation Branch (SIB) and had narrowly escaped being posted to some administration job in Catterick.

As I was a regimental headquarters (RHQ) operator it was felt that I could do some damage if the balloon went up.
Of course, if I had been posted, I would never have been told the reason. I learned from the Regimental post corporal that my mail was checked, and it was piles of QSL cards from all over the world that convinced them that I was a harmless short wave radio listener!

Radio Ceylon

I remember one weekend afternoon picking up Radio Ceylon. Their Prime Minister, Sennenaika, or some similar name had been thrown from a horse and landed on his head and suffered severe injuries.

Radio Ceylon was transmitting an appeal. They wanted anyone picking up their transmission to contact a brain surgeon, Sir Hugh Cairns with an Oxford phone number, to get him to fly out to operate.
The message was endlessly repeated, I found the Guard Commander, a Sergeant, who said that he could not disturb the Orderly Officer with a matter like that. "It's none of our business, and anyway, if it's important, the Signals will be dealing with it!"
Fortunately, some radio amateur in the UK picked up the message. They got someone to take action, and the Government was preparing to send Cairns out by the new Comet jet when the PM in Ceylon died.

Fig. 4: Cards from the Falkland Islands were rare, although the same cannot be said for the penguins!
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TECHNOLOGY IN WAR - by Kenneth Massey. An informative work which identifies the impact of science and technology in weapon development. Includes key developments in electronic warfare, evolution of the tank submachine, rocket, aeroplane etc. Large format, 275 pages. Many wartime photos and outstanding artwork. Published £12.95. Our price f 10 post free.


THE AUTHORISED BIOGRAPHY OF SIR BERNARD LOVELL. Includes detailed chapters on the history and evolution of the Jodrell Bank radio telescope and the early achievements of the Chelmsford 2LO and the Hague, transmitters, and early telemetry stations. Includes a detailed technical history of the experiments carried out at Cambridge and their impact. 224 pages. Laminated boards. £8.50 p&p £2.25

SECRET WARFARE. THE BATTLE OF CODES AND CIPHERS. One of the few books on cryptography. Details the development of modern intelligence using codes and ciphers. Illuminates top secret strategies of deciphering, including a history of their use and World War 2. Well illustrated with previously unpublished material. £19.95 incl. p&p £4.50.
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ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS - 32MFD+ 32MFD at 350V. Can type. £3.75 each including post 2 for £7 post free. 250MFD+ 220MFD at 300V+250MFD at 250V can type. £3.75 each including post 2 for £7 post free. 400MFD+ 330MFD+ 220MFD at 250V can type. £3.75 each 2 for £7 post free

THE VINTAGE HARDWARE LIST - Published every two months contains for sale - vintage domestic radios, vintage communications receivers, audio equipment, valves, vintage components. Ex Stock surplus. Send two first stamps.

VINTAGE VALVES - A listing of new and unused valves for sale 1925-1975 S.A.E. for valve list 2 for £7 post free. 32MFD. 32MFD at 300V. 25MFD at 250V can type. £3.75 each including post 2 for £7 post free
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THE SHORT WAVE
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Do you need a scanner or receiver ?
Do you need amateur radio equipment ?

"Kenwood, Icom, Yaesu, Alinco, Yupiter, Aor etc"
But most of all do you need equipment serviced?
We have up to date test equipment, fully equipped workshop for all types of radio equipment.
Second Hand Equipment Available, Part Exchange Welcome

Most advertisements are legal, decent, honest and truthful. A few are not, and, like you, we want them stopped.
If you would like to know more about how to make complaints, please send for our booklet, 'The Do's and Don'ts of Complaining'. It's free.

The Advertising Standards Authority.
We're here to put it right.

ASA Ltd., Dept Z, Brook House, Torrington Place, London WC1E 7HN.
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Patrick Allely GW3KJW turns his critical pen this time (suitably dipped in dark wit with a tint of humour) to comment on the British method of callsign allocation, which he regards to be a rather weird and almost bizarre system. He also takes a comparative look at the simpler and more straightforward Irish system. So, it's over to you Patrick......

I was listening on 144MHz s.s.b. today to a conversation between a newly licensed G7 and a G8 + three letter station. The G7 was naturally eager to learn and was asking a series of intelligent questions to further his knowledge of his hobby. One of the questions he asked was 'Are you a Class A or Class B licensee?'

My first reaction was that of incredulity. Everyone knows the answer to that, but thinking more deeply and following a line of reasoning, I reconsidered my initial impression.

How could he have known? There's no apparent hard and fast rule that denotes a Class A from a Class B callsign, and no quick obvious source of reference...

I have been asked on a number of occasions by radio amateurs abroad and from the Republic of Ireland, to explain the quaint licensing allocation system used in the United Kingdom. And I believe that there are a number of UK amateurs and short wave listeners who are unaware of the seemingly illogical issue of callsigns.

Similarly, there are a great number of British enthusiasts who have no inkling of the machinations of the Eire allocation of amateur radio licence callsigns. So, I have tried to explain their system, which in itself is a test of ingenuity.

Original Experimenters

In the early days in the UK, the original radio experimenters did not have any need to hold a licence. Such legislation did not exist, as radio was then in its infancy. Anyone interested enough to follow the experiments of Marconi and others could do so without authorisation.

However, these early experimenters were not idle, and soon some of them were building and operating very high powered transmitters the signals from which were being received on simple receivers a vast distance away.

As always, politicians recognised the value of mass communication. They soon put a stop to these unauthorised transmissions.

Early Wireless Telegraphy Acts allowed authorised experimenters to build and transmit signals on various frequencies. They also allocated them a callsign.

Initially, the callsign consisted of a number followed by two letters. This was a system also used in public broadcasting as with 2LO for example, but with more amateurs taking up the new hobby, legislation demanded a change.

So, a change was made in conjunction with an international agreement of radio callsign prefixes. In this way the first recognisable amateur callsigns were issued and the G2 + two letters were heard.

Early Amateurs

The early radio amateurs were seemingly more egotistical than their modern counterparts. An examination of old call books, will show that many of the early callsigns incorporated the initial letters of the holder's name.

As the licence and callsign was issued with the personalised 'cherished' personal type letters, the series was stretched to cope with the demand. This resulted in G3 + 2, G4 + 2, G5 + 2, G6 + 2 and G8 + 2 letters being issued fairly randomly.

There were two classes of licence, a full transmitting licence and an Artificial Aerial licence. With the 'AA' licence, the licensee was allowed to build equipment but only transmit into a dummy load. Needless to say, this requirement was not always kept, so there's nothing new in the concept of a Novice Licence!

During the early period, the series of callsigns for amateur use did not use G1, G7, G9 or G0. This system came to an end at the outbreak of The Second World War when all amateur radio activity ceased. Many of the now expert radio experimenters found themselves deeply involved in military communications.

Radio Activity Returned

With the cessation of hostilities, life slowly returned to normal. Amateur radio activity returned, but now without the artificial aerial restriction.

The pre Second World War 'AA' callsigns were withdrawn. They were replaced with a G2 + 3 letter callsign which ran in sequence up to G2H....

There was then only one class of licence. However, a new licence was restricted to a power input of 25W input and C.w. (Morse) operation only for their first year of operation.

The end of the G2 + three letter allocation was followed by G3 + three letter series callsigns. This continued for a long period, as amateur radio did not then have the following it enjoys today.

Some 30 years ago, a lot of pressure was placed upon the government to amend qualifications. The pressure was for an amateur licence to allow a type of licence - restricted to v.h.f. and above and free of the need to take a Morse test.

The 'Morse Free' licence was granted and the so-called Class B licence was introduced, using the callsign series G8 + 3 letters. Contrary to a widespread misconception, licensed amateurs could operate on v.h.f. and above before introduction of the Class B licence!

Separate Licence

A separate licence was originally required for mobile operation. Although the callsign was not changed, the licensee had to add the suffix M ('Stroke Mobile'). This licence cost an extra £1.50 Additionaly, a separate licence had to be granted for anyone wishing to transmit television signals. A TV licence callsign was in the G6 + 3 letters followed by T/.

For visiting amateurs wishing to operate in the United Kingdom, a reciprocal licence was available. The callsigns of reciprocal licences were in the G3 + three letters series.

Eventually, the G3 + three letters series were all allocated. Newly-licensed callsigns were then issued with G4 + three letters.

The separate ATV licence was then cancelled. The right to transmit pictures was incorporated, as with the mobile licence, into the main licence. This then made the G6 + three letter series free, which were then used as Class B licence callsigns on the expiry of the G8 + three series. The G5 + three letter callsigns were also cancelled following a CEPTU agreement, but these, as yet, have not been re-issued.

Massive Influx

The massive influx of new radio amateurs from CB radio in the early 1980s meant a rapid allocation of callsigns. The new licensees quickly exhausted the
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G6 + three letter series, which were then followed by the G1 + three letters.

The trend continued and in a short time the G4 + three letters were followed by G0 + three letters. Finally, the G1 + three letters series were followed by the G7 + three letters which is where we are at the time of writing! I'll simplify, by summing up so far:
Class A: G2 + two letters, G3 + two letters, G4 + two letters, G5 + two letters, G6 + two letters, G8 + two letters. There are also: G2 + three letters, G3 + three letters G4 + three letters and G0 + three letters.

The Class B callsigns are: G8 + three letters, G6 + three letters, G1 + three letters and G7 + three letters.

Anomaly In Legislation

There's an anomaly in that the legislation recognises the constituent parts of the United Kingdom as one State. But it also accepts the different countries within the UK as being united!

The 'united anomaly' means that prefix of each country forming the UK is incorporated in the callsign following the home location of the station. This means that theoretically seven amateur callsigns could sequentially be G2AA, GW2AB (the W representing Wales), G2AC (The I representing Northern Ireland), GM2AD (the M representing Scotland),

Although they're independent for most purposes and not actually part of the UK (we share the 'Crown' - the Queen' and other things such as defence), the Isle of Man and Channel Islands are also represented in the same system. The Isle of Man is represented as GD2AE, The Isle of Jersey as GJ2AF and Guernsey as GU2AG.

Callsigns Re-issued

There is provision for the reallocation of an expired licence. Very early callsigns, which have been re-issued, are heard on the air.

The Department of Trade & Industry's Radiocommunications Agency can help with older callsigns. They will, on application and with the permission of the original holder, or the next of kin, re-issue such licenses.

However, they will only reissue the old callsigns in accordance with the class of licence. For example, an old Class A licence would not be re-issued to a Class B licence or vice versa.

Very often, radio clubs will hold an older licence, the callsign of which was originally that of a late founder of that club. One which springs to mind is G6UX, a callsign of the Stockport Radio Society. I also know of old 'AA' licence holders with a G2 + three letter callsign being re-issued with their original pre-war Artificial Aerial callsign.

The allocation of Special Event callsigns, the ubiquitous GB prefix, follows the same rules for Class A and Class B allocation. But I have yet to find out if GB9 is Class A or B!

The only time I know that a GB9 prefix has been issued was to commemorate the Doomsday Book. When I asked the operator at the time whether or not it was Class A or B, he didn't know! It now appears that Special Event callsigns which incorporate the Q code, ie GB3QRM are allowed, although such series are not issued in a general licence.

The Irish System

Having assimilated the vagaries of the British callsign system, the Irish system is a 'doddle'. In Ireland they follow a logical, if slightly unusual sequence.

Originally, EI callsigns were followed by a single letter and ran in the following sequence - E11B and so on. It did not take too long to exhaust this sequence and it was replaced by a two letter suffix, EI1AA, EI2AA etc., and this is the current position with regard to Class A licence callsigns except that the EI1 and E10 prefix are no longer issued.

The introduction of Class B licensing in the Republic of Ireland meant a distinctive Class B callsign. This consists of a three letter suffix ending with the letter B, again the number is issued sequentially E35CB is a case in point.

Ireland has other three letter suffix callsigns which are significantly different from their normal Class B licence. For example, there are a number of licences issued to clubs.

With the Irish amateur radio club licence, very often the suffix indicates the initial letters of the club. Another example of variation is the callsign E3HLRC, which is that of the Limerick 144MHz repeater.

Just to add a little interest to the Irish licence, the system allows the issue of an EI prefix licence when operation takes place on an off-shore island. For example, the callsign EI1K00 was used on Dalkey Island, located in Dublin Bay, to celebrate the Dublin City Millennium.

So there you have it, two simple callsign allocation systems based on a logic which defeats me. But with my perverse humour, they delight me intensely!

However, the systems still cause me some confusion when I'm trying to sort out the various callsigns. And, I've even discussed the Novice callsigns yet. But perhaps that's another delight waiting for Perseveres to move out.

PW

Class

Radio Diary

If you're travelling long distances to rallies, it could be worth checking the correct number to check all is well, before setting off.

January 23: Oldham ARC are holding their annual radio rally at the Queen Elizabeth Hall, Civic Centre, West Street, Oldham, Lancashire. Large trade presence, free parking, doors open at 11am, 10.30am for disabled visitors. Morse testing available, talk-in on S22, Bring & Buy. Free programme draw prize and mobile contact prize. Kathy G4ZEP, DTHR.

February 13: 3rd Northern Cross Rally is being held at the Rodillian School on the A61 between Leeds and Wakefield (near junction M1/M82). Doors open at 11am 10.30am for disabled visitors, lunch, free parking, doors open at 11am, 10.30am for disabled visitors. Morse test and talk-in on S22. Dave Greaves on (0532) 827683.


March 12/13: The London Amateur Radio & Computer Show will be held at the Picadilly Lock Centre, Picketts Lock Lane, Edmonton, London N18. Large trade present, free parking, lectures and disabled facilities. Bring & Buy, special interest groups, talk-in on S22. GD0DV (DTHR) (0202) 885887.

April 3: Llancoetton Amateur Radio Club will be holding its 8th amateur radio rally at Llancoetton College. Doors open at 10.30am, well known traders, ample parking, RSGB Morse tests on demand (bring two passport photographs). Roy GW9GIC on (0409) 221624 or Rodney & Joy on (0562) 775167.

April 17: Bury Radio Society will be holding a rally at the Castle Leisure Centre, Bolton St, Bury. Doors open at 11am, 10.30am for disabled visitors. Bring & Buy, talk-in on S22, refreshments and bar available. Laurence on 061-762 3306 evenings.
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Specifications - The Mysteries Explained

Ian Poole G3YWX continues to unravel the mysteries of equipment specifications. In this second part of a series of articles Ian deals with Image Response.

Superhet radios have many advantages in terms of performance over other types of receiver. As a result they are used far more than any other type. Despite this, they still have some disadvantages.

One disadvantage of the superhet is the image response. This is where signals on another frequency are picked up by the receiver. Fortunately, it is possible to reduce this to a level where it is not a problem in most good receivers. However, it is still an important part of the specification and one which should be noted when choosing a receiver.

THE SUPERHET

To investigate how the image response arises, it's necessary to look at how the superhet radio works. A block diagram of the major parts of this type of radio is shown in Fig. 1 and to help in the explanation I've added a few example figures.

The radio in Fig. 1 has an intermediate frequency (i.f.) of 500kHz, with a local oscillator (l.o.) running at 2.0MHz. A signal of 1.5MHz mixes with the local oscillator to produce signals at 500kHz and 3.5MHz. These two frequencies are the sum and difference frequencies of the l.o. and signal. Naturally the i.f. stages will reject the sum frequency and only allow the 500kHz signal through.

It is also possible for a signal at 2.5MHz to mix with the local oscillator to give an output at 500kHz. In other words, two signals can mix with the local oscillator equally well to produce a signal at the intermediate frequency. One is the wanted signal and the other is the unwanted or image signal.

To overcome this image problem some tuning must be placed in the radio frequency stages prior to the mixer. This will allow the wanted signal through and reject the image as shown in Fig. 2. This tuning does not have to separate one station from the next, it only has to reject the image signal many kiloHertz or even Megahertz away.

QUALITY TUNED CIRCUIT

The quality of the tuned circuit in the radio frequency stages plays a major part in determining how well the image response is rejected. Giving these tuned circuits a very high Q or degree of selectivity will obviously mean that a large amount of rejection is achieved.

However, superhet operation means that the tuned circuits have to tune at exactly the same frequency rate as the local oscillator. If they do not keep in track then the wanted signal will be attenuated as the receiver is tuned. Achieving the right i.f. selectivity is a compromise between obtaining sufficient rejection and being able to track the wanted signal.

Fortunately, there is another method which can be used to improve the image rejection. You will have noticed that the frequency difference between the wanted signal and the image is twice that of the i.f. This means that if the intermediate frequency is increased then the image will move further away from the wanted signal, making it easier to reject.

Many older receivers have a single low intermediate frequency because high frequency filters were not then available. Nowadays it's usual to use higher intermediate frequencies because good quality filters are available at these frequencies. Popular i.f.s include 9 and 10MHz.

Alternatively, a high first i.f., to give good image rejection, can be used with a second conversion to a lower frequency to give the required level of i.f. selectivity. Often the new synthesizer receivers will convert up to a high frequency, possibly 40MHz or more, and then convert this to a lower i.f.

SPECIFIED IMAGE REJECTION

A receiver will have its image rejection specified as a number of dB at a certain frequency. To explain this, take the example where a figure is quoted as 80dB at 14MHz. The 80dB is an important figure. It means that if signals of the same strength on the wanted and the image channels were fed into the receiver, then the image signal would be 80dB less at the output than the wanted one (i.e. 1/10 000 in terms of voltage or 1/100 000 000 in terms of power).

It is also important to specify the image response at various frequencies as it can vary quite considerably. Often at higher frequencies where the percentage difference between the wanted and the image signals is less, image frequency rejection will become much worse.

Today's receivers boast very good image figures. Usually they are able to provide well in excess of 80dB rejection at most frequencies, falling to 60dB at their worst.
Peter Hunter G0GSZ has news of another amateur radio CD-ROM as well as some interesting news for Commodore and Amiga users.

Fig. 1: Map of the UK from the World Of Ham Radio CD-ROM.

Last month I gave you some information about a CD-ROM called ORZ Ham Radio. It would seem that amateur radio CD-ROMs are really becoming popular now, especially for those of you who own a PC.

This month I have been sent another new disk. This one is called World Of Ham Radio Shareware Volume Two. It's jam packed with amateur radio programs and absolutely hundreds of megabytes of software, all in PKZIP format as so to squeeze even more onto the disk.

This new amateur radio CD-ROM also includes a clip art section. This has about seven megabytes of maps in .PCX format. The map of UK in Fig. 1 is a good example. There is a total of some 240 high standard scanned maps of Countries, and Islands around the world contained on the disk. The maps on the disk can be easily imported to most word processors, used for header note paper, or for making your own QSL cards, etc. There are also a large number of 'Ham Radio' icons in .GIF format, and much more. All of this clip art is in the Public Domain, which means you don't have to pay anyone for it.

The World of Ham Radio Shareware CD is full of programs for just about any subject you can think of in the world of amateur radio. However, it hasn't got a 'Front End' (menu system). The lack of a 'Front End' means that searching for a program could be a bit time consuming. But, included on the CD are several text files listing what's on the disk, which you can copy over to your hard disk, or printer, and make yourself a full 'catalogue' of the CD's contents.

I showed this CD to Sholto Fisher, of the Norwich City Shareware Library. He liked it so much that he has purchased a copy for inclusion in the NCSL catalogue. So, even if you don't own a CD-ROM drive, you can still benefit from the software on this disk. Incidentally, NCSL can be contacted on (0603) 747782.

The World Of Ham Radio Shareware volume two CD was produced by AMSOFT in the 'good old U.S. of A' and is distributed in the UK by The DISK TRADER, 85 Curzon Street, Derby DE1 1LN. Tel: (0332) 362776. It's available for the incredibly low price of just £21.99 inclusive of VAT and postage.

The Disk Trader also produce a catalogue of their extensive range of CD-ROM's, all at prices much lower than I have seen anywhere else. If you own a PC with a CD-ROM drive, then you really should have a copy of the Disk Trader price list.

Amiga Range

I've got good news for those of you using the Commodore Amiga range of computers, and also either using, or thinking of using, packet radio. If you do you'll be pleased to hear that the popular program AMICOM has been upgraded to V2. The AMICOM program not only works perfectly with the BSX TNC, but will also now work fine with almost any TNC. AMICOM V2 has all help files and some instruction files in English, as well as German, so using the program shouldn't be a problem.

I have a copy of AMICOM here, but haven't had it long enough to try it out properly yet, so I'll give you a full report in the next issue of 'Bits & Bytes'. In the mean time, if you are a member of the Amiga Amateur Radio Users Group (AARUG) they have AMICOM V2 in the library. If you are not a member then you can easily join too (see 'Bits & Bytes' January 1994 issue).

Membership for AARUG now stands at around the 500 mark. So I feel we can expect to see a lot more good software for the Radio Amateur/Amiga user in the near future.

Whilst on the subject of software, I have been asked for details of a good c.w. training program for the Amiga. Does anyone have information that can help? If you have written a program, send a copy to me and I'll be glad to review it for you.

Acorn Machines

Finally I have a message for users of the ACORN machines. Sholto Fisher wrote in with information of a new program he has written for the amateur radio enthusiast using an Acorn RISC/OS computer. The program is called RadioBase and allows the complete computerisation of a station logbook.

The package includes a printed manual and full technical support. The best news is that it only costs £10, which includes VAT and P&P. For more information write direct to Mr Sholto Fisher, Ridding Bay Lodge, Lakeside, Cumbria LA12 8AU. Tel: 05395 30032. And don't forget to tell him where you got the information from!

Final-Final

As a final-final, I've had requests from several readers who are looking for a MORSE CODE DECODE program, and circuit diagram, for the IBM PC and compatible computers. What's needed is a simple circuit that 'anyone' can build, that goes between the RS232 outlet of the PC and the AUDIO out (speaker or headphone socket) of the receiver. Plus, a program that will 'translate' the Morse code being received via this 'decoder'.

If YOU have, or know of such a program and circuit, would you please contact me with all the necessary information. I will then pass this information on to those who have requested it, and also publish full details in this column. That way anyone interested can make use of these items.

That's it for this month, once again I have run out of space. I enjoy reading your letters and will always help if I can. So keep the letters coming, as well as items for review. Until next month, 73 and happy computing, from Peter Hunter G0GSZ. Z. Mayes Close, Bowthorpe, Norwich NR5 9AR. Tel/Fax: (0603) 748338. Packet: G0GSZ @ GB7LDI/385.GBR.EU.
Welcome to the world of amateur radio in orbit, where the Russian amateur radio satellites are popular. It may surprise you, but the Russian RS-1 satellite that was launched in October 1978 is now 15 years old. The RS-1 satellite is still transmitting signals, although its battery went open circuit soon after launch. However, if you listen on 29.401MHz you can still hear this old faithful sending ‘99 whenever the solar cells are in full sunlight. Sadly, there’s not enough power generated to operate the ‘X’ mode transponder.

**Remarkable Contacts**

Many remarkable sub-horizon propagation assisted contacts are possible via the Russian RS-12’s ‘K’ mode. For example, G4JUJ, N7MI7 and myself have all been copying excellent signals from both the RS-10’s 29.407 and the RS-12’s 29.357MHz beacons. We were able to copy the signals when the satellites have been over Antarctica, southern South America and South Africa. Reception was also possible over V8E, K7L and U4D.

Much of the time the 29MHz downlink from RS-10 and RS-12 has been in common with the RS-12 21.210 - 21.250MHz uplink path. So, this means that DX stations have been worked when the satellite is well below the horizon, as much as ‘50° elevation.

The ‘beyond the mutual horizon’ QSOs achieved by myself, included K4ZC (North Carolina), VE2GSK, L2UNI and PJ2MI. Other good ‘in range’ RS-12 QSOs included K3AM, F5EIA, G4WFBK, U0S5K and DJ6SB. There were also contacts with many other European stations and some of the nearer Ws.

Many of these stations were copied, as they were booming in on the RS-12 downlink. They were obvious to this fact, as they were working terrestrial F2 DX within the RS-12’s 40kHz wide uplink passband.

**Reactivated Robot**

Controller Andy Mirinov R93KPK has reactivated the RS-12 Robot. It’s noticeable that the Robot requires a near perfect 1:3 dot-to-dash ratio for it to respond to calls. While RS-12 is at high angles of elevation or along dark paths, the Robot responds well. However, in high maximum usable frequency (MUF) conditions, particularly at low elevation angles or sub-horizon, it’s almost impossible to get response, although the downlink is actuated by your signal.

The difficulty in the Robot response is thought to be due to the multipath signal changes in the dot-to-dash ratio from 1:3 to 1:n:3n, where ‘n’ is the character duration addition. This makes the Morse difficult to read by the Robot.

By changing the Morse keying weighting to give more abrupt dots (clipping them) Robot QSOs may be made. This discovery, together with studies of the erratic Doppler variations during multipath sub-horizon passes, may be used as an excellent ionospheric research tool by keen observers.

**Russian Space Station Active**

The Russian MIR space station has been active, sometimes turning up on the most unusual frequencies. The crew are having great problems in finding any channel that’s not in use by high powered terrestrial f.m. stations.

Swindon based G3BM reported that he had several contacts with MIR on 145.950MHz. This proved to be highly unpopular with the many satellite users, as both MIR’s and the caller’s wide band f.m. Doppler shifting signal wiped out their OSCAR communications for up to 12 minutes at a time. The MIR operators then went to 144.450MHz. This action then brought the disappearance of band planners who are anxious to keep f.m. packet and speech above 144.500MHz.

The latest information on MIR is that they are now back on 145.550MHz. Incidentally, Radio Moscow has been re-transmitting recordings of some of the many QSOs made by the MIR operators.

**Space Callsigns**

Sergei Samurov RY3DR reports that many of the cosmonauts who operated from MIR, are now using their space callsigns from their stations on terra firma. These include Musa Manarov U2MIR, Alexander Volkov U4MIR and Sergei Krikalev U5MIR. Also included are Gennady Strekalov U6MIR, Anatoly Artsebarski U7MIR, Alexander Kaleri U8MIR and Vladimir Titov U9MIR. Some cosmonauts are using more conventional calls. These include Alexander Alexandrov who is now U2ZAP, Vladimir Dzhanibekov now RY3DO and Sergei Avdeyev RY3DW. Alexander Poieszuch R2MIR will soon be RY3BP, Nikolai Budarin will activate RY3BB and Yuri Usachev will be RV3DU.

The present crew members of MIR, Vasily Talyanov and Alexander Serebrov do not have personal amateur radio licensees. So, they do not have their own call signs while manning MIR.

However, Vasily and Alexander do have permission to use the amateur radio station in MIR. They can use the general callsign RY3DR for speech and RY3BP-1 for the on-board packet radio PMS on 145.550MHz.

---

**Amateur Radio Instruction**

Russian cosmonauts will now be able to give amateur radio instructions by Sergei RY3DR as a fixed part of their cosmonaut training. So, we can confidently expect the amateur radio station in MIR to be active continuously as long as cosmonauts are on board the space station.

Future amateur radio trained cosmonauts will include Valeri Poliakov U3MIR, Victor Afanasiev U8MIR and Yuri Usachev RV3DR.

Sergei RY3DR is only involved in training the Russian cosmonauts. He recommends that western amateur radio organisations take care of the amateur radio training of the future ‘guest’ cosmonauts preparing for a stay in MIR.

Sergei has an idea, which would help to make the amateur radio activity of a western cosmonaut in MIR as effective as possible. He suggests that the cosmonaut carry out a specific amateur experiment or take some new equipment to MIR. This could be some innovation such as the microphone with voice memory which was taken by the German cosmonaut Flade.

There’s news that there are plans to change MIR’s amateur radio equipment. In the future, not only 144MHz but also 430MHz and even 1296MHz operation can be expected. Additionally, ATV equipment for use on board the space station is presently being developed in Germany.

Well, I’ve run out of ‘space’ again. That’s all from amateur radio in orbit for this month.

---

In this month’s column Pat Gowen G3IOR has some news on the popular Russian amateur satellites and information on the MIR manned space station activity.
Letters by the beginning of the month addressed to 287 Heol-y-Coleg, Newtown, Powys SY16 1RA.

News And Events
Now for some news and events. First, there's an event for the active listener - The White Rose International Short Wave Listener Contest, from noon GMT on January 15 to noon on 18th.

Although the White Rose Contest covers a 24-hour period you may only operate for 18 hours. There's a compulsory continuous six hour rest period.

The contest has two sections, s.s.b. and c.w. It's open to Class B or Novice call sign holders, but no multi-operator or mixed-mode entries.

The White Rose Contest utilises the 1.8, 3.5 and 7MHz bands. The object is to log up to five stations on each band from as many countries as possible.

Countries outside your own continent merit five points, all others one point. Total points so obtained on each band to be multiplied by the number of countries heard on that band.

The grand total is the sum of the band scores. The ARRL Countries List is the norm, but in addition the call areas in Canada, Japan, Australia and New Zealand each count as a country.

Please note that QO, ORZ, or similar calls cannot be counted. Neither can /AM (aeronautical mobile) or /MM (maritime mobile) stations.

Any station can appear in the 'Station Heard' column once only on any band. Logs should be submitted with separate sheets for each band, postmarked no later than February 28, 1994, they should be addressed to D. A. Whiteaker, c/o White Rose ARS, 57 Green Lane, Harrogate HG2 8LP.

Pratas Island is still in the sausage machine at the time of writing. To old cyncy GW3KFE it's beginning to look rather like a 'busted flush'. However, the Peter 1 exercise is very much on target for February.

Band Conditions
Time to look at band conditions now. At the moment of writing (November 21) the bands have been below normal since the beginning of October with barely a flash of brilliance.

Your Letters

Now to your letters. To start off, I'll let that QRP enthusiast Leighton Smart GW0LHR from Trelewis in South Wales have first shot.

On 18MHz, Leighton now has 41 DXCC countries worked thanks to LX0RL. This time he notes also that various Europeans worked on both c.w. and sideband using his 3 wavelength antenna.

Leighton's report then turned to 14MHz and the dipole. And, on this band I see SPS9MC, a two-way QRP UT5EH and K5RD all at 1W c.w plus K1/RX and W3PL on s.s.b.

Then Leighton, using another dipole on 21MHz c.w. yielded EA6ZY who used to be G6ZY. He then worked W2CRS/QRP/FOMMHH/1, N1QYDRP, W9HAO, and Europeans, at a maximum of 5W.

Loopy!

Alas the transmitting loop (Iloosh) shown in the picture (December 1993, p.18) was not the one G3BDQ and G2HKU use for reception on 1.8MHz as the caption implied. Theirs is for Loopy!, and back to c.w. made for sure, and for 18MHz ST5JC. On 21MHz ET3BH was worked, and 24MHz Ray X9X4WV was worked. As for 28MHz Don managed to work T1JG.

On 14MHz G3NOF in Yeovil. He found that Omega VI accounted for QSO0M on 10MHz, and UA0KHA on 14MHz.

On 18MHz G2HKU hooked V0QKC and ZD8XW. Turning to his 21MHz entry I found YN/SM0G1, ZDSXW, G0SCEW, HT1T, and VPS9P. On 24MHz G2HKU noted YN/SM0G1, 707XX, QSOOM, ZDSXW, and S5/SM3YDR.

In Stevenage, Angie G0HGA notes '5VBS' worked on 14.070MHz at 12.39 on November 10. Angie heard this long and slow CW, but wonders about whether he was genuine. Angie's station was also probably YN/SM0G1. She's on 3.9MHz Angie raised Stan EA6ZY. So they have now worked on five bands. On 1.8MHz various UK and Europeans were raised by Angie. However, she keeps on wandering off to work DX on 14MHz... what's the world coming to??

END
NEW! TU3 Antenna Tuner

- Ideal for receivers with a long wire antenna on the H.F. bands, 1-30MHz.
- Versatile! The touch of a switch gives anyone of 3 different arrangements.
- Quality case - black with printed aluminium front & back facies. Measuring only 170-140-50mm.

* Kit complete with ALL components and hardware including pre-punched case and panels. 

Price £44 Plus £4.00 P & P
Ready made £54 Plus £4.00 P & P

Send SAE for Brochure or call Alan, G4DVW on 0602 382509

LAKE ELECTRONICS
7 MIDDLETON CLOSE, NUTHALL, NOTTINGHAM NG16 1RX
(Callers by appointment only)

---

J. BIRKETT

SUPPLIERS OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

FIRST CLASS DOUBLE BEARING AIR SPACED VARIABLE CAPACITOR 100pF (P.W. 75p)
BLOCK PAPER CAPACITORS 47pF 600v, 47pF 600v, 47pF 10kV (0.25p)
MAINS TRANSFORMER 20 VA 230v 50/60Hz, 13A 6v max 1.5A 240v 0.5A 230v
THREE WIRE TRANSFORMER 100VA 230v 13A 230V 1.5A 240v 0.5A 230v
VOLTAGE REGULATORS 1 amp 5v, 12v, 15v LM 317AT 1.5A 1.5A 1A 1.5A
12V 12V MODULATION DROPS 0.05, 0.12, 0.25 V, 0.5, 1.0, 2.5 V
AIR SPADED VARIABLE CAPACITORS with slow motion drive 350-400pF (0.50, 1.0, 2.5, 5.0, 10, 25, 50, 100 pF)
WIRE ENDED SHAPES 0.75O, 1.00, 1.50, 2.00, 2.50, 3.00
FR 2300 COMPONENTS POLYCARBONATE CAPACITORS 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10, 20, 50, 100, 220, 470, 1000 pF
SMALL ELECTRICALS 130µH, 50µH, 20µH, 22µH, 47µH, 100µH, 330µH, 1N8, 3N3
GIG Herriott Crystal with bias (0.25V, 0.5V, 1V, 2V, 4V, 8V)
MOSFETS 0.5V 1A, 1.5V 1A, 2.5V 1A, 4.5V 1A, 10V 1A, 20V 1A
CABLE TYPE VARIABLE CAPACITORS 10p, 25p, 50p, 100p at ±1.5% each
Toroidal transformers for 13.8V DC Power Supplies
9T845 16.1 VOLT AT 42 AMPS (P.W. MARCHWOOD PSU)
8C267 18 VOLT AT 27.8 AMPS (500VA)
Complete standard range of 107 types of ILP Toroidal Transformers and the full range of ILP Audio Amplifier Products
Low Profile Encapsulated Transformers
A range of 30 types from 4VA to 30VA suitable for PCB mounting
Write or phone or fax for free Data Pack
UK DISTRIBUTORS FOR ILP
Jayte Electronics Services
143 Reculver Road, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 6PL
Telephone: (0227) 375254 Fax: 0227 365104
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EARLY WIRELESS & TELEVISION SETS WANTED

SOME EXAMPLES OF TYPES AND PRICES PAID

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MARCONI MULTIPLE TUNER</td>
<td>£2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trench Receiver</td>
<td>£700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEC PHONE 2</td>
<td>£400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARCONI VALVE RECEIVER</td>
<td>£2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARCONI V3</td>
<td>£400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOE SPY SET</td>
<td>£500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMV MARCONI TELEVISION</td>
<td>£1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baird Television</td>
<td>£800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERICSSON 4 VALVE</td>
<td>£500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL OTHER EARLY WIRELESS/TELEVISION SETS WANTED.</td>
<td>£300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALSO HORN GRAMOPHONES, PHONOGRAPH/PHIS, TELEPHONES ETC.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. YATES, THE NEWINGTONS, SANDACRE, NOTTM. NG10 7EX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

J. BIRKETT

SUPPLIERS OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

FIRST CLASS DOUBLE BEARING AIR SPACED VARIABLE CAPACITOR 100pF
STEEL CASE and 0.50, 0.12, 0.25 V
BLACK PAPER CAPACITORS 47pF 600V, 47pF 600V, 47pF 10kV (0.25p)
MAINS TRANSFORMER 20 VA 230v 50/60Hz, 13A 6v max 1.5A 240v 0.5A 230v
THREE WIRE TRANSFORMER 100VA 230v 13A 230V 1.5A 240v 0.5A 230v
VOLTAGE REGULATORS 1 amp 5v, 12v, 15v LM 317AT 1.5A 1.5A 1A 1.5A
12V 12V MODULATION DROPS 0.05, 0.12, 0.25 V, 0.5, 1.0, 2.5 V
AIR SPADED VARIABLE CAPACITORS with slow motion drive 350-400pF (0.50, 1.0, 2.5, 5.0, 10, 25, 50, 100, 220, 470, 1000 pF)
WIRE ENDED SHAPES 0.75O, 1.00, 1.50, 2.00, 2.50, 3.00
FR 2300 COMPONENTS POLYCARBONATE CAPACITORS 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10, 20, 50, 100, 220, 470, 1000 pF
SMALL ELECTRICALS 130µH, 50µH, 20µH, 22µH, 47µH, 100µH, 330µH, 1N8, 3N3
GIG Herriott Crystal with bias (0.25V, 0.5V, 1V, 2V, 4V, 8V)
MOSFETS 0.5V 1A, 1.5V 1A, 2.5V 1A, 4.5V 1A, 10V 1A, 20V 1A
CABLE TYPE VARIABLE CAPACITORS 10p, 25p, 50p, 100p at ±1.5% each
Toroidal transformers for 13.8V DC Power Supplies
9T845 16.1 VOLT AT 42 AMPS (P.W. MARCHWOOD PSU)
8C267 18 VOLT AT 27.8 AMPS (500VA)
Complete standard range of 107 types of ILP Toroidal Transformers and the full range of ILP Audio Amplifier Products
Low Profile Encapsulated Transformers
A range of 30 types from 4VA to 30VA suitable for PCB mounting
Write or phone or fax for free Data Pack
UK DISTRIBUTORS FOR ILP
Jayte Electronics Services
143 Reculver Road, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 6PL
Telephone: (0227) 375254 Fax: 0227 365104
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Telford Electronics Distributors

Suppliers of R. F. Connectors - Microwave - A.C.O.'s - Waveguide also high-voltage switches and transformers

VHF Log-Periodic Antenna
Type MA752 30-88MHz
Ex-army pro-quality. Construction by Racal Antennas. This antenna is transportable and comes in a convenient carrying holdall. The antenna can be assembled by one person in less than 15 min. Mounting can be either vertical or horizontal. Polarisation on a ground mounted 9m mast (as above).

General spec.: Input impedance 50 Ω
Power: 400 watts
VSWR: 2.6:1
Gain: 2.7dB

Brand new £225.00

Lightweight Telescopic Mast
Type MA798
Ex-army pro-quality. Construction by Racal Antennas. Characteristics: Height extended - 9m height closed - 2.17m. Weight of mast 10.6kg weight of accessory kit 23kg. Mast can be extended by hand, foot-pump or 12 volt Hallicars can type compressor. Telescopic mast 9m comes with installation kit - 6guy ropes, hammer, stakes etc.

Brand new £295.00

Callers welcome by appointment - Old Officers Mess, Hoo Farm, Humbers Lane, Horton, Telford, Shropshire TF6 6DJ
Telephone 0952 605451 - Fax: 0952 677978

---

Practical Wireless, February 1994
Roger Cooke G3LDI takes a look at the 'unsung hero' - the packet sysop. Roger's timely mention of their problems might ease their load a little.

Fig. 1: Peter EA4BS in his shack.

Fig. 2: Jim G4BDW in his shack. I hope those books are safe and secure!

was told of the UK stations running the program and obtained a trial copy from Alan G3KNF. This I passed to Jim G4BDW, who had volunteered to try it and let me have his thoughts on it. Jim, a dedicated Lan-link user, has, since trying TPK, gone over to using it full-time. If the user's local BBS is FBB, then TPK certainly has a lot going for it. Jim, pictured in Fig. 2, sent the following comments. "It's the best thing since sliced bread or transistors! It does everything automatically. I wouldn't use anything else now. Setting up is quite straightforward. With a few keywords, bulletins can be automatically downloaded and captured to disk. The sysop of the main FBB BBS needs to make a few alterations to the 'PORT.SYS' file and that's it.

Using 9600baud as an end user so I hope to have a suitable port for him to start the ball rolling in the new year. If you would like a copy of TPK, just send a formatted disk with return postage and mailer to: Alan/Chris G3KNF/KC6IKO, 37 Boulter Close, Roborough, Plymouth, Devon PL6 7AY

BARTG News

As a result of the recent AGM, a few personnel changes have been announced, and are shown in Table 2. Andy G3ZYP has also joined the committee. The subs are unchanged at £10 per annum. The BARTG have also just released a booklet called The BARTG Guide to Packet Radio. Produced by Ian G3NRW of NOSVIEW fame, it provides a friendly and clear introduction to packet. The price is only £1 including P&P and may be obtained from BARTG's publication manager, Mark Ashby, G6WRB, 47, Ryton Close, Luton LU1 5SR. Just enough room to thank those who have bought a copy of my book, Packet BBS Survival Guide. I hope to be able to send Amsat a cheque by the end of the year towards Phase 3D. There are still quite a few left if anybody wants one, £4.50 including P&P.

As usual news and views to G3LDI @ G37LDI, QTHR. Tel: 09586 70728.

Happy packeting de Roger G3LDI
In 1819 Hans Christian Oersted, a Danish professor of Physics, found that a compass needle was deflected by current flowing through a nearby wire. From this deflection of the needle, he deduced that electricity could produce magnetism.

In 1831 Michael Faraday demonstrated that a changing magnetic field could produce an electric current. In other words Faraday showed that magnetism could produce electricity.

**Classic Treatise**

In the classic treatise of 1873, James Clerk Maxwell combined both of the previous ideas. He published the first unified theory of electrical and magnetic behaviour. Not only did Maxwell’s equations describe all known electromagnetic phenomena, but in a broader sense he predicted electromagnetic radiation.

Maxwell indicated that an electric charge, which is accelerated or decelerated at a given rate, is accompanied by a pulsating magnetic field of the same rate. This magnetic field, together with the electric field produced by it and at 90° to it, forms enclosed loops of electromagnetic energy. Each loop is repelled by the following one so that the energy is radiated into space.

In the early 1880s, the Berlin Academy of Science offered a prize for research into electromagnetic forces. In 1886 Heinrich Hertz, professor at the Technical Institute of Karlsruhe, assembled equipment to investigate the existence of electromagnetic energy.

The equipment used by Hertz, Fig. 1, comprised of an induction coil, spark gap and a dipole antenna. An induction coil is similar to a car ignition spark coil, having a low voltage primary and a high voltage secondary.

The low voltage primary is fed by a pulsed low voltage using a buzzer arrangement. The high voltage at the secondary produced a large spark at the antenna spark gap. The receiver loop had a very small gap. When the transmitting antenna was energised tiny sparks could be seen at the receiver spark gap.

**Electromagnetic Energy**

The Heinrich Hertz experiment proved the existence of electromagnetic energy, which up until that time had been only a theory proposed by Maxwell. Heinrich Hertz’s later experiments led to the discovery of polarisation, reflection and refraction.

Although Hertz’s experiments were described in scientific papers, no one considered the results as having any practical use. Nearly 20 years later Guglielmo Marconi read Heinrich Hertz’s experiments, and was inspired to repeat them.

Marconi was quick to realise the commercial significance of the work done by Hertz and quickly improved transmission distances by adding tuning and large antenna and earth systems. Marconi’s greatest achievement was to receive signals at St. John’s, Newfoundland from a station that he built at Poldhu in Cornwall.

Although the early experiments were conducted at very high frequencies with wavelengths of 30cm and 8m, the distance that these waves could be detected was very limited.

Commercial radio development was at low frequencies, when it was found that very low frequencies favoured long ranges. Typical wavelengths used for these radio links ranged from 20 000 to 2000 metres (15 to 150kHz). At these frequencies, antennas were only a fraction of a wavelength high and were very inefficient.

**Wooden Towers**

In 1905 the standard Marconi antenna was comprised of four 70m high wooden towers, Fig. 2, supporting an upside-down cone shaped cage of wires. The inefficiency of this antenna system was overcome by using as much as 50kW of power.

To get an antenna to operate at the frequencies used in 1905, required large inductive resonating circuits, which by their very nature are inefficient. Antennas were designed to have as much top capacity as possible to reduce the size of the inefficient resonating inductance.

Wavelengths less than 200m (1.5MHz) were considered of little value, so these frequencies were allocated to amateurs. Radio amateurs soon discovered that efficient antennas, and ionospheric refraction, made reliable communications at these higher frequencies perfectly feasible, in spite of relatively low transmitter power.

At this time most of the antennas used by amateurs were derivatives of the Marconi antenna shown in Fig. 2. However, as technology improved, giving access to the higher f.h. bands, antennas that did not use an earth connection were used.

Of these other antennas the resonant dipole, fed with open wire line, became popular. A swinging link (variable pick-up) was used to find the correct coupling to the transmitter power amplifier anode tuned circuit.

An r.f. ammeter in each of the transmission line conductors told of the greatest r.f. output. At the time v.s.w.r. was not regarded as important (or in many cases even measured).

**Commercial radio**

When commercial radio discovered the value of communication at wavelengths below 200 metres, much work went into designing effective beam antennas. It was found that arranging banks of
dipoles half a wavelength apart and feeding them in phase produced both directivity and gain (compared to a single antenna).

Phasing the antennas is easily achieved. A transmission line produces a 180° phase shift every half wave (within the transmission line). All that they had to do, to retain the correct phasing, was to transpose the feeders, Fig. 3, to each set of dipoles.

**Sterba Curtain**

Another of the antennas that was developed was the Sterba Curtain. This antenna consists of banks of Quad loop antennas.

The Quad loop antenna had the advantage of not producing 'brushing' (a discharge that occurs from the tips of the elements when fed with high power). The resistance to discharge made it easier to use high powers for short wave broadcasting.

**Greatest impact**

The antenna that has made the greatest impact on amateur and commercial radio alike, was invented way back in 1926. This parasitic (no direct drive to each element) array antenna, now called the Yagi, was originally designed by Shintaro Uda, an assistant professor at a Tokyo University. His original layout is shown in Fig. 4.

Professor Uda measured the gains and directivity of a large number of different sized antennas. The measurements were made on systems with between one and 30 elements. The results were published in a series of articles in the *Journal of the Institute of Electrical Engineers of Japan* between 1926 and 1929.

A colleague of Professor Uda, Hidetsugu Yagi, professor of electrical engineering and Uda's senior, toured the United States. Here he published an article called 'Beam Transmission of Ultra Short Waves' in the *Proceedings of the IRE*, June 1928. From that point on the antenna became known as the Yagi-Uda.

Yagi-Uda parasitic beams didn't come into general use with radio amateurs until the mid-thirties. Their construction was similar to the original Uda design - metal elements mounted on insulators with a wooden boom and tower. Articles for these antennas, all fed with twin feeders, using the original construction techniques persisted until 1947.

**Rotating Beam**

The first rotatable beam antenna that I can find any reference to is the 21.5MHz, 16 element Bruce array. In spite of the name, this antenna was constructed by Karl G. Janski for Bell Telephone Laboratories. The antenna was designed to locate the source of troublesome atmospherics that were causing interference to transatlantic radio telephone links.

During his investigations, Janski noted that, in the absence of atmospherics, there was always a background hissing noise, whose source moved with the rotation of the earth. After months of observation Janski concluded that the noise was extraterritorial with its source at our galactic centre.

Bert Weller WD8KBW is shown with this antenna in Fig. 5, giving you some idea of size perspective. I wonder if anyone has tried using this antenna on the 21MHz amateur band?

The first all metal parasitic beams were dubbed 'plumbers delight' construction. With it came the use of coaxial cable transmission line and gamma matching.

**Exciting Designs**

Currently, the most exciting area of amateur antenna design is the construction of high gain antennas for moonbounce. Many of these designs incorporate an array of Yagi antennas all fed in the correct phase to produce a narrow beam and high gain.
David Butler G4ASR reports that conditions on the v.h.f. bands during November were enhanced by several great tropo openings and numerous weak auroras. On the 50MHz band there were some fleeting Sp-E openings. More people are taking an interest in EME (e.m.e.) communications and the second leg of the ARRL contest gave operators an opportunity to make their first lunar contacts.

Spain in locator squares IN53, 63, 73, 83 and 93. From November 17, propagation was also excellent to Denmark. The Leverick beacon GB3LER (JP06) was heard in Switzerland by HB9JAW (JN47).

Good Holiday
Noel Moore GI7CMC (I064) was fortunate to catch the good conditions while on holiday at the end of October. Operating from a coastal QTH about 80km south of Belfast, he reports that conditions on the 144MHz band were tremendous on October 28. Using an FT-221 with a 7-element Cushcraft Yagi, Noel reports many s.s.b. contacts were made into Belgium, Holland and Germany. A Pye AZ20 amplifier running 50W output helped boost his signals and kept Noel much in demand from the continental stations.

When ever conditions are good you'll probably hear Joe Ludlow G6ZTH operating from his portable QTH (I081) on a local Welsh hill top. During October he made a total of 341 contacts on the 144MHz band, with stations in 18 countries in 79 locator squares. Joe Ludlow's success shows the advantage of operating from a site 600m a.s.l. Joe is also active on the 23cm band and reports that conditions during the period October 30-31 were better on that band than 144MHz.

On October 30 for example, Joe was copying many beacons including DL4AXX/P (JN38) and DC5NY (JN59) who were worked on October 31 before Joe accidentally blew up his GaAsfet pre-amplifier!

Richard Girling G4FCO (I092) was very pleased to work HB8MIN/P (JN37) on the 100MHz band. Richard runs 10W output into a 900mm dish at 17m above ground. Richard's t.w.t. amplifier and receive I.n.a. are mounted in a die-cast box at the focus of the dish. The s.s.b. contact with HB8MIN on October 30 was his best DX of 1993.

Aural Events
During November there was a significant increase in the number of auroral events. At my QTH (I081) eight openings on the 50MHz and 144MHz bands were detected. The eight openings were on November 4, 5, 7, 8, 14, 18 and 19. Most of these were fairly weak although the event on November 16 did produce some good Scandinavian DX.

Among the stations being worked on the 144MHz band between 1500-2000UTC were LA1ZE, L6BVBA, D26LO and SM5BSZ.

**The 50MHz Band**

Time to hear what's been happening on the 50MHz band now. And it's amazing what difference a few weeks makes on this band.

Sporadic-E was noted on 50MHz nearly every day between October 9-30. In November, only three openings via this mode were recorded. The first Sp-E opening on 50MHz occurred on November 2 at 0913UTC. This was when David Lancaster G0SW (I084) worked SM3EQ on s.s.b.

Later in the evening, G6OXP reported working CNST at 1755UTC and EHAC2 at 2123UTC. On November 6 between 1030-1300UTC the band was again open to the south, contacts being made with stations in EH, I and IS. A brief opening was noted by G110V around

---

Fig. 1: Thomas Schell SM6AFH, Editor of The Two-Metre News Sheet, pictured in his shack.
W6JKV on November 7. He made e.m.e. for a six month period. VK3OT (CIF12) has some Australian openings. 093OUTC on November 12.

I.n.a. and an az/el rotator! 'Exotic' mode. He's now Ralph an appetite for this activity. These results are giving many small stations the opportunity for some to prove this. Ralph Sachs G2CZS(J001) is one, and although he didn't work anyone he was very pleased to hear a number of e.m.e. stations worked via the moon to 389!

Good System
Lucco Scatena IK5UBM has a good 144MHz system consisting of two 17-element Yagis. He uses an MF6120I, a mast head and the feeds via Popa's H-100 cable to a TS-790 transceiver. W9IP has a.m. tests. The equipment used by 100 countries confirmed on the 144MHz band. It was a big surprise for Joop to work EA3DXU, another two-Yagi station. A schedule with VP5/W6ASH/MK (Caicos Island) during the contest was not completed, although Joop heard him with good signals.

However, on November 8 another sked Joop arranged with VP5 was successful. And DXCC country No. 85 was in the log.

Incidentally, the VP5/W6ASH/MK expedition station was using two 18-element Yagis and 750W. The contact with VP5/W6ASH/MK brought Joop's number of stations worked via the moon to 389!

Grindine Noises
At my QTH I was hoping to get a new array of four large array. Good results can be obtained from a two-Yagi system as the following reports testify.

In the Netherlands, Joop Mutter PAG1MV uses a pair of home-made 16-element Yagis. During the e.m.e. contest he made a total of 54 QSOs on the 144MHz band, all but three being random contacts!

It was a big surprise for Joop to work EA3DXU, another two-Yagi station. A schedule with VP5/W6ASH/MK (Caicos Island) during the contest was not completed, although Joop heard him with good signals.

However, on November 8 another sked Joop arranged with VP5 was successful. And DXCC country No. 85 was in the log.

Incidentally, the VP5/W6ASH/MK expedition station was using two 18-element Yagis and 750W. The contact with VP5/W6ASH/MK brought Joop's number of stations worked via the moon to 389!

Good System
Lucco Scatena IK5UBM has a good 144MHz system consisting of two 17-element Yagis. He uses an MF6120I, a mast head and the feeds via Popa's H-100 cable to a TS-790 transceiver. W9IP has a.m. tests. The equipment used by 100 countries confirmed on the 144MHz band. It was a big surprise for Joop to work EA3DXU, another two-Yagi station. A schedule with VP5/W6ASH/MK (Caicos Island) during the contest was not completed, although Joop heard him with good signals.

However, on November 8 another sked Joop arranged with VP5 was successful. And DXCC country No. 85 was in the log.

Incidentally, the VP5/W6ASH/MK expedition station was using two 18-element Yagis and 750W. The contact with VP5/W6ASH/MK brought Joop's number of stations worked via the moon to 389!

Grindine Noises
At my QTH I was hoping to get a new array of four 17-element Yagis operational. However, grinding noises from my Ham IV rotator indicated something was amiss. It turned out that the brake wedge had sheared off. As a consequence, the end-stop mechanism inside the rotator was destroyed.

So, my single 18-element 4216XL Cushcraft Boomer was pressed back into service. I only had time to listen at moonset on November 6 from 1000-1200UTC. During this period I heard VE7BDH, W4ZD, W5UN, W7HAH and made a QSO with K8BRD.

Of course, with a four-Yagi array you'll work even more stations as the report from John Regnault G4SWX (J002) testifies. He uses four 16-element Yagis and was pleased to work 64 stations in the limited time available. Included in the G4SWX list were three VEs, 24 Ws, 11J2GC, L2ZUS, RB5PA and UZ2FWA. John notes that because of auroral activity the atmospheric absorption levels were high. This caused most signals to frequently disappear into the noise. He reckons the only cure for this is to expand to 16 Yagis!

The 144MHz station at GM4UJU consists of a TS-430S driving a home-made transverter and W1SL amplifier. The antenna array is a box of four CueDee Yagis, originally 15-elements but expanded to 17-elements.

Recent contacts by GM4UJU have included G4DFHT/FP, FG8XN and 9HI1BT. On September 10 David worked VE3ONT at 599, the lowest he's ever heard an e.m.e. station.

Unusual Station
The club station of VE3ONT, the Toronto VHF Society was certainly one of the more unusual stations active during the ARLR contest. They used a 46cm diameter radio telescope dish to contact many 100W and single Yagi stations. They used a 46cm dish antenna at the end of the month at the very latest. Don't forget that I can also receive messages via packet radio at GB7MD or at my DX cluster GB7DCX.

END

1KW into r.h.p. helix feeds. On the 1.3GHz band they ran 100W with a circular feed made from a coffee can. Echoes from the moon were extremely loud on the 1.3GHz band and could be heard with less than 1W output! To minimise losses all power amplifiers, low-noise amplifiers and transverters were mounted at the focus of the dish.

The Toronto group, consists of VE2DFD, VE3ASJ, VE3BPM, VE3CRU, VE3DSS, VE3EMS, VE3KDH, VE3YD and W9IP. They plan to return to the Algonquin Observatory dish for the 1994 ARLR e.m.e. contest.

Deadline Time
It's that deadline time again! Don't forget I always look forward to receiving photographs of your shack, antennas or any v.h.f. activity. If you make some interesting contacts on whatever mode you use (including repeaters, packet and satellites) let me know about it. Please send your letters to reach me by the end of the month at the very latest. Don't forget that I can also receive messages via packet radio at GB7MD or at my DX cluster GB7DCX.

Fig. 2: The e.m.e. dish antenna at O29EDR.
It seems to be the time for reorganisation at several international radio stations. Among them is Radio Netherlands who are facing potentially major changes. Concentrating in the future more on Europe, perhaps with increased English language programmes to the Continent.

A review team has reported on Radio Netherlands activities. Over the next few months decisions will be taken on how the station should cope with the changing political scene around the world. You can tune to the Hilversum-based station at 1130-1235 on 9.65 and 5.955MHz; 1230-1300 on 21.59, 21.515, 9.605 and 6.02MHz; 1930-2025 on 21.59, 17.605MHz. Radio Netherlands can also be heard for an hour at 1730 on the World Radio Network, carried on transponder 22 of Astra, and the audio subcarrier at 7.74MHz.

**BBC World Service**

The BBC World Service, faced with a minimum of a £5 million reduction to its budget in 1994/95, was due to find out in the new November budget if further cuts were to be forced on it by the Treasury. Some newspapers reported in early November that services to western Europe and Africa were under threat if the government persisted in cutting the Bush House budget and that up to 70 jobs would go.

As I write this column, 408 MPs from all parties would go. The BBC World Service English language transmitter at 408 is coming from. As well as the French and English language transmitters, RFI has a relay station in French Guyana, and uses other broadcasters' stations in China, Japan, Gabon, Russia and Cyprus. It stopped using Hungarian facilities in November 1993.

A press release recently arrived on my desk from Radio Miami International that the low-power signal has been heard as far away as Venezuela. The release went on to say that it expected to be operating at full power from mid-December. Reports on reception, should you be able to catch the station, should be sent to WRMI, PO Box 526852, Miami, Florida 33152, USA.

**News And Broadcasting Schedules**

Some late news now about the weekly World Service programme Waveguide. The Christmas week edition will feature a whole range of music with connections to radio and broadcasting.

Some late news now about the weekly World Service programme Waveguide. The Christmas week edition will feature a whole range of music with connections to radio and broadcasting.

The World Service has published a guide to all its English language transmitter usage by transmitter site and then in frequency order. The guide shows the times of each transmission, bearing and power, and is a must for anyone trying to work out where a World Service English language transmitter is coming from.

For details write to Transmitter Site Guide, PO Box 76, Bush House, London WC2B 4PH.

**Adventist World Radio**

The latest edition of Adventist World Radio's Current magazine reports on a Buddhist station, Radio Aum Shinrikiyo. It says that Radio Aum - whose name means the transitory nature of the universe - is broadcast by Radio Moscow facilities in Europe at 0430 and 2030, both for thirty minutes.

The morning frequencies include 12.055 and the evening includes 9.555MHz. The studio centre is in Japan, and reception reports can be sent to 381-1 Hitoana, Fujinomiya, Shizuoka, 418-01, Japan.

**European Target**

Nashville based WNCR claims a European target for several of its transmissions, although the choice of frequencies almost undoubtedly rules out reception this side of the Atlantic. All programmes are in English, and the schedule is: 0000-0800 on 5.81MHz, 1100-1900 on 15.685MHz; 1600-2200 on 15.61MHz; 2200-0000 on 12.18MHz.

Station HCBJ in Quito, Ecuador; broadcasts to Europe at 0700 on 8.205 and 11.635MHz and in the European evening at 1900 and 2130 on 17.79 and 15.27MHz. In addition, the station continues to operate its low power single sideband transmitter on 21.455MHz, and at times also on 17.45MHz.

One feature in the HCBJ schedule is What's Cooking in the Andes, presented by Karen Schmidt. During January Karen will be looking at tasty Cuban food, and visiting a Cuban market. While in February, local Andean cooks will be on the programme.

Tune in on Thursday at 0900 and 1530. The DX Partyline is the Saturday feature and it can be heard in Europe at 0730 and 1900.

**Round-up**

Peter Shore takes his monthly look at the broadcast bands, starting off with some news on the possible reorganisation of Radio Netherlands.

As I write this column, the level of support that signatures which indicates similar numbers of the thousands of Early Day MPs from all parties would go. The BBC World Service, reported on Radio Netherlands activities. Over the next few months decisions will be taken on how the station should cope with the changing political scene around the world. You can tune to the Hilversum-based station at 1130-1235 on 9.65 and 5.955MHz; 1230-1300 on 21.59, 21.515, 9.605 and 6.02MHz; 1930-2025 on 21.59, 17.605MHz. Radio Netherlands can also be heard for an hour at 1730 on the World Radio Network, carried on transponder 22 of Astra, and the audio subcarrier at 7.74MHz.

**BBC World Service**

The World Service has published a guide to all its English language transmitter usage by transmitter site and then in frequency order. The guide shows the times of each transmission, bearing and power, and is a must for anyone trying to work out where a World Service English language transmitter is coming from.

For details write to Transmitter Site Guide, PO Box 76, Bush House, London WC2B 4PH.

**Adventist World Radio**

The latest edition of Adventist World Radio's Current magazine reports on a Buddhist station, Radio Aum Shinrikiyo. It says that Radio Aum - whose name means the transitory nature of the universe - is broadcast by Radio Moscow facilities in Europe at 0430 and 2030, both for thirty minutes.

The morning frequencies include 12.055 and the evening includes 9.555MHz. The studio centre is in Japan, and reception reports can be sent to 381-1 Hitoana, Fujinomiya, Shizuoka, 418-01, Japan.

**European Target**

Nashville based WNCR claims a European target for several of its transmissions, although the choice of frequencies almost undoubtedly rules out reception this side of the Atlantic. All programmes are in English, and the schedule is: 0000-0800 on 5.81MHz, 1100-1900 on 15.685MHz; 1600-2200 on 15.61MHz; 2200-0000 on 12.18MHz.

Station HCBJ in Quito, Ecuador; broadcasts to Europe at 0700 on 8.205 and 11.635MHz and in the European evening at 1900 and 2130 on 17.79 and 15.27MHz. In addition, the station continues to operate its low power single sideband transmitter on 21.455MHz, and at times also on 17.45MHz.

One feature in the HCBJ schedule is What's Cooking in the Andes, presented by Karen Schmidt. During January Karen will be looking at tasty Cuban food, and visiting a Cuban market. While in February, local Andean cooks will be on the programme.

Tune in on Thursday at 0900 and 1530. The DX Partyline is the Saturday feature and it can be heard in Europe at 0730 and 1900.

**Round-up**

Peter Shore takes his monthly look at the broadcast bands, starting off with some news on the possible reorganisation of Radio Netherlands.
C.M.HOWES COMMUNICATIONS

NEW! Higher Power ATU Kit

The new HOWES CTU150 has been introduced to meet the demand for a higher powered version of our much liked CTU30 30W ATU (kit: £39.90). The CTU150 is designed for use with the popular 100W HF transceivers and covers 1.8 to 30MHz. The "T match" configuration (using 2 high voltage tuning capacitors and 12 switched inductance settings) gives a wide matching range and useful extra RF filtering. It suits coax fed and long-wire antennas. The optional hardware pack is styled to match our other equipment and covers reception. Makes a great present for the junior op.

CTU150 Kit (£49.90) + HA150R hardware (£16.90) = £66.80

EASY TO BUILD RECEIVER KITS

**TRF3**

Shortwave Broadcast & TRF receiver. Great fun to build and use, educational too! As featured on BBC World Service "Waveguide" programme, AM855/6060 reception. Makes a great present for the junior op.

- Complete electronics kit plus hardware pack: £41.40

**DXR10**

Three band (10, 12 & 15M) Amateur radio SSB & CW receiver. Matching transmitter kits available to enable expansion into transceiver. Complete receiver kit with HA10R hardware pack and DC52 "S Meter": £64.30

Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry, Northants NN11 6FT
Tel: 0327 60178

TRANSMITTERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kit</th>
<th>Assmble PCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AT160 80 &amp; 160M Bands AM/D.SSB/CW 10W PEP adjustable</td>
<td>£39.90 £62.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CXT QRP CW Transmitter, 40M or 80M versions</td>
<td>£15.50 £22.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTX20 20M 10W (adjustable) CW Transmitter</td>
<td>£22.90 £39.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTX10 10 &amp; 15M SSB/CW Exciter (Incl. crystal filter)</td>
<td>£49.90 £79.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPA10 3/10W PE6 Linear Power Amplifier to suit HTX10</td>
<td>£39.90 £58.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACTIVE ANTENNAS AND PRE-AMPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kit</th>
<th>Assmble PCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AA2 150kHz to 30MHz Active Antenna Amplifier</td>
<td>£18.90 £27.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA4 25 to 1300MHz Active Antenna Amplifier</td>
<td>£18.90 £27.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB118 118 to 137MHz Optimised VHF Air-band Antenna</td>
<td>£18.90 £25.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPA4 4 to 1300MHz Receiver Pre-amplifier</td>
<td>£15.90 £22.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please add £1.50 P&P for kits or £4.00 P&P if ordering hardware.

HOWES KITS contain quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts locations, full, clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sels, constructional and technical advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for our free catalogue and specific product data sheets. Delivery is normally within seven days.
Most advertisements are legal, decent, honest and truthful. A few are not. And, like you, we want them stopped. If you would like to know more about how to make complaints, please send for our booklet: 'The Do's and Don'ts of Complaining.' It's free.

ASA Ltd., Dept. 7, New House, Turrington Place, London WC1B 7YN
This space is dedicated in the interests of high standards of advertising.
Andy Emmerson G8PTH takes his bi-monthly look at the ATV scene. This month Andy has some thoughts on repeater operation and microwaves.

**FOCAL POINT**

This month the bulk of letters I’ve received are about repeater operation and microwaves. Does this mean that 430MHz and slow-scan activity has dried up? Please write and convince me otherwise!

Recently, I heard whispers that work is proceeding to rebuild the Leicester television repeater GB3SV at Markfield, as well as news that further effort is going into the Cambridge television repeater. Confirmation on this would be welcome.

**Northampton Repeater**

For an update on GB3SV, the Northampton ATV repeater, provided by Tim Forrester G4WIM: "Just a few quick lines to let you know what we’re up to in ‘MV Land’. We now have quite a few regular viewers and users (when are we going to see you on the air??) Stations equipped for both transmit and receive are Dave G4SCJ, George G0KDG, Simon G1IRG, Steve G4CPP, Paul G4XMM, Dick G3TMG, Paul G0HWC, Mike G6CJN, Phil G4U10 and me. Apologies if I’ve missed anyone off the list! "With the exception of Dick G3TMG, all of the above are using p.i.l. transmitters. This design uses surface mount technology throughout will be appearing in the February issue of Elektor Magazine.

"We also have quite a cluster of regular viewers most of whom I can’t quite recall, but appear on the ‘MV Hall of Fame’, about eight receive-only in total, some of whom will soon be on transmit as well.

"If funds, time and licences permit, I hope to link MV to TV via TG on 2.6GHz. I’ve had quite a few chats with Dave G4NJJU about it and he seems quite keen. ‘MV’ continues to operate well, although a better site is being sought and I am planning to make a slotted waveguide aerial for improved r.p. and input sensitivity, assuming I can source the right size of extrusion! If people want any further info, give me a call on (0604) 757401."

Thanks for the update Tim, keep me informed of more developments. Tim has also told me that printed circuit boards will be available through himself in this country and through Elektor magazine elsewhere.

The boards will be of professional top-quality quality, so that everyone who builds the project should get optimum results. The unit employs the Mitsubishi 2W ‘brick’ (as do most other designs) and provides sound and vision (the latter on 1290MHz). The board measures 3 x 4in and fits neatly in a standard-sized die-cast box.

**Room To Report**

I don’t always have room to report on the ATV events as they happen, so here, a little belatedly, is some information from last summer as reported by Brian G3SMU.

If you’ve seen ‘The Weirdest of Bravo’ (well, you may have done if you have Satellite TV), you will know same only slightly less strange goings-on happen on the ATV scene.

Darren G7LWT decided to film his wife giving birth (and why not?), he then digitised this and sent it as a sequence of moving pictures via modem and PC to Tony G4CBW. The transmission took 30 minutes on the phone line and was then rebroadcast on 1270MHz with PS pictures received by Brian on Winter Hill.

Other events covered on ATV included the Battle of the Atlantic (I think they mean the official opening of the refurbished Western Approaches wartime control bunker, not the actual skirmish some 50 years earlier). This latest event was a full-scale live outside broadcast on ATV (well done!).

At this stage my scribbled notes lose their thread a bit, keep me informed of more developments. Tim and I are planning to make a slotted waveguide aerial for improved r.p. and input sensitivity, assuming I can source the right size of extrusion! If people want themselves and also with Brian G3SMU in Bolton!

"Martin G7MRF is working on a multi-channel system and will be operational by the time you read this (power mad!)! Other members of the group who are in the position of getting their systems up and running are G30BD Alf, Malcom G7I1AM, Eric G1YU and Bill G1OMV.

"Albert G4DHO is working on the Stoke-on-Trent 10GHz repeater! So, keep your dishes pointed at Stoke and you just never know!"

Chris continues with "Just a few lines on 1270MHz activity now. GB3UD is working fine at the moment except for the input being hit by packet radio (whose bright idea was it to stick it on 1240MHz?) so Martin G7MRF has machined a seven-pole interdigital filter which inserted into the packet operators on 1270MHz (17) input should put paid to the breakthrough.

"Can I also say 'welcome back' to Steve G4DVJN, who has been absent on the ATV scene for some time? Well, that’s it for now. I hope that this has been of some interest. Can I also thank Trevor G6KBI for all the running about that he does for the group and for the time that he spends chasing around for bits and pieces? Well done Trevor. 73s to all De Chris G1EZJ”.

Nice to hear from you Chris, things in Stoke-on-Trent certainly seem to be busy.

That’s all I’ve got room for this time but keep those letters coming in to me at 71 Falcutt Way, Northampton NN12 6PH.
The PW Shopping Arcade
Welcome to the Practical Wireless ‘Arcade’. In this section of the magazine, you'll be able to find all those important services ‘under one roof’ - just like the shopping arcades you see in the High Street.

Let your eyes 'stroll through' the Arcade every month and you'll find all departments open for business including: The Book Service, PCB Service, Binders and details of other PW Services. Make a regular habit of 'visiting' the Arcade, because in future, you'll have the chance of seeing special book offers and other bargains. And don't forget, this Arcade is open wherever you're reading PW!

Services

Queries:
Practical Wireless, PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

We will always try to help readers having difficulties with Practical Wireless projects, but please note the following simple rules:
1: We cannot deal with technical queries over the telephone.
2: We cannot give advice on modifications other to our designs, to commercial radio, TV or electronic equipment.
3: All letters asking for advice must be accompanied by a stamped self-addressed envelope (or envelope plus IRCs for overseas readers).
4: Make sure you describe the problem adequately, with as much detail as you can possibly supply.
5: Only one problem per letter please.

Back Numbers

Limited stocks of many issues of PW for past years are available at £2.00 each including post and packing. If the issue you want is not available, we can photocopy a specific article at a cost of 85p per article or part of article. Over the years, PW has reviewed many items of radio related equipment. A list of all the available reviews and their cost can be obtained from the Editorial Offices at Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW for a stamped self-addressed envelope.

Binders

PW can provide a choice of binders for readers' use. Plain black binders are available, each holding 12 issues of any A4 format magazine. Alternatively, blue binders embossed with the PW logo in silver can be supplied. The price for either type of binder is £5.50 each (£1 P&P for one, £2 for two or more).

Send all orders to PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

Constructional Projects

Components for PW projects are usually readily available from component suppliers. For unusual or specialised components, a source or sources will be quoted.
Each constructional project is given a rating to guide readers as to the complexity.
Beginner: A project that can be tackled by a beginner who is able to identify components and handle a soldering iron.
Intermediate: A fair degree of experience of building radio or electronic projects is assumed, but only basic test equipment will be needed to complete any tests and adjustments.
Advanced: A project likely to appeal to the experienced constructor. Access to workshop facilities and test equipment will often be required. Definitely not for the beginner to attempt without assistance.

Mail Order

All items from PW are available Mail Order, either by post or using the 24hr Mail Order Hotline (0202) 659930. Payment should be by cheque, postal order, money order or credit card (Mastercard and Visa only). All payments must be in sterling and overseas orders must be drawn on a London Clearing Bank.

Don’t Miss Out
On The Holiday Of The Year

Come Fly With Us To The 1994 Dayton HamVention - And See What’s On Offer At The Biggest Amateur Radio Show In The World.

It's not too late to book your seat - it's waiting for you, although time is running short. Hurry now....we don't want to leave you behind!

Join the PW party, led by the Editor Rob Mannion G3XFD, when we fly out on a scheduled Delta Airlines flight from Gatwick on Monday April 25 1994. We'll fly direct to Cincinnati, then our private coach will take us to the Holiday Inn in Dayton for our seven night stay.
There'll be several day trips in our private coach and we'll spend a day at the world famous United States Air Force Museum. There's plenty of shopping and other attractions for the family too!

Book your seat on the PW 1994 HamVention Holiday for only £830 per person, sharing a twin bedded room. Single rooms are available for an extra £205. The price includes the return flight and meals on the aircraft, coach transfers, accommodation for seven nights, two day excursions by coach and an admission ticket to the HamVention. We return home on Monday May 2, arriving at Gatwick on Tuesday morning.

Although Rob Mannion G3XFD is leading the PW party, the entire holiday is being organised by the Bristol based professional tour group operator RCT International. Sheila Bayliss at RCT is waiting for your enquiry and she'll be delighted to send you a full itinerary and booking form. Don't delay, telephone Sheila now or send away today and you'll fly with PW to the greatest amateur radio adventure of 1994!

Seats to Dayton HamVention 1994 are strictly limited, don't miss your chance...book now. We don't want you to miss the flight!

To Sheila Bayliss
Practical Wireless 1994 HamVention Holiday
RCT International
44 College Green
Bristol BS1 5SH
Tel: (0272) 230933, FAX: (0272) 226912
I am interested in joining the Practical Wireless 1994 Dayton HamVention Holiday, please send me further details.

Name: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
How many seats required: ____________________________
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934MHz equipment, the perfect stop
FT-290R all new, £350 the lot.
Daiwa power supply, PS304 13.8V 30A,
FT-2400H 50W 144MHz transceiver and
South Wales. Tel: (0202) 242073.
made unit in die-cast case, £28. Walt,
Exeter (06471) 61753.

AVO valve tester
FRT-7700 tuner, FRV-7700 3 band v.h.f.
microphone. Ian, Middlesex. Tel: 10992)
amateurs prefer it. Between CB and amateur radio, some
(0344)425638.

Bristow, 182, Practical Televisions 1964-1980. P.
airborne radar units. Wanted: Indicator
Together with your payment of £3.00
No responsibility will be taken for errors.

which cannot be licensed in the UK, will not
equipment that is illegal to possess, use or
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**SAT话语**

**MORSE**

**INTRODUCING MORSE CODE**

Dr. Ralph E. Taggart WB80DT

*Way of learning the Morse Code, focusing on instructional details of a variety of keys including Ionics, Throckmorton, and an old style key with a 52-bit memory as well as a practical code tutor.*

84 pages. £4.95

**SECRET OF LEARNING MORSE CODE**

Doug DeMaw W1FB

*Renewed interest in Morse code. This book points out many of the pitfalls for the listener.*

84 pages. £4.95

---

**SATELLITES**

**NEWBIES GUIDE TO SATELLITE TV**

Derek Stephen

*This book, the second edition, is a handbook of how to receive television, printed on high quality paper. The author is a satellite repair and installation technician.*

220 pages. £13.00

**satellite antenna handbook**

A Complete Guide to Satellite TV Theory and Practice

John Breeds

*Saves you time and money by covering important aspects of s.h.f., radio and tv, where you can find additional information. Includes an index.*

206 pages. £15.00

**Satellite TV**

A Laymen's Guide

Peter Pasen

*Packed with useful and interesting material on space communications.*

300 pages. £36.00

**Radio Amateur Callbook**

1992 Edition

E.A. Wilson

*The latest edition of the famous dictionary of radio operators.*

464 pages. £6.95

---

**THEORY**

**ARRL ELECTRICAL DATA BOOK**

Doug DeMaw W1FB

*Completely expanded, this is a handy reference for the real technician, amateur and technical designer. Contains components and mathematics, inductors and transformers, database of digital and tv prediction programs.*

249 pages. £12.00

**EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK**

Mike Toyole BA

*A practical reference book of all the important data on the equipment used in the electronics industry.*

155 pages. £6.95

---
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SUBS CLUB

Be sure of your copy of Practical Wireless every month and qualify for the Subscribers' Club as well. Special offers and discounts are normally available to members, including those abroad.

Hold That Rig Neatly And Safely - With The Help Of This Month's Subscribers' Club Special Offer!

We've come up with yet another useful idea for Subscribers' Club Members. This time it's in the form of the newly-introduced Scanmaster Adjustable Desk stand. As it's fully adjustable both vertically and horizontally, this useful stand will allow you to mount your hand-held transceiver, receiver or scanner exactly where you need.

The neat Scanmaster comes complete with a short BNC to SO239 socket lead. This useful combination will add versatility to your hand-held equipment, and be very useful anywhere in the shack or workshop.

Practical Wireless Subscribers' Club Members can get their Scanmaster Adjustable Desk Stand for £17 (UK) including P&P (normal price £19.95 plus P&P, £22 including P&P (overseas))

Don't Delay - Let Your Rig Stand Neatly - The Scanmaster Way

Offer open until 10 February 1994 (UK), 10 March 1994 (overseas).

ORDER FORM FOR ALL MAIL ORDER PURCHASES IN PRACTICAL WIRELESS

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (0202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (0202) 659950

Or please fill in the details ticking the relevent boxes, a photo copy will be acceptable to save you cutting your beloved copy!

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

SUBSCRIPTIONS

PRACTICAL WIRELESS 1 YEAR

Please start my subscription with the...issue.

SUBS CLUB OFFER

Please send me Scanmaster Desk Stand/s @ £17 inc P&P (UK) £22 inc P&P (overseas).

BINDERS

Please send me PW Binder(s) @ £5.50 each.

Postal charges:

£1 for one, £2 for two or more (UK).

BOOKS

Please send me the following book/s,

Postal charges:

£1 for one, £3.50 for two or more (overseas).

GRAND TOTAL

PAYMENT DETAILS

Name
Address
Telephone No.
Postal charges.

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd) £
Or
Charge to my Access/Visa Card the amount of £

Card No. ..............................
Valid from ......................to ......................
Signature .............................. Tel: ..............................

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (0202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (0202) 659950
Educational

**COURSE FOR CITY AND GUILDS** Radio Amateurs Examination. Pass this important examination and obtain your licence, with an RRC Home Study Course. For details of this and other courses (GCSE, career and professional examinations, etc) write or phone – THE RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE, DEPT JX110, Tuilt House, London SW19 4DS. Tel: 081-947 7272. (Sat-Sun (for use or our 24hr Recorded) service 081-946 1102 quoting JX110.

**HEATMIX EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTS/UK DISTRIBUTOR** Satis and Service Centre, Cedar Electronics, 12 Iscousme Way, Broadway Road, Wincecombe, Cheltenham, Glos. GL54 3AS. Tel: (0242) 624202.

Wanted

**WANTED FOR CASH** Valve communication receivers and domestic valve radios (working or not). Items of Government surplus wireless equipment and obsolescent test equipment. Pre-1965 wireless and audio components and accessories. Pre-1975 wireless and TV books and magazines. Also, most valves wanted for cash. Must be unused and boxed. CBS, 157 Dickson Road, Blackpool, FY1 2EU. Tel: 0253 751858 or 0253 302979.

C.R.T. 95474 Price etc: Samburi, 1 Eastwood, Burton-on-Trent, JAR, 157 Dickson Road, Blackpool, FY1 2EU. Tel: 0253 751858 or 0253 302979.

**WANTED FOR CASH** Valve communication receivers and domestic valve radios (working or not). Items of Government surplus wireless equipment and obsolescent test equipment. Pre-1965 wireless and audio components and accessories. Pre-1975 wireless and TV books and magazines. Also, most valves wanted for cash. Must be unused and boxed. CBS, 157 Dickson Road, Blackpool, FY1 2EU. Tel: 0253 751858 or 0253 302979.

C.R.T. 95474 Price etc: Samburi, 1 Eastwood, Burton-on-Trent, JAR, 157 Dickson Road, Blackpool, FY1 2EU. Tel: 0253 751858 or 0253 302979.

Computer Software & Hardware

**ULTIMATE MORSE TUTOR** for PCs and ATARI £90.00. Interface cable supplied. Free demo, PLEASE state computer type and disk size.

BOSCAD Ltd, 16 Aytoom Grove, Baldridgeburn, Dunfermline, Fife KY12 7TA. Tel: 0813 726564, evenings.

**PC/IBM Radio Shareware**, definitely the best value

Dunfermline, FIFE KY12 9TA. Tel: 0383 729584, evenings.

BOSCAD Interface

**ULTIMATE MORSE TUTOR** for PC's and ATARI £90.00

**BUDGET 2M FM RIGS WITH CONVERSION DATA:** PYE CAMBRIDGE PM10B boot unit only £7. PYE WESTMINSTER LW15M boot unit only £7.50. UK mainland carriage of any quantity. VAT inclusive.

Callers welcome (phone first). GAREX ELECTRONICS STATION YARD, SOUTH BRENT TQ10 9AL 0364 72770

Valves & Transistors

**TRIBUTOR Spares and Service Centre**. Cedar Electronics. HEATHKIT EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTS/UK COLLEGE, DEPT JX110, Tuition House, London SW19 4DS. (Tel: 0202) 659920, Fax: (0202) 659950.

**THE RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE, DEPT JX110, Tuilt House, London SW19 4DS.** Tel: 081-947 7272. (Sat-Sun (for use or our 24hr Recorded) service 081-946 1102 quoting JX110.

WANTED FOR CASH Valve communication receivers and domestic valve radios (working or not). Items of Government surplus wireless equipment and obsolescent test equipment. Pre-1965 wireless and audio components and accessories. Pre-1975 wireless and TV books and magazines. Also, most valves wanted for cash. Must be unused and boxed. CBS, 157 Dickson Road, Blackpool, FY1 2EU. Tel: 0253 751858 or 0253 302979.

C.R.T. 95474 Price etc: Samburi, 1 Eastwood, Burton-on-Trent, JAR, 157 Dickson Road, Blackpool, FY1 2EU. Tel: 0253 751858 or 0253 302979.

**GAREX ELECTRONICS STATION YARD, SOUTH BRENT TQ10 9AL 0364 72770**

For Sale

**WANTED FOR CASH VALVES GALORE** Most valves available from stock. Otherwise obtained quickly. Please send SAE stating requirements or telephone. VALVE & ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES Chever Books, 157 Dickson Road, Blackpool FY1 2EU. Tel: 0253 751858 or 0253 302979.

JAPANESE SEMICONDUCTORS and Transmitting Tubes for broadcasting, communication and industrial use. Quotation sent on request. TSUTOM YOSHIHARA, OSAKA, JAPAN Fax: 06-338-3381.

**TECHNICAL MANUALS, AR88, CR110, RC110, BB10, BDF, £5 each. CIRHs only. 160 pence, plus S.A.E., lists thousands.** Bent ley, 27 De Vere Gardens, Ilford Essex IG1 3EB. Phone: 081 554 6631

Service Sheets

**PC TECHNICAL SHAREWARE** Would you like to use the best range of low cost technical and scientific public domain and shareware for IBM PC, in the UK?

Huge range includes: PACKET, FAX, RX/TX control, PCB design, Circuit and ANTENNA analysis, QSO logging, CAD and electronics, PLC programming, SOURC ODATA, EDUCATION, WINDOWS, BUSINESS and lots more.

Write phone or fax today for your free 12-1 page printed catalogue.

Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisers

ORDER FORM FOR CLASSIFIED ADS PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS

The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 42 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number 70p extra. Semi-display setting £13.90 per single column centimetre (minimum 2.5cm). Please add 17.5% VAT to the total. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to the PW Publishing. Treasury notes should always be sent by registered post. Advertisements, together with remittance should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept, Practical Wireless, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Tel: (0202) 659920, Fax: (0202) 659950.

Please insert this advertisement in the ____________ issue of Practical Wireless (if you do not specify an issue we will insert it in the next available issue of PW) for ____________ insertion/s. I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £ ____________ (42p per word)

12 minimum, please add 17.5% VAT to total) Name:

Address:

Telephone No.:

Box Number @ 70p: Tick if appropriate

Please go to press. Readers are advised to check both prices and availability of goods with the advertiser before ordering from non-current issues of the magazine.

**DISCLAIMER**

Some of the products offered for sale in advertisements in this magazine may have been obtained from abroad or from unauthorised sources. Practical Wireless advises readers contemplating mail order to enquire whether the products are suitable for use in the UK and have full after-sales back-up available.

The publishers of Practical Wireless wish to point out that it is the responsibility of readers to ascertain the legality or otherwise of items offered for sale by advertisers in this magazine.

Miscellaneous

**DIY Inexpensive radio projects. Easy to make, SAE, RYLANDS, 39 Parkside Avenue, Southampton SO1 9AF.**

**PC TECHNICAL SHAREWARE** Would you like to use the best range of low cost technical and scientific public domain and shareware for IBM PC, in the UK?

Huge range includes: PACKET, FAX, RX/TX control, PCB design, Circuit and ANTENNA analysis, QSO logging, CAD and electronics, PLC programming, SOURCE ODATA, EDUCATION, WINDOWS, BUSINESS and lots more.

Write phone or fax today for your free 12-1 page printed catalogue.
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Phone for details and a new colour brochure.

For £35 you can have on site warranty.

Can be supplied with 170Mb hard drive for £839. 12 month RTB warranty included.

1.44Mb floppy drive, serial and parallel port and MSDOS 6.2 for £749 including VAT and delivery.

COLOMOR (ELECTRONICS) LTD.

Please allow 28 days for delivery.

secretaries and group leaders should contact Badger Boards direct for the new discount rates.

Enquiries, orders and remittances should be sent to:
Badger Boards, 87 Blackberry Lane, Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield B74 4JF. Tel: 021-353 9326, marking your envelope PW PCB Service. Cheques should be crossed and made payable to Badger Boards. When ordering please state the article title as well.

A. H. SUPPLIES

Classified Ads

This page is seen by thousands, be sure they see you.

Ailsa on 0202 659920

Practical Wireless PCB Service

Enquiries, orders and remittances should be sent to:
Badger Boards, 87 Blackberry Lane, Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield B74 4JF. Tel: 021-353 9326, marking your envelope PW PCB Service. Cheques should be crossed and made payable to Badger Boards. When ordering please state the article title as well.

We have talked to Badger Boards about the club and group discount on orders, and they are happy to continue this service. Club secretaries and group leaders should contact Badger Boards direct for the new discount rates.

Please allow 28 days for delivery.

Board | Article (Project) Title | Issue
--- | --- | ---
WR315 | PW Bourbon 3.5MHz TX | Aug 93
WR314 | UHF Pre-Amplifier | Dec 92
WR313 | 10MHz Transmitter | Nov 92
WR312 | Receiver/Mixer (Getting Started) | Nov 92
WR311 | Oscillator BFO (Getting Started) | Sept 92
WR310 | 1.2GHz Pre-scaler | Aug 92
WR309 | Volt Reg/Grade by 10 | Aug 92
WR308 | TTL 1MHz Oscillator (Getting Started) | July 92
WR307 | Crystal Checker (Getting Started) | June 92
SET | WR303/304/305/306 | April 92
WR302 | 600 3.5MHz TX | April 92
WR301 | GDO (Getting Started) | April 92
WR300a | Challenge Receiver | Feb 92
WR300 | OSCAMP Oscillator | Mar 92
WR330 | OSCAMP Amplifier | Feb 92
WR329 | Multivibrator (Getting Started) | Jan 92
WR327/298 | Additional Receiver boards | Sept 91
SET | WR295/296 | PW Beaver | Oct 91
SET | WR295/293/294 | Chatterbox | Aug 91
SET | WR295/291 | Robin Freq. Counter | Aug 91
SET | WR293/292/294 | Chatterbox | Aug 91
WR288 | Meon-4 (Control) | July 91
WR288 | Morse Master | June 91
WR285 | Scope Probes PSU | Apr 91
WR284 | Scope Probes | Apr 91
WR283 | Sudden Receiver | Mar 91
WR282 | Repeater Toneburst | Feb 91
WR281 | High Voltage PSU | Jan 91
SET | WR265/285 | Marland Transmitter | July 91
WR272 | NCA/Recycler | June 91
WR271 | Love Voltage Alarm | June 90
WR270 | Valve PSU | May 90
WR269 | RX Attenuator | May 90
WR268 | Product Detector | Apr 90
WR267 | Badger Bob | Apr 90
WR266 | Glyme | Feb 90
WR265 | Inwell (RF PA) | Feb 90
WR264 | Inwell (Relay) | Feb 90
WR263 | Inwell (VFO) | Jan 90
WR262 | PW 49'yr | Jan 90
WR261 | Tuned Active Antenna (PSU) | Jan 90
WR259 | Mean 50MHz Transverter | Oct 89
WR258 | Mean 40MHz PSU | Jul 89
WR257 | Marwood 12V 30A PSU | Jul 83

Badger Boards, 87 Blackberry Lane, Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield, B74 4JF

Tel: 021 353 9326
SPECIAL SPECIAL PRICES ON ICOM HANDHELDs

PLUS... WE WILL GIVE YOU A FREE 2M 1/4-WAVE MINI-MAGMOUNT ANTENNA WITH ALL NEW 2M HANDHELD PURCHASES

HAMSTORES

WITH INTEREST-FREE CREDIT AND STILL THE MOST COMPETITIVE PRICES AROUND!

Transceivers • Receivers and Scanners • Data Communications • ATU's and Accessories • Special Offers • Antennae • Books • Directories • Connectors • Adaptors • Cables • Tested Second-hand Equipment • Coffee/Tea/Chat

BIRMINGHAM: (JUST OFF M5 MOTORWAY JUNCTION 2) - GORDON & JOHN International House, 963 Wolverhampton Rd. Oldbury, West Midlands B69 4RJ. Tel: 021 552 0073 Fax: 021 552 0051.

LONDON: - PAUL - 11 Watford Way, Hendon, London NW4 3JL. Tel: 081 202 0073 Fax: 081 202 8873

HERNE BAY: - CHRIS - Unit 8, Herne Bay West Industrial Estate, Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD. Tel: 0227 741555 Fax: 0227 741742.

OPENING TIMES: Tuesdays to Fridays: 09:00-17:00 & Saturdays: 09:00-16:00.
Over 700 colour packed pages with hundreds of brand New Products at Super Low Prices, on sale from **3rd September, only £2.95**.

Available from all branches of **WHSMITH**, selected branches of **RSM COLL** in Scotland ONLY, and Maplin stores nationwide.

The Maplin Electronics 1994 Catalogue – **UNIQUELY DIFFERENT**!

Southern Africa Customers please contact Maplin (South Africa) Tel: (024) 51-5124